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REVIEW OF FEDERAL AND PRIVATE
DOMESTIC FOOD DONATION ACTIVITIES

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Department

Operations and Nutrition,
Committee on Agriculture,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room
1302, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Charles W. Stenholm
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Sarpalius, Farr, Pomeroy, Emerson,
Gunderson, and Canady.

Staff present: Julia M. Paradis, assistant counsel; Jan Rovecamp,
clerk; Anita R. Brown and Lynn Gallagher.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES W. STENHOLM, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Stenholm. I welcome everyone to this morning's hearing to

review Federal and private domestic food donation activities.

We should all be concerned about the findings of the recent study
done by Second Harvest. It revealed that 10.4 percent of the U.S.

population relies on food pantries, soup kitchens, and homeless
shelters to help meet their food needs.

It is incumbent on us to find ways, perhaps better ways, to maxi-
mize our scarce Federal resources so that they might better meet
the needs of hungry Americans. This hearing will review our food

donation programs to see how we can make them more effective.

The United States has the most effective and sophisticated

antihunger program in the world, the Food Stamp Program. We
are constantly striving to improve its effectiveness and its integ-

rity. But, the fact of the matter is, we have learned over the years
that the Food Stamp Program does not meet all of the needs of all

of our hungry people, and if we truly care about those people, we
must support food donation programs because they do seem to fill

the niche.

The agricultural community has two reasons to support these

programs. First, we see poverty in our rural communities, and as
food producers, we believe it is imperative for us to do what we can
to feed hungry people. The other reason is that these programs
support U.S. agriculture. So there may be no greater fans of these

programs than those of us in production agriculture.
I have received dozens of inquiries from food banks in every re-

gion of the country and from Members of Congress from all around
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the country concerning the reductions of the President's budget to

the emergency food assistance program. Given what we have
learned from the Second Harvest study, this concern is not surpris-

ing.
There are more people in the United States relying on our food

banks than the food banks can adequately serve. We know that

food banks are not the ultimate solution to hunger. But until we
eliminate hunger in this country, our food banks are critical to as-

suring that everyone has enough to eat.

Likewise, proposed reductions in the charitable institutions pro-

gram and in the commodity supplemental food program have peo-

ple very concerned, given the continued level of need. These dona-
tion programs are critical to addressing the hunger needs of par-

ticularly vulnerable populations.
One program that would receive an increase in funding under

the President's budget is the soup kitchen program. This worthy
program, established in the Hunger Prevention Act of 1988, serves

many of the poorest individuals in the country.
I am sure that I do not need to remind you that I share the

President's desire to hold the line on Federal expenditures. But, we
must be very cautious as we attempt to target our scarce resources
that we do not let deserving and needy folk slip through the cracks.

We must find ways to deliver Federal benefits just as efficiently as

possible. As we work to improve the economy and address the un-

derlying causes of poverty and hunger, we must continue to sup-

port the programs that feed hungry people.
I was pleased, in both the Budget Committee and on the floor,

to vote for the 1995 budget resolution that maintained at least

1994 funding levels for our domestic commodity donation program.
The House-passed budget resolution found a way to continue sup-

port of these programs within the restraints imposed by last year's

budget agreement.
We will hear this morning from the Secretary's representative to

learn the basis for the budget recommendations. We will also hear
from the Extension Service about some of their activities in support
of private efforts to address hunger needs. And then we will hear
from folks who work directly with these programs and who under-

stand the needs of the people the programs serve. Most impor-
tantly, we will hear some recommendations on how these programs
can be made more effective so that they can maximize their food

benefit.

As we strive to maintain Federal support for our commodity do-

nation programs, we must also look to the tremendous contribution

that the private sector can make in the way of food donations.

There are already exciting and effective programs developed by vol-

unteer organizations and private business groups that donate food

to food banks, homeless shelters, and soup kitchens. We will hear
about some of those innovative efforts this morning and hope to

learn what the barriers are to increasing the level of these criti-

cally important food donations.

The House Appropriations Subcommittee on Agriculture is meet-

ing, also, this morning to review the programs of the Food and Nu-
trition Service. We look forward to working with Chairman Dick



Durbin as his subcommittee makes the difficult decisions about
how to best spend Federal dollars.

During the next several days, we will share the testimony of our
witnesses this morning with the Appropriations subcommittee so

the subcommittee members might have them in mind as they de-

termine the levels of 1995 appropriation for these important food

donation programs.
This will not be the last hearing the Subcommittee on Depart-

ment Operations and Nutrition holds on these programs. With the

1995 farm bill approaching, I expect to hold several other hearings
reviewing food donation activities, including field hearings, some

possibly before this year is out, and certainly early in the next Con-

gress.
I would urge everyone here this morning to give serious thought

to ways in which food donations can be brought up to a level ade-

quate to meet the need. We will be calling on you for help, and we
look forward to working with you.

I want to thank all of our witnesses for their participation in to-

day's hearing. We look forward to hearing your testimony.
Mr. Sarpalius.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BILL SARPALIUS, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Sarpalius. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I commend you
for holding this hearing today and look forward to the testimony.

I cannot think of any area that probably does more good for the
American people than programs that try to feed and clothe those

people that are in need. It concerns me that, under the President's

budget, he did recommend reducing funding for the emergency food

assistance program, for the commodity supplemental food programs
and for the charitable institutions programs, and I am anxious to

hear from the testimony how they feel about that.

Everybody in this room, when you came to this Capitol today,

you probably saw people sleeping on the streets on the way here.

You cannot walk down any street here in Washington, DC, without
a homeless person coming up to you, asking you for some help.

I think it is important that we as a Congress, as we begin to

change our focus on where we spend taxpayers' money, we begin
to focus on those programs that have, indeed, gone way out of their

way to help the hungry people in this country.
Mr. Chairman, I commend you in your efforts with these hear-

ings and other hearings in the future, and I truly hope that as a

Congress we will do a much better job.
I have here and I look forward to listening to the testimony of

a model program of the South Plains Food Bank in Lubbock. We
have the executive director, Carolyn Lanier, whom we will hear
from here in a little bit, and that is just an example of the types
of programs that do work, and I think we need to do everything
as a Congress to assist those programs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Emerson.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BILL EMERSON, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI
Mr. Emerson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, thank you for holding this hearing. I feel very strong-

ly that in our Nation of abundance, it is a tragedy if anyone, a
child or an elderly person, just anyone, goes hungry.
We are a generous country. The $38 billion spent last year on

USDA food assistance programs provided much-needed help for

needy families and children, and of course, additionally, very sig-
nificant amounts of money are spent by the private sector to help
feed people who need food assistance.
For 1995, the administration proposes to spend almost $40 bil-

lion through USDA food assistance programs. However, none of
these funds will be spent to purchase commodities for the emer-
gency food assistance program, the one that we call TEFAP. This

represents an $80 million reduction in the money dedicated to

TEFAP.
The Food Stamp Program alone will cost over $28 billion in 1994

and provide benefits to almost 30 million people each month. Over
the years, the Food Stamp Program has grown through regular
cost-of-living increases and legislative expansions to the program.
For example, food stamp benefits are paid based on 103 percent

of the thrifty food plan. The Food Stamp Program does not provide
benefits to all needy families. Some people simply choose not to

participate, and others are in need of temporary or emergency help
for short periods of time, and that is why we have TEFAP.
The purpose of TEFAP is to provide surplus commodities, and

commodities specifically purchased for TEFAP, to needy families.

And, quite, frankly, if we did not have TEFAP, we would have to

invent it. It fills the needs of families that cannot or do not wish
to receive food stamp benefits, mainly those who cannot, for one
reason or another, receive food stamp benefits, and particularly for

people in emergency need.
I believe that both TEFAP and the Food Stamp Program are val-

uable and necessary programs, and I get particularly concerned
when I hear arguments advanced that it should be all of one or all

the other. There is not any need for that debate, Mr. Chairman.
I have been a member of this committee since 1982, and I cannot

count how many field hearings and field trips we have been on

looking at both problems associated with the Food Stamp Program
and other feedings programs of the Government, but I will tell you
that if there is any one program that is necessary for emergency
feeding purposes, it is TEFAP, and I want to get into that a little

bit because I feel so strongly about it, and I just wish we could dis-

pense with the argument of TEFAP or food stamps, because that
should not even be an argument.
For some, the ability to receive commodities through TEFAP may

mean the only type of assistance that they receive. Some needy
families, especially older folks and homeless people, are much more
likely to be able to avail themselves of commodities through
TEFAP.

I have worked very closely with food banks in my district, and
so I am an ardent supporter of the commodity distribution pro-

grams. I think this is a very effective and efficient means by which



we can provide food to needy people, and I hope that the adminis-
tration will reconsider its position and come to support this par-
ticular program.

I want to talk about just one program that would be affected by
the administration's TEFAP reduction, because it is the one that

I happen to be most personally familiar with, and that is the
Bootheel Food Bank, which is headquartered in Sikeston, Missouri.

A person, a very committed lady, Doreen Johnson, runs the
Bootheel Food Bank. Last year that food bank distributed more
than 5 million pounds of food to churches, senior citizen centers,
and pantries that in turn provide food and meals in rural Missouri.

Over a 16-county area, it provides food and meals to about 26,000
needy families every month.
This food bank started in 1985 when it distributed 10,000 pounds

of food that year. It has become the source for rescue missions and
church feeding programs and what have you, and they distributed

more than 5 million pounds of food last year.
The food distributed by this food bank comes from 250 private

groups and large food organizations like Procter & Gamble and
Kraft, which also participate. Pepsi Cola gave an old warehouse
that they no longer needed which is now used as a warehouse to

store food for easy distribution, and a significant amount of the
food that comes to the Bootheel Food Bank does come through
TEFAP in addition to the private sources.

Now, I want to see this food bank and other similar organiza-
tions to be able to continue to serve needy families on an emer-

gency basis. We could call scores of witnesses. I could call scores

of witnesses from my district alone who are pleading with me on
a daily basis. I have gotten hundreds of letters about the threat to

TEFAP, and people in the field are really legitimately concerned.
I think food banks demonstrate a very good example of how the

public and the private sector, working together to benefit needy
citizens, can better do a job than if they are operating separate and
apart from each other. I do not think that the mission, the goal of

ending hunger in our country and in the world, of curing the prob-
lem of malnutrition, is one that is going to be solved by government
alone. This partnership that I have been talking about, I can as-

sure you, is a very good public-private sector partnership for south-
east Missouri, and I have to believe that it is good for the rest of
the country as well.

So, Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that you called this particu-
lar hearing to look at TEFAP and private sector programs that dis-

tribute food and meals to people in need. It is my hope that,

through the information we can present at this hearing, we will be
able to demonstrate the need for TEFAP and the fine work by orga-
nizations on the frontline whose goal is to feed needy families.

So a particular thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your efforts here,
and I look forward to cooperating with you in addressing the prob-
lem which is the subject of this hearing. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Farr.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. SAM FARR, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Fare. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I really ap-

preciate your calling this hearing on this absolutely vital issue to

many Americans.
I represent the central coast of California, which is a large agri-

cultural area. We have had tremendous cooperation between agri-
culture and community-based programs to feed—we have essen-

tially 2,200 outlets of food services in these three counties, which
is almost unbelievable.
But I would like to associate my remarks with Mr. Emerson on

the impact of the cuts to TEFAP and hope that this hearing will

tell us exactly how we can restore the funding from the proposed
reduction, from $120 million to $40 million.

The purpose of the program as I understand it is to provide addi-

tional assistance to vulnerable low-income categories of people to

help assure the adequacy of their diets and to assist needy house-

holds, schools, and certain not-for-profit organizations by distribut-

ing to them commodities purchased for farm economic support re-

quirements. Those being the mission of FNS, it seems to me that

the reduction in funds as proposed by the administration is going
to do just the opposite from what the mission is required for them
to do by law.

So I would hope that these hearings will show us that we can

bring some stability. These are a lot of people that are at risk.

They are very much aware of what is being proposed here. It has

high profile by the news in our area, and I would hope that these

hearings will alleviate some of the fears that have been brought to

that community.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Any prepared statements received from the

members will be placed at this point in the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith of Oregon follows:]



STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BOB SMITH

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION

REVIEW OF FEDERAL AND PRIVATE DOMESTIC FOOD DONATION
ACTIVITIES

MARCH 23, 1994

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN. I AM PLEASED THAT YOU HAVE

CALLED THIS HEARING TO REVIEW THE GOVERNMENT COMMODITY

DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMS AND THE EFFORTS BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR

TO HELP FAMILIES IN NEED OF FOOD. I AM ESPECIALLY PLEASED TO SEE

THAT THE WITNESSES INCLUDE REPRESENTATIVES OF FOOD COMPANIES,

GROCERY STORES AND OTHERS INVOLVED IN PRIVATE DONATIONS OF

FOOD. THROUGH THESE WITNESSES I HOPE WE CAN SEE THE BREADTH

OF ASSISTANCE THAT IS PROVIDED OUTSIDE OF GOVERNMENT CIRCLES

AND, IN MANY CASES, PROGRAMS THAT COMPLEMENT THE ONGOING

FEDERAL FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROVIDES A WIDE ARRAY OF FOOD

ASSISTANCE TO NEEDY FAMILIES. THE 1995 BUDGET SUBMITTED BY THE

ADMINISTRATION PROPOSES $40 BILLION FOR FOOD ASSISTANCE

PROGRAMS, INCLUDING CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS. THE WIC

PROGRAM, FOOD DISTRIBUTION, AND THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM. THE

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR THE FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE



REPRESENTS AN INCREASE OVER 1994 LEVELS; WITH THE EXCEPTION OF

THE PURCHASE OF COMMODITIES FOR NEEDY FAMILIES.

THE PRIMARY PROGRAM DESIGNED TO PROVIDE FOOD AND MEALS

TO NEEDY FAMILIES, THE EMERGENCY FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OR

TEFAP, IS REDUCED BY 3.80 MILLION. I NOTE i MAT A REPRESENTATIVE

OF THE FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE WILL TESTIFY TODAY. I HOPE

TO HEAR AN EXPLANATION OF THE REASONS FOR THE REDUCTIONS IN

PROGRAMS PROVIDING DIRECT FOOD ASSISTANCE.

MR. CHAIRMAN, IN THE RECENT WEEKS I HAVE HEARD FROM

OVER 50 ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS IN OREGON PROTESTING

THE REDUCTION IN TEFAP AND OTHER PROGRAMS PROVIDING DIRECT

FOOD ASSISTANCE. THESE PEOPLE INCLUDE FOOD BANKS. MINISTERS,

CHURCHES, AND, VOLUNTEERS WORKING TO FEED NEEDY FAMILIES.

THESE ARE PEOPLE WITH FIRST HAND KNOWLEDGE OF THE BENEFITS OF

TEFAP. THROUGH TODAY'S HEARING I HOPE WE WILL BE ABLE TO

DISCUSS THE ISSUES THEY AND OTHERS HAVE RAISED.

THANK YOU MR. CHAIRMAN.



Mr. Stenholm. We will call our first panel. The first witness will

be Ms. Mary Ann Keeffe, Deputy Administrator, Special Nutrition

Programs, Food and Nutrition Sei-vice.

STATEMENT OF MARY ANN KEEFFE, DEPUTY ADMINIS-

TRATOR, SPECIAL NUTRITION PROGRAMS, FOOD AND NU-
TRITION SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; AC-
COMPANIED BY NEAL FLIEGER, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DISASTER ASSIST-

ANCE; AND RON VOGEL, ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ADMINIS-
TRATOR FOR SPECIAL NUTRITION PROGRAMS
Ms. Keeffe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like at this time to introduce two of my colleagues from

the Food and Nutrition Service who are accompanying me today.
Mr. Neal Flieger, who is the Deputy Administrator for Intergovern-
mental Affairs and Disaster Assistance; and Mr. Ron Vogel, Associ-

ate Deputy Administrator for Special Nutrition Programs. It is a

pleasure for us to be here this morning, Mr. Chairman, to discuss

FNS's commodity distribution programs.
The Clinton administration is committed to eliminating hunger

and to ensuring that all Americans, especially our children, have
access to food that is nutritious and wholesome. This commitment
is shown in President Clinton's fiscal year 1995 budget request
which calls for a program level increase of nearly $2 billion for

USDA's food assistance programs.
The proposal requests $38.7 billion for the food programs in fiscal

year 1995, up from the $36.9 billion in fiscal year 1994. As our

budget request indicates, we at USDA are concerned about needy
Americans and take every reasonable step to ensure that access to

an adequate and healthful diet is available to all who cannot pro-
vide for themselves.

This Federal commitment has been achieved largely through the

food stamp, child nutrition, WIC, and commodity distribution pro-

grams, which are designed to meet the nutritional needs of low-in-

come Americans, and through cash assistance programs such as aid

to families with dependent children and supplemental security in-

come that help provide for recipients' basic needs including food.

Alltogether, Federal food assistance programs provide benefits to

almost 50 million Americans daily and cost almost $39 billion an-

nually. These figures translate into assisting one in every six

Americans in any given month.
Even though there is an increase in the request for some pro-

grams, we are ever mindful that we are in tight fiscal times and
that difficult and even painful choices have to be made. Because of

this, it was necessary to rethink the operation of programs such as

the emergency food assistance program known as TEFAP.
As you will recall, Mr. Chairman, TEFAP was created in the

early 1980's when the Government possessed dairy and grain sur-

pluses. The cost to the Government just to transport and store

these billions of pounds of commodities was extremely high. Rather
than allow these products to remain in storage indefinitely, USDA,
working with the Congress, made those commodities available to

States to distribute to needy households.
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The burden of these surpluses, which were created by an imbal-
ance of supply and demand from farm products, was significantly
addressed in the Food Security Act of 1985 and the Food, Agri-
culture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990, which made changes
to agricultural price support programs.

In recent years, the volume of surpluses and the cost to tax-

payers have been greatly reduced. When many people think of

TEFAP, they think of the surplus cheese distribution, and many
still believe, contrary to fact, that the Government holds huge in-

ventories, ready to spoil, unless the food is handed out. At one time
USDA was purchasing as much as 10 percent of the milk supply,
and we were donating in excess of 1 billion dollars' worth of sur-

plus commodities in TEFAP alone in a year.
These donations were free to needy people but not free to tax-

payers who had to pay for the costs of these foods. Clearly, these
distributions are over, and we can all agree that that level of sur-

plus donation will never return.

The President's request for $40 million in TEFAP administrative
funds demonstrates this administration's commitment to the con-
tinuation of TEFAP. These funds can be used not only for the ad-
ministrative costs associated with TEFAP commodities but also for

the handling of non-USDA commodities distributed through the
TEFAP network, and for administration of the soup kitchen and
food bank programs.
The requested administrative funding could also greatly facilitate

efforts to meet the nutritional needs of low-income Americans
through one, USDA commodities donated to the soup kitchen and
food banks, and two, food provided by a variety of private sources
to food banks and food pantries involved in TEFAP. We fully in-

tend for the TEFAP pipeline to remain open.
As the recently released Second Harvest study indicates, pro-

grams in that network rely on Federal, State, and local govern-
ments for more than 55 percent of the cash income they need to

continue operating. Over the years, TEFAP has developed an iden-

tity that went beyond its role of surplus removal. In the 1980's, the
Nation saw an emergence of a food bank network that supplied
food to needy working households.
TEFAP has evolved over the years to provide help in certain situ-

ations. TEFAP has been responsible for helping to develop a more
comprehensive network of food banks than would have been pos-
sible otherwise. However, TEFAP is an extremely variable stopgap
program, in contrast to the Department's characteristic food assist-

ance programs, which tend to provide a more regular, dependable,
precisely targeted benefit.

Clearly, the success of the private donations efforts have been

greater than anyone could have imagined and provided relief to the

working poor and others who, for one reason or another, did not or
could not receive food stamps or other program benefits.

According to Second Harvest, private donations comprise 95 per-
cent of the food that goes through their affiliates. Without these

private donations, the food bank network would not be viable. That
is why this administration encourages and supports private dona-
tions. It is also the reason we are seeking ways to be creative with
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regard to private donations and bringing together groups to work
in forging a private/Federal partnership in this area.

While this food bank network receives most of its food from pri-

vate sources, this is not the case with regard to administrative

funds. USDA provides a steady base of administrative funds

through TEFAP that food banks can rely on to pay overhead costs.

Keeping this pipeline open was a primary concern in deciding
how to budget our limited resources. We need to make sure that

food banks stay open and provide access to food. We think this is

best accomplished not through purchasing a relatively modest
amount of commodities but by continuing to provide the lion's

share of administrative funds.

While more money could certainly be used to purchase more food,

we believe that limited resources must be directed where specific

nutritional objectives are served through a carefully structured,

consistent, dependable delivery system.
The Food Stamp Program meets the criteria I just described as

an ongoing program and continues as our primary and most effec-

tive means of combating hunger, as this committee recognized
when it provided the leadership for passage of the Mickey Leland
Childhood Hunger Relief Act last year.
This legislation is expected to increase benefits under the Food

Stamp Program by an estimated $2.5 billion in fiscal years 1994 to

1998 and, when fully implemented, to add approximately 265,000

participants to the program.
The Food Stamp Program, in fact, was authorized by Congress

to replace earlier food distribution programs. Today, the Food

Stamp Program serves over 27 million people each month.
As I know you are aware, Mr. Chairman, a significant enhance-

ment to this Nation's ability to fight hunger was achieved recently.

WIC, which supplies foods with key nutrients, nutrition education,
and social service referrals to pregnant, breast feeding, and

postpartum women, infants, and children during critical stages of

growth and development, has had its budget increased signifi-

cantly.
The fiscal year 1994 appropriation for this prograrn increased

from the previous year by over 12 percent to $3.21 billion, allowing

approximately 600,000 more people to participate. The fiscal year
1995 budget request for the WIC program is $3.6 billion, an in-

crease of over $353 million above fiscal year 1994.

These large increases in the WIC appropriation, especially in the

current climate of budgetary reductions, reinforce its importance
and effectiveness. Program participation is expected to increase

from 6.5 million in fiscal year 1994 to approximately 7.2 million

persons per month in fiscal year 1995. This participation level will

bring this extremely efficient and effective program still closer to

full funding, a goal which the President wants to achieve by the

end of fiscal year 1996.
With regard to the distribution of USDA commodities to organi-

zations that prepare meals for needy individuals, commodities ac-

quired under the Commodity Credit Corporation's price support op-
erations are made available for distribution to charitable institu-

tions, including soup kitchens, temporary shelters, orphanages, cor-

rectional facilities, and to nonprofit summer camps for children.
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This distribution is not a specifically authorized program sup-
ported by its own appropriation; rather, commodities are provided
to States through broad legislative authority that permits their dis-

tribution to a wide variety of institutions serving needy persons, in-

cluding charitable institutions.

These commodities acquired by CCC under its price support op-
erations are generally available for distribution only when they
cannot be sold. The distribution of these commodities to needy
households, charitable institutions, and summer camps and the
market-oriented provisions of the Food Security Act of 1985 and
the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990, have
greatly reduced the inventories of price-supported commodities
available for donation as bonus commodities to the various food

programs.
Therefore, beginning in fiscal year 1995, USDA will be able to

provide butter and those items declared to be in bonus to chari-

table institutions, thus reducing the total value of donations to

charitable institutions approximately 50 percent.
However, USDA has sought alternate sources of funding to main-

tain the flow of commodities to those charitable institutions that
would otherwise be most adversely affected by this reduction. Be-
cause private nonprofit soup kitchens, homeless shelters, and simi-
lar entities have less access to alternate public funding sources
than public institutions such as State prisons and hospitals, the
President's fiscal year 1995 budget requests an increase of $10 mil-

lion for the soup kitchen and food bank program, for which the fa-

cilities serving the homeless, but not the prisons, hospitals, and
summer camps, are eligible.
This would increase funding for the soup kitchen and food banks

program to $50 million and significantly offset the reduction in

commodities that facilities serving the homeless, and similar orga-
nizations, will experience as charitable institutions.

The commodity supplemental food program, CSFP, was created
in 1969 to provide supplemental foods and nutrition education

through local agencies to pregnant, postpartum, and breast feeding
women, infants, and children under 6 years old who are vulnerable
to malnutrition. In 1985, the elderly

—persons 60 years of age or

older—were added to the program.
The fiscal year 1995 budget request of $94.5 million for CSFP

does constitute a small decrease from the fiscal year 1994 amended
appropriation. However, it is consistent with our budget request for

fiscal year 1994, which we still believe represents an appropriate
level of funding for the program in the context of our 14 food assist-

ance programs.
In keeping with congressional intent, as well as departmental

policy and CSFP regulations, the women, infants, and children pop-
ulation continues to be the priority of this program. As such, any
reductions that will result from a decreased appropriation will like-

ly come from the elderly caseload. The caseload could drop from an
estimated 174,000 elderly participants in fiscal year 1994 to

110,000 in fiscal year 1995, a decrease of about 64,000 if elderly

participation grows that high in 1994. Currently, it is about

150,000. Alternatively, funds could be carried forward into fiscal

year 1995 to maintain a more stable caseload.
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As we began to develop our fiscal year 1995 budget, it was appar-
ent that the food distribution program on Indian reservations,

FDPIR, would be able to absorb a $30 million decrease in program
funding without any significant impact on the program. This deter-

mination was based partially on the fact that participation in

FDPIR has declined significantly over the last 5 years.
From fiscal year 1989 to fiscal year 1993, participation decreased

from approximately 138,000 to about 112,000. Despite the decline,

appropriations did not begin to decrease appreciably until fiscal

year 1994. The drop in participation, coupled with the overordering
of commodities, resulted in accumulation of inventories in excess of

program needs.

Beginning in fiscal year 1993, unspent funds were carried over
into the following fiscal year. It was anticipated that the accumula-
tion of resources available in fiscal year 1995, combined with the
reduced appropriation for that year, would be sufficient to serve all

eligible applicant households.
The Department of Agriculture remains firmly convinced that

FDPIR meets a critical need in providing food assistance to low-in-

come Native American households. For this reason, we are commit-
ted to taking every reasonable action to ensure that the program
continues to serve this function.

We also remain committed to exploring ways to improve the pro-

gram to the extent that funding levels permit, in cooperation with
the National Association of Food Distribution Program on Indian

Reservations, individual Indian tribal organizations, and State

agencies.
Before concluding my statement, I would like to point out our

continuing effort over the years to improve the quality of foods pro-
vided in our family feeding programs. With the goal of improving
the nutritional content of these foods, we require that all fruits be

packed in light syrup or natural juices; also, we have eliminated
the use of tropical oils in all of our products. In addition, we have
lowered the fat content in canned pork and increased the variety
of whole-grain products offered and the offering of canned fish such
as salmon and tuna.
For the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations, a de-

crease in the fats/oils food group offering was offset by an increase
in fruits and vegetables. Rice and potato flakes were also increased.
We maintain an ongoing review of product specifications to improve
the quality of our products. A recent outcome of this review was
the revision of the egg mix specification to reduce the fat, saturated

fat, and sodium while increasing the carbohydrate and protein con-
tent.

I believe that our budget request does indeed demonstrate the
administration's commitment to needy people, despite the current
limitations on Federal funds.
This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. We will be pleased

to respond to any questions you or the subcommittee might have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Keeffe appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much, Ms. Keefi"e, for that state-

ment, and we look forward to asking you some questions in just a
moment.
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Before I do, I want to acknowledge, recognize, and welcome an-

other person here, Shirley Watkins, Deputy Assistant Secretary to

Ms. Haas. Shirley, we welcome you here this morning and appre-
ciate your attendance.

Next we will call on Dr. Connie McKenna, Acting Deputy Admin-
istrator for Home Economics and Human Nutrition, Extension

Service.

STATEMENT OF CONNIE McKENNA, ACTING DEPUTY ADMINIS-
TRATOR, HOME ECONOMICS AND HUMAN NUTRITION, EX-
TENSION SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Ms. McKenna. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased

to be with you this morning representing the Extension Service,

U.S. Department of Agriculture, and to discuss with you our efforts

in helping to reach needy people and increase food availability.

The programs that I will describe to you today are varied, inno-

vative, and representative of efforts being carried out all across the

Nation.
ES-USDA—Extension Service—is the Federal partner of the Co-

operative Extension System, the nonformal education system that

links the educational and research resources and activities of the

Department, 74 land-grant universities, and 3,150 county govern-
ments.

Extension's purpose is education—practical education for Ameri-
cans to use in dealing with the critical issues that affect their daily
lives and the Nation's future. Our community-based programing,
flexibility, and linkages with public and private groups allow us to

respond in a very special way to the particular needs of a commu-
nity.
Thousands of paraprofessionals and nearly 3 million volunteers

support our efforts and allow us to reach many more people with

our programs. Use of computer and communications technologies

speed the rate with which we share program curricula and mate-

rials, as well as program results, through the Cooperative Exten-

sion System.
These special features of CES provide the setting for the develop-

ment of tailor-made programs that focus on getting food directly to

those who need it most and, more importantly, to bring about

changed behavior through education to help people become self-suf-

ficient.

Extension follows the old adage, "If you give a man a fish, he can

eat for a day. If you teach a man to fish, he can eat for a lifetime."

Examples of the variety of our programs include teaching special

supplemental food program for women, infants, and children—
WIC—clients about the nutritional value of fruits and vegetables
and telling them how to use special vouchers at farmers' markets
in States such as North Carolina, New Hampshire, and New York.

In Connecticut, Extension conducts summer youth nutrition edu-

cation programs for children participating in the USDA's summer
food service program.

In Florida, Extension collaborates with 29 nonprofit agencies and
churches serving the south Dade area to address the hunger needs
of the community. This coalition has a distribution network for sur-
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plus foods that greatly assisted in the Hurricane Andrew crisis and
continues to meet the needs of a vast number of newly arriving im-

migrants from the Caribbean and Latin America.
New Jersey has a program that helps teens establish a produce-

stand business linking them with local farmers and teaching them
job and business skills. In addition, 1890 land-grant institutions

are enabling Extension to give added emphasis to working with di-

verse audiences and those with restricted social, economic, and
educational resources.

In areas across the country, food banks have sprung up in re-

sponse to community needs. In Tarrant County, Texas, Extension

responded with a step-by-step process communities could use to es-

tablish emergency food assistance. Other States, including Ten-
nessee and North Dakota, also have been involved in setting up,
running, and improving food bank operations.

Pennsylvania's super cupboard programs provide an innovative
model for reaching the chronic user of emergency food systems. Ex-

tension, along with public and private nonprofit partners, identifies

community needs and resources and provides for the client a com-

prehensive educational program along with an emergency food

package. While learning about food preparation, food buying, food

safety, nutrition, and life skills, clients develop responsibility and
self-esteem.

This model is now being used in other parts of the country, in-

cluding North Carolina and right here in Washington, DC. Grad-
uates of the "SuperPantry" at the Capital Area Community Food
Bank are trained as health advocates and return to train others re-

ceiving food assistance.

As a result of a cooperative agreement with the Washington
State Department of Community, Trade, and Economic Develop-
ment, the Washington State Cooperative Extension Service pro-
vides training for food bank staff and volunteers on how to prepare
healthful food baskets. Emphasis is given to those people who have
special dietary needs, such as persons with HIV-AIDS, diabetes,
lactose intolerance, infants, and pregnant women. As a result, food
bank staff and volunteers are increasingly aware of the nutritional
needs of a variety of people.

In San Antonio, Texas, lessons from the expanded food and nutri-

tion education program—EFNEP—are taught to the large number
of families requesting emergency groceries from the Christian As-
sistance Ministry. The lessons help families identify their nutri-

tional needs and how best to address them. Social workers at the
center have stated, "We believe this program has contributed sig-

nificantly to teaching people how to fish."

Gardening and home food production have been a part of Exten-
sion educational programs since the "Victory Gardens" of World
War I. Today, Extension continues to promote home food produc-
tion for all of its clientele as a way to save money and improve diet

and nutrition.

Another important facet of home food production is the 4-H
youth development programs, such as those in Grand Forks Coun-
ty, North Dakota, and Los Angeles, California, which teach basic

plant sciences and health and nutrition.
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In fiscal year 1994, funding for the urban gardening program
was included in the formula in section 3 (b) and (c) of the Smith-
Lever Act and distributed to all States, rather than targeting fund-

ing for specific cities, as was done in previous fiscal years under
section 3(d). Despite this change, most States continue to target
low-income and inner-city dwellers for their home food production

programs.
Many volunteers help in providing educational programs. Master

gardeners, master food preservers, and master nutritionists aid in

delivering comprehensive programs from the planting of the seed

to food safety, preparation, and consumption. Extension also has

formed linkages with low-income housing development agencies to

make available home food production programs for the residents.

In Albuquerque, New Mexico, requests to donate excess produce
for limited-resource families are handled by the master gardeners
volunteer program. Gardeners are asked to bring their excess

produce to garden centers on a certain day of the week. Produce
is then transported to various feeding sites throughout the city.

In fiscal year 1993, Kentucky EFNEP paraprofessionals assisted

640 families with gardening and food preservation. Much of the

food raised was preserved, including 26,732 quarts of canned and

15,362 quarts of frozen fruits and vegetables. The retail value of

this food was approximately $40,190.
Three hundred seventy-four families also dried 115 bushels of

food. In addition, families reported storing 2,411 bushels of garden-

grown items such as onions, potatoes, squash, turnips, and apples.
Stored food represented a farmers' market value in excess of

$83,000.
There are other impacts of home food production besides saving

money and better diet and nutrition. Neighborhoods become clean-

er. Neighbors start talking to one another, sharing gardening expe-
riences and information as well as produce. Nowhere has this been
more apparent than in Los Angeles. During the recent riots, the

community gardens remained intact, whereas the surrounding
areas were devastated.

In Ohio, Extension staff have been active in recruiting, instruct-

ing, and supporting volunteer neighborhood leaders who organize
and maintain productive community vegetable gardens. Over 80

percent of the gardens in Cleveland are found in the city's poorest

neighborhoods. Technical advice is provided on all aspects of rais-

ing vegetables and organizing community gardens.
In addition to supplying fresh food, well-managed gardens build

community spirit and provide a setting where people can get to

know one another and cooperate in other activities. Ohio State Uni-

versity Cooperative Extension Service staff reported that in 1993,

318 garden leaders volunteered over 40,000 hours to organize near-

ly 5,000 gardeners. They converted 42.5 acres of otherwise vacant

land into 231 community vegetable gardens, resulting in a harvest

of $1.5 million in fresh produce.
In 1991, Extension established educational programs to serve

Native Americans living on reservations. These programs, cur-

rently available on 29 reservations, include developing a diabetes

dietary garden with the Choctaw Indians in Mississippi, teaching
subsistence agriculture to residents of native villages in interior
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Alaska, and developing arid agriculture on the Hopi Reservation in

Arizona.

Gleaning is an organized activity in which hundreds of people
collect unused and discarded food and provide it to those in need.

Through gleaning, low-income and unemployed persons can receive

agricultural products from farmers, processors, or retailers without

charge.
There are many groups, such as food banks and other charities

involved with feeding the poor, that organize volunteer gleaning
programs. The Cooperative Extension System, through its national

educational network, is providing information to interested groups
and individuals on ways to conduct gleaning programs. Extension
has served as a resource on the executive council of feeding sites,

bringing together food providers, the hunger and poverty network,
the public, and other groups.
Extension field faculty also provide information to farmers and

growers on public policy issues pertaining to gleaning and to pro-
viders and processors about the needs of the poor.
More than 20 States have some form of gleaning program. The

wide range of State gleaning activities includes setting up soup
kitchens, preserving excess food, helping to train master food pre-
servers, and providing technical assistance on food preservation.

In Georgia, excess prepared and perishable foods are being col-

lected from food service donors and distributed to feeding sites. Ex-
tension provides EFNEP programming to the recipients.
The concept of harvesting after the harvest is popular in other

States as well. Washington State University Cooperative Extension

personnel trained gleaners to pick produce without damaging the
fields. Part of the gleaners' harvest is donated to a local food bank,
and a portion of every day's harvest goes to the families that assist

in the gleaning efforts. These families have preserved the produce
for later use and reported that it has helped them to make it

through the winter and to stretch meager incomes.

Throughout the Nation, more and more farmers, farmers' mar-
kets, producers, retailers, institutions, restaurants, and backyard
gardeners are contributing to gleaning programs as this humani-
tarian effort continues to become more popular. Brochures, fliers,

toll-free hotlines, and promotional videos are just some of the
means by which county Extension offices are getting the word out
on gleaning.
Extension is working closely with the Food and Nutrition Service

in a number of ways to enhance assistance to those in need. For

example, last year in Delaware, EFNEP personnel recruited 656
children attending a formalized day camp to receive nourishing
lunches provided by the summer food service program.
The Cooperative Extension System programs in nine States in-

clude the family nutrition education programs for food stamp re-

cipients. These include bilingual education.
In partnership with the food distribution program on Indian res-

ervations in North Dakota, Extension-developed cookbooks are pro-
vided to families receiving commodity foods. Also aimed for use by
recipients of commodity foods is a cookbook developed in Massachu-
setts, which discusses the food pyramid as well as basic health and
dietary guidelines, and fact sheets prepared in English and Span-
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ish by Kansas State Cooperative Extension. I did bring samples of

those particular publications in case there is interest later on.

A new program in Hartford, Connecticut, links Extension with
the Hartford school lunch director and local farmers to increase the

amount of local produce used in school meals. Nutrition education

for staff and students will be a part of the training, as well as

menu development.
Mr. Chairman, while we sometimes measure the benefits of our

programs in more sophisticated ways, such as in economic terms
and changed behaviors, other times our successes are evident in

simple ways. Take, for example, this success story from Ingham
County, Michigan: A 19-year-old father in the Ingham County
EFNEP program wrote, "Audrey showed me how to make potato

soup, and I was at a friend's house yesterday, and he had no food,

but he had a bag of potatoes. So I told him how to make potato

soup."
Today, I have shared with you only a few of the many examples

of how the Cooperative Extension System is helping address the

issue of hunger in America. I would be pleased to discuss these fur-

ther and to answer any questions you or other members of the sub-

committee may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. McKenna appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Sarpalius [assuming chair]. Thank you very much.
We will go ahead and begin our questioning. I would like to ask

Ms. Keeffe, the different programs that you went through in your
testimony and some of the other programs that we currently have,
can you tell me what USDA can do or what we can do to try to

either combine some of these programs, or have you looked at any
ways of consolidating some of the programs?
Ms. Keeffe. That is something, Congressman, that we certainly

would like to work with the Congress on, especially preparatory to

next year's farm bill. We have not specifically done anything to

date in that regard, but our thinking is along those lines, and we
look forward to working with you on that.

Mr. Sarpalius. Well, there is no question that if we move in that

direction, we can eliminate a lot of duplication, probably do a much
more efficient job, and also save a lot of money. In one of the other

committees, we have already passed out in the subcommittee a
means of streamlining USDA and some of the other programs. This

might be something that I would strongly urge you to look at.

Let me also ask if you have any suggestions on how we might
work with the private sector to increase their level of donations.

Ms. Keeffe. Again, this is something we are very interested in.

Assistant Secretary Ellen Haas has initiated meetings in this re-

gard and is continuing to do so. She has some meetings scheduled

this week, as a matter of fact, and is really encouraging private in-

dustry along these lines.

This, of course, plays into the role that we have with our admin-
istrative funding in the TEFAP program that is so important. To

encourage more of the private food donations would help bring this

all together and go a long way. So we are very much working to-

ward that.
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Mr. Sarpalius. Are you looking at any incentives or anj^hing
that we could do to try to encourage more of that?
Ms. Keeffe. I know that Assistant Secretary Haas is exploring

innovative ways to do just that. I am sure incentives are certainly

something that would be looked at.

Mr. Sarpalius. Another concern that this committee has looked
at is related to some of the abuses within the Food Stamp Program.
Can you tell me where you are on that?
Ms. Keeffe. Of course, food stamps is the one program that does

not specifically fall in my particular area of special nutrition pro-

grams, but I know that there is a lot of work being done on EBT,
the electronic benefits transfer, as a hoped-for solution to those

problems. This is a priority of the Secretary and the Assistant Sec-

retary. They are moving very quickly to get this in place, and cer-

tainly the fraud problems have been a great concern.
I know the Assistant Secretary testified a few weeks ago in the

Senate in this regard. She is very much proactive in this area, and
is taking action.

Mr. Sarpalius. One of the things that I am certainly interested

in, and I have seen models in my district where we can put to-

gether a balanced meal for a senior citizen or for anybody that is

in need and have that meal available for that individual. We find

that many times senior citizens do not have the opportunity to go
to the grocery store or to really benefit from balanced meals.
Can you tell me what direction you think we ought to go in see-

ing to it that we move more in that direction? We sent thousands
of troops overseas to fight in a desert, and every one of those sol-

diers had available to them packages of balanced meals. I do not
know why we cannot provide similar to the same thing, very afford-

able, very inexpensive, and very nutritional, to those senior citizens

and other people across the country who do not have available to

them the opportunities of eating those balanced meals.
Ms. Keeffe. I think you are absolutely right. Congressman. We

certainly have to look to perhaps some different ways of working
these programs, and some innovations.

I know in your district there is certainly a very interesting pro-
gram along these lines, and certainly we would like to work with

you and be able to do more of this type of thing.
Mr. Sarpalius. I really think it is a model program, and we have

extended an invitation to the Secretary, and we are waiting for him
to come see it.

Ms. Keeffe. I am sure he would be delighted to. We will try to

do that.

Mr. Sarpalius. Mr. Emerson.
Mr. Emerson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In my 12 years of service on this subcommittee and 10 years on

the Select Committee on Hunger, the former Select Committee on
Hunger, I became aware of the fact that there is some conflict

among different advocacy groups about how food should best be de-
livered to those who are in need of food assistance. It is true that

people can go to a food stamp office and get some food stamps and
go out and purchase their food.

But I will tell you that from a lot of practical experience and hav-

ing seen a lot of different circumstances, some in the company of
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Mr. Flieger, who is sitting there with you, that as I said in my
opening remarks, if TEFAP did not exist, it would have to be in-

vented.

Now, over the course of the last 12 years in this subcommittee
and 10 years on the Hunger Committee, there has been no one that

I have worked more closely with than the Director of the Budget,
Mr. Panetta, who, for 8 of the 12 years that I have mentioned, was
the chairman of this subcommittee, and with Secretary Espy, who
was a very active member not only of this subcommittee and of the

Agriculture Committee but of the Hunger Committee when he was
in the Congress.
So I am really particularly puzzled at the reduction that is being

recommended for TEFAP, because we always worked very closely

together to see that there was a balance. But we understand the
role for food stamps, and it plays a great and a large and a mighty
role in the needs that exist in this country. There we are talking
billions, billions, billions, but for TEFAP we are talking millions,
and I do not think that one program should be pitted against the

other.

Now, there is no recommendation here for a diminution of food

stamp benefits, and I would say that probably for the administra-

tive tightening up that could occur in the delivery of benefits

through food stamps, you would find more than enough that would
be needed for TEFAP that would give it very adequate funding. So
I am concerned that there is some ideological influence at work
here above and beyond the budgetary factors. I really want that to

be on the record.

Now, you have recommended that we are cutting $80 billion from
TEFAP purchases, but we are going to increase some administra-
tive wherewithal within the TEFAP program. Can you describe for

me factually, where have you found the administrative deficiency
in the TEFAP program so that some funds must be committed to

enhancing the administrative abilities of TEFAP as opposed to the

food-purchasing abilities of TEFAP?
Ms. Keeffe. Congressman, we are sustaining and maintaining

those administrative funds. It is not an increase that we are look-

ing toward there.

The Second Harvest study, I think, really makes the point for us
as to how important those administrative funds are. Fifty-five per-
cent of administrative funding for those food programs is a result

of Federal, State, and local government funding and is a steady
source of funding for them.
The food supply that came from those three sources represented

only 5 percent. So we really felt that the more important funding
for that was in fact our administrative funding.
Mr. Emerson. It is difficult still to understand why you are re-

questing administrative enhancement but no funding for the pur-
chase of commodities. I understand the private-sector connection

here, but I still think that there are from time to time Government
commodities that are available for purchase that are necessary in

the whole chain of events out there of getting appropriate assist-

ance to people in need. I am concerned that all we are doing is en-

hancing the bureaucracy but not purchasing commodities that
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could be made available to be consumed by people in need of emer-

gency food assistance.

That is not a question. If you would care to comment on my com-
ment, I would welcome it.

Ms. Keeffe. Well, as I say, we did not increase that funding; we
are maintaining it at its current level.

To go back to your earlier statement. Congressman, I wish I sat
here with all the money to fully fund everything in our area. Cer-

tainly that would be our greatest desire. But when you are dealing
with limited resources, we have to make tough decisions.

I do not believe we were ideologically pitting one organization or

group against another. Certainly that is not where I am coming
from. But I think that we had to look to those programs that we
do best, that provide a steady source of food to people, and that
cover the greatest need, and that is what we have tried to do in

prioritizing food stamps, WIC, and, for the very needy, the soup
kitchens.
Mr. Emerson. Well, let's maintain a little perspective here. You

know, last year we had a debate in this subcommittee, in the full

committee, about the administration's request for greatly enhanced
food stamp benefits. We were talking about a $7-billion increase,
and I think it wound up somewhere in the neighborhood of $2.5 bil-

lion. I think that was about where it was, maybe $3 billion.

So food stamps did receive considerable enhancement last year.
I thought we should delay the inclusion of those increased benefits
until we dealt with the subject of welfare reform, because I think
we thought welfare reform was going to be on the table much ear-

lier than it was.
But once again, as a matter of perspective, we are talking about

billions. We are talking $25 billion plus for food stamps and less

than a couple of hundred million dollars for TEFAP. And I am say-
ing that the allocations to TEFAP can, because of the lack of bu-
reaucratic complexity associated with the TEFAP program, as op-
posed to the Food Stamp Program, TEFAP dollars can be stretched
an awful lot farther than food stamp dollars can be stretched.

I would like to ask how the administration's 1995 budget will af-

fect the geographical distribution of commodities, and will fewer
commodities go to rural areas with the elimination of TEFAP pur-
chases?
Ms. Keeffe. My understanding, Congressman, is that many

large food banks do serve rural areas, so that we certainly hope
that they will not be adversely affected geographically.
Mr. Emerson. Will there be some effort to ensure that there is

an equitable administration here and that this is not just focused
on urban areas? Because I can assure you that while people do not
live in as concentrated an area in rural places as they do in urban
places, the need in rural areas nonetheless exists.

Ms. Keeffe. Yes, certainly, you have that assurance.
Mr. Emerson. I wanted also to say a comment to Ms. McKenna

that I think the urban gardening program is a good educational

thing that people perhaps should engage in, but I would not de-

pend upon it for relieving any emergency food needs that we have
in this country. I think it is fine for urban folks to learn how to

plant gardens and to grow vegetables, because I am concerned that
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a lot of people in urban areas think that all food comes from the

grocery store and that nothing precedes that fact.

But I would remind once again just to keep some balance here
that we have a mighty, a great food production apparatus in this

country, and while the urban gardening program is not one that I

would in any way discourage, I also do not think we should pro-
mote it in such a way that we get the idea or the opinion that it

is going to really be solving any problems other than maybe help-

ing the food needs of those 5,000 people who are participating in

urban gardening programs.
Ms. McKenna. Mr. Congressman, I would like to say that I cer-

tainly agree with you. It is not a substitute for meeting basic food

needs. However, it does enhance what is accessible to the people
who are involved, and it does have the added feature of serving
some other needs, in terms of building self-esteem and the capabil-

ity to do some things for yourself, that helps motivate people.
Mr. Emerson. I think it is a fine thing to encourage, but I would

not put a whole lot of resources in it because I do not think the
return is going to be very great.

I am reminded that others may want to ask questions, so I will

desist for now, but I might like to come back.
Mr. Stenholm [resuming chairl. Mr. Farr.

Mr. Farr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to follow up on the statement I made. First of all,

I really commend the Department in its reorganization efforts, par-

ticularly creating the Under Secretary for Food, Nutrition, and
Consumer Services, and I appreciate the difficulty you have with
the nine programs you administer, and I applaud the increases in

the WIC program and others.

But it seems to me, following up on Mr. Emerson's comments,
that the hit that the TEFAP program takes is inordinately great.
Of the nine programs you administer, three are taking reductions.

But this program reduces from $120 million to $40 million, and
that is a reduction far greater than any of the other programs are

taking. So the real question is: What is the effect of that in the

community?
These food network distribution programs are an alliance of a lot

of efforts. It is like spokes on a wheel. They all come together with
tremendous donations, with tremendous volunteer efforts, and they
reach out and provide food supplements for people that do not real-

ly benefit from the other programs that you are involved in.

Food stamps are not very effective if you cannot get out of your
home and if you are shut in. I live in an area of high retirement
and a lot of shut-in people, and that is why the food distribution

effort has been so highly applauded and well organized.
So what I find in the complaints here is that there is a feeling

of risk, of pulling out a brick in this process that is going to bring
the rest of the assets down. Indeed, I could not find in your testi-

mony why the rationale for the cutbacks other than we all have to

make tough budgetary decisions.

But if you think that the goal of the program can still be main-
tained and reached by such a drastic reduction in funds, then I

think there is going to be a need for your Department to get out
into the communities and explain exactly how that is going to hap-
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pen, because it is something that I am not able to understand from
the explanation given here, and I would appreciate not only know-
ing the rationale but also asking you to rethink how you are going
to resupply the USDA commodities that are the bonus commodities
when 80 to 90 percent of those are the entire program in rural

areas, and where you do not have the easy access to other types
of programs that you want to try to encourage to be increased.

So I think you are putting at risk rural areas and particularly
elderly, shut-in people, and I would hope that we could rethink
that and, if not, redesign it so that these people really will not suf-

fer from these cutbacks.
Ms. Keeffe. Congressman, again, it is certainly our hope that by

maintaining those administrative funds that we are keeping the
TEFAP pipeline open. The Assistant Secretary is working, as I

said, with private industry to foster their increased donations along
the food lines, and of course, the administrative funding goes be-

yond the TEFAP end as well and is going to be helpful to the soup
kitchen and food bank administrative funding in addition.

Mr. Farr. That still does not reach those people that we are talk-

ing about. They are not going to soup kitchens. They cannot get out
of their houses.
Ms. Keeffe. And food banks. It is also going to go to help admin-

istratively with the food banks.
Mr. Fare. But if you have people hired and nothing to give out,

it does not solve the problem of, again, the people I think we are

putting at risk.

Ms. Keeffe. Well, again, I go back to the Second Harvest study,
which really points out that the level of food coming from us was
a small part of that, and indeed, the administrative end is far more
important. We played a much more vital role with that funding.
As I say, hopefully, there is going to be even increased private

donations of food there, and we are working on those lines; we are
not just simply walking away. I think you cannot ignore those ad-
ministrative funds as being really a very vital part to all of this.

Mr. Farr. Are those private-sector increased donations going to

replace in kind? I live in a large agricultural area. We obviously
put out and give away a lot more than we consume, and putting
more lettuce, when we are the lettuce bowl center of the world, in

somebody's home is not really going to do an5d:hing beneficial to

that community.
Are the commodities that they will not be able to purchase for

lack of funds going to be replaced in like-kind commodities from
the private sector, or are you just going to go to the industry, the
local industry, and say: "Increase your donation."
Ms. Keeffe. No, I certainly would hope that like commodities

would be replaced, would be coming forth there.

Mr. Farr. And what assurances will we have of that?
Ms. Keeffe. We are working on it. The Assistant Secretary has

already established meetings and has some meetings going on this

week along those lines, and we will certainly be happy to keep you
informed of these activities.

Mr. Farr. What I would like, if I can get a commitment from you
or the Department, is to send somebody to our district. I can fill

a room full of 1,000 people that would be interested in these an-
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swers of how they are going to be able to replace in-kind commod-
ities and still remain ^ordable so that the programs can be sus-

tained.

Ms. Keeffe. We would be happy to do that. I will take the re-

quest back to the Department.
Mr. Farr. All right, thank you.
Ms. Keeffe. Thank you.
Mr. Fare. No further questions.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for being here. I know that not all hearings are al-

ways pleasant experiences for administration witnesses of either

party, and I am not sure I am going to make this any more pleas-

ant, unfortunately.
I would like to think that I am as bipartisan a Member of Con-

gress as you can find, but I have to tell you, sitting and listening

to this dialog that has been ongoing and reading your testimony,
I cannot help but reflect that if the last administration had come

up with this testimony and this proposal, they would have been

hung at high noon, which is about 10 minutes from now, by this

committee.
I mean, I have to tell you that it boggles my mind that you would

come before the Agriculture Committee in good faith and tell us

that you are going to cut TEFAP, CSFP, and nutrition programs
for the elderly by $100 million; that you are going to turn around,

then, and increase spending on soup kitchens and food banks by
$10 million.

As the last two colleagues of mine have tried to explain, that

shows an unbelievable lack of understanding of rural culture, and
that is a sad commentary for people coming from the Department
of Agriculture. To suggest in any way, shape, or form that private
food donations are going to pick up the slack only reemphasizes
that kind of lack of understanding.
Do you know where those private donations come from? They

come from the Safeways, they come from the Giants, they come
from the catering companies, all of which exist in the large urban
areas. I mean, our smalltown groceries are not involved in major
food donations. We do not have caterers in Osseo, Wisconsin, who

give their surplus food to a local food bank per se.

What you are going to do is you are going to double the amount
of effort that goes into the inner cities, and I am not anti-inner city,

but I think, if the Agriculture Committee cannot at least be a voice

for rural America, who is going to be? I mean, there is nobody left.

If Ross Perot heard this statement, that we were not going to

buy one dime under TEFAP, we are going to cut $80 million and
not purchase one dime of commodities under TEFAP but we were

going to continue at full funding the $40 million for administration,
he would laugh all the way across the country, and everybody he

uses that line to would laugh as well. I mean, we have a real image
problem.
What you are going to do is you are going to guarantee with

these proposals that there is no support any longer in the Agri-
culture Committee for the nutrition and commodity program, and
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if you do not have it here, I do not know where you are going to

get it.

I have to say that, on top of all that, I look at the elderly nutri-

tion program, and in all due respect to Ellen Haas, it has her

antidairy convictions written all over it. It is, very frankly, one of

the few programs left that purchases any dairy commodities, that

purchases any cheese, and she is going to turn around and impose
a 10 percent cut on that program.

I would like to follow Mr. Farr and invite you to come and meet
with my elderly nutrition programs in western Wisconsin, because
when you look at their reimbursement schedules per meal today
compared to their urban colleagues, and you take away the com-
modities on top of that, the simple realities of volume and cost per
production of a meal are such that without those commodities,
those elderly nutrition programs cannot survive. You are going to

take those commodities away. You are not going to give them any
commensurate increase in their doUars-per-meal reimbursement.

I can tell you, when I make my summer trip through my small
towns this summer, your proposal guarantees me that every one of

those senior nutrition coordinators in every one of those counties
is going to be out there pounding me like never before.

The red light is on, and I have used all my time just sharing
with you the realities of the observations from a rural Member of

Congress who would like to be bipartisan. But I would sure like to

have you give me some reason to be optimistic on this beautiful

day.
Mr. Stenholm. The gentleman from Wisconsin can ignore the

red light, like everyone else has been doing. [Laughter.]
Mr. VOGEL. Mr. Gunderson, if I might clarify what you just said,

you are saying our proposal with respect to the nutrition program
for the elderly is not only reduction of reimbursement rates but
also restricting access of that program to USDA commodities?
Mr. Gunderson. I did not say there was a reduction in reim-

bursement rates; I said there was no commensurate increase in re-

imbursement rates.

Mr. VOGEL. In the NPE program, sir, the assistance available to

NPE is in the form of either cash reimbursement or equivalent
value of commodities. I am at a loss as to what your concern is

with respect to our proposal for NPE.
Mr. Gunderson. Well, part of my concern is that we have con-

tacted the Department of Agriculture in the past, and we have
asked them exactly what is your projection of the amount of, quote,
unquote, commodities you must buy to meet your obligations under
the law in your various feeding programs.

It is clear to me that what you have decided to do is, regardless
of any of the support programs, you have just said we are not going
to buy any commodities; we are not going to do commodities—ex-

actly what my colleagues have said.

Commodities are the lifeblood of nutrition programs in rural

America, because we do not have the volume in terms of the num-
bers, and if you eliminate all commodity distribution programs, you
have eliminated the nutrition programs.

In all due respect, you people are to the right of David Stockman
on this stuff. We had him come up here and say that he was going
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to eliminate school lunch for any commodity distribution programs
and any middle-income students and all of that, and we said, "Time
out."

If the only people you are going to have there is that very small,
minuscule percentage of people on full free lunch, you are not going
to have a hot lunch program in the school, because they cannot run
a program that way. That is the same thing with your senior nutri-

tion programs. It is the same thing with the TEFAP and these

other kinds of programs.
This proposal will guarantee, before this administration com-

pletes its service to this country, that these programs no longer
exist in rural America.
Mr. Emerson. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. GUNDERSON. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. Emerson. I would say, over the course of the past decade,

we have developed a very modest but, I think, workable and rea-

sonable pattern of operation for TEFAP. I have never felt that

there was any excessive funding in TEFAP at all.

The reason I come to the conclusion that we are just doing some

tinkering here for ideological purposes is because TEFAP does have
such a strong and positive record. There has never been enough
money to do what we wanted to do, but throughout the years—Mr.
Gunderson said, if this proposal that you are giving us had come
down in the last administration or the administration before that,

there would have been a hanging at high noon, and I would have

helped participate in the hanging. But that did not occur.

But since there is such a solid basis—this is a proven program—
I do not understand the need for tinkering with it. Maybe don't

give us an increase, but just leave us alone. That was a statement.

Mr. VOGEL. Mr. Emerson, I think it is fair to say that the three

of us here feel hung. [Laughter.]
Mr. Emerson. Well, perhaps you should.
Mr. Gunderson. My final point is—this is a serious plea—I

would ask that you go back and that you ask your colleagues in the

Department—Ellen Haas, et cetera—to ask for a meeting with this

subcommittee to redevelop the whole proposal, I mean in good
faith, on a bipartisan basis, in a bicameral effort. We are willing
to understand your realities, but you have to understand the reali-

ties of a delivery system which this program ignores. I would just

plead with you in a sincere and constructive way to do that.

Ms. Keeffe. I think you can be assured that we are going to do

that. We certainly look forward to working closely with you with

upcoming discussions prior to preparing for the 1995 farm bill, and
I think we need to look and evaluate all of these programs and try
to arrive at some creative solutions. We very much want to work

closely with you.
Mr. Emerson. Mr. Chairman, could I have just 30 more seconds?
Mr. Stenholm. Sure.
Mr. Emerson. I want to suggest that perhaps you might take

this issue beyond the Assistant Secretarial level and perhaps have
a discussion with Secretary Espy and try to get the Director of the

Budget in the loop, because there are not any two people in the

whole Government currently sitting that have had deeper, broader,

greater experience with TEFAP than those two gentlemen. I mean,
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we worked and cooperated very fully, and I just have to believe

that with this proposal coming forward, it has escaped their direct

attention. I cannot believe they would do this to TEFAP.
Mr. Stenholm. Turn the clock on on me; let's see if we can start

training the rest of the folks to go with the green and the red light
here now today.

I think the tenor of the questions and the response and the frus-

tration both from the statements, the testimony given, and my col-

leagues' frustration is equally demonstrated by a headline on the

editorial page of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram just a few days ago:

"Empty Bellies a National Shame for a Rich Nation."

I think we are all frustrated and concerned about the fact that

we do have hungry people in America, in a land of abundance, and
we are frustrated today, and there are differences of opinion as to

how we had best go about it, but that is what this hearing was all

about, to hear from the administration and your suggestions, to

hear from others.

You have to acknowledge, I think, that even if we had the fund-

ing put back like some would like to see it, we would still have the
same headline. There would still be the exact same problems. Un-
less we can figure out better ways of dealing with hunger, better

ways of getting the money to the people that need it and the food

to the people that need it, we are going to continue to have prob-
lems.

I am curious. How much money are we spending in the Indian

commodity program, the one that we cut $30 million from and did

not notice it, the FDPIR program? What is the total amount of

money being spent in that particular program for feeding?
Mr. VOGEL. For food, sir?

Mr. Stenholm. Yes, for food.

Mr. VoGEL. In 1993, we expended about $43 million for food.

Mr. Stenholm. And we cut $30 million of the $43 million?

Mr. VoGEL. We are cutting $30 million off the request, but again,
as we explained, we have sufficient carry-forward resources, both
in terms of cash that we expect to come out of fiscal year 1994 into

fiscal year 1995, as well as inventories that have accumulated over
the last several years as participation has declined to ensure that
for fiscal year 1995 we can continue participation levels in the In-

dian program. There will be no interrupted service in fiscal year
1995 for the Indian program with this budget request.
Mr. Stenholm. Help educate me somewhat on dollars. Now, we

are spending $39 billion a year on 50 million Americans. You stat-

ed, "All together, Federal food assistance programs provide benefits

to almost 50 million Americans daily, cost $39 billion annually."
That figures out to $780 per person per year that we are spending.
What piqued my curiosity was that we cut $30 million from the

Indian program. That is $268 per Indian of 112,000 that were par-

ticipating. But you are saying that there are some other things be-

sides feeding programs involved.

Mr. VOGEL. No. With respect to the Indian program, sir, there
will be no reduction to the benefits provided to all participants in

that program in fiscal year 1995 under this budget request. The
program level will remain the same in 1995.
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Mr. Stenholm. How much is the program level per 112,000 Indi-

ans?
Mr. VOGEL. It is a food package of about $30 per participant per

month.
Mr. Stenholm. All right.
Ms. McKenna, or perhaps Ms. Keeffe, either one of you, what is

considered the minimum amount of money necessary to provide a

minimum nutritious food supply for an individual per day?
Mr. Flieger. Mr. Chairman, it would be the thrifty food plan

that we are talking about.

Mr. Stenholm. What is the dollar per person?
Mr. Flieger. I think it is over $300 a month for a family of four,

but we could correct that for the record.

Mr. Stenholm. About $300 for a family of four?

Mr. Flieger. Slightly over $300 a month for a family of four, but

we will provide the exact number for the record.

[The information follows:]

$375 a month for a family of four with no income.

Mr. Stenholm. All right. So roughly $3,600 per household or

$900 per person a year?
Mr. Flieger. Correct.

Mr. Stenholm. Now, where I am coming from, we are spending
$780. If it is $900, the total amount necessary, we are awfully
close. What am I missing? You all think about that for just a mo-

ment, turn the clock back off and let Mr. Sarpalius ask a question
that he has. [Laughter.]
Mr. Sarpalius. No questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Farr, do you have another question?
Mr. Farr. No.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. No.
Mr. Flieger. Mr. Chairman, help us with the question.
Mr. Stenholm. All right. I am just saying we are spending $39

billion a year on attempting to feed people in America. We have
used the figure 50 million Americans, daily cost. I am saying if we
could develop a program to feed those 50 million an adequate diet

every day and have the distribution system in place, in rural Amer-
ica as well as in urban America, how much money would it take

to feed people an adequate diet today? How short are we?
You know, we are pretty good in the Congress at saying we want

to balance the budget and then jumping on folks that come up with

making some of the decisions that we need to make, for very good
reasons. I mean, we all have our honest differences, and I do not

quarrel with any of the statements my colleagues have made today;
I kind of agree.
But by the same token, this subcommittee's responsibility is to

come up with a better way of doing it, working with you. So I am
just curious as to how short are we. How much more money would
be required to feed people in America today to see that there was
not anyone hungry, assuming it was possible to legislate that,

which it is not, but let's assume it for just a moment.
Mr. VoGEL. Mr. Chairman, you have asked a very difficult ques-

tion to answer on the spur of the moment. We would be pleased.
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though, to look at that in terms of the numbers we provided and

get back to you for the record with that.

Mr. Stenholm. All right, that is fine.

[The information follows:!
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You requested information on what level of resources would be necessary to address hunger
in America. The President's budget has identified one significant outstanding need-fully

funding the WIC Program. We have requested an increase of $350 million this year to move
us closer to the goal of reaching full funding by FY 1996. We also have efforts underway to

encourage participation among eligible nonparticipants in the Food Stamp, National School

Lunch and other Programs as well as efforts to increase participation by eligible institutions.

Outreach is an important component of meeting the needs of hungry Americans.

Calculating the resources needed to alleviate hunger is difficult, however. The mission of

the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) is to alleviate hunger and safeguard the health and

well-being of the Nation through the administration of nutrition education and domestic food

assistance programs. FNS will spend $39 billion for food assistance in Fiscal Year 1994.

Taken together, the Nation's food programs form a network of basic assistance to meet the

needs of most low-income families and individuals and supplemental assistance to meet the

special needs of some, particularly pregnant women, infants, children, and elderly. The

programs also supply benefits to some non-means tested groups: upper-income children in

schools participating in the National School Lunch and School Breakfast Programs; children

receiving CACFP meals through family day care homes; and elderly persons and their

spouses participating in the Nutrition Program for the Elderly. In recognition of the diversity

of Americans and their needs, food programs deliver benefits in a variety of forms (coupons,

commodities, cash reimbursement), through a variety of institutions (schools, food

banks/soup kitchens, welfare offices), and to a variety of target groups.

The Food Stamp Program provides basic assistance. The Thrifty Food Plan establishes a

basic level of benefit that is sufficient for a household to purchase an adequate diet. A

family of four with no income would receive the maximum coupon allotment of $375

monthly in Fiscal Year 1994. The amount of food stamps received by any eligible household

would decrease as the household's income increases. The coupon allotment, in combination

with the households' other resources, should be sufficient to acquire an adequate diet.

The supplementary assistance programs are designed to address the special needs of specific

populations. For example the WIC Program provides food packages tailored to the special

dietary needs of pregnant, postpartum and breastfeeding women, infants and children below

age five. These benefits are a supplement to any coupons that may be provided through the

Food Stamp Program. On the other hand, the 11.5 million upper-income children

participating in the National School Lunch Program receive a Federal subsidy of about 30

cents per day.

Given the diversity of participants in USDA food assistance programs and the diversity of

their needs it is not a simple matter of identifying the 50 million participating persons and

providing them with the equivalent of the thrifty food plan. Not all of these persons are low-

income. Some may be members of households that receive multiple program benefits: food

stamps, WIC and school meals. Because of other household resources, many food stamp
households are entitled to benefits considerably lower than the maximum allotment. Others

persons are not from low-income households and receive small benefits. The advantage of
the current program structure is that the various programs target specific needs and provide
benefits commensurate with those needs.
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Mr. Stenholm. I think if we are going to be talking in terms of

how best to accompUsh these goals, we ought to figure out what is

it that is needed. I have a sneaking suspicion that we are not near
as far off with the resources as some might believe. I think it might
be more of our distribution system that is at fault than lack of re-

sources from the various treasuries and the private enterprise and

everything else that goes into it. I think perhaps that that might
be it. It may not be.

Dr. McKenna, you talked about gleaning. One question for you
is: Do you have any idea how much additional food has been pro-
vided as a result of gleaning programs around the country, how
many people we have helped?
Ms. McKenna. We do not have that specific information.

Mr. Stenholm. I would appreciate your furnishing that for the

record, too, to give us some idea of the gleaning programs as to

what percentage or what value the niche is there and how that

might be either improved on or not.

[The information follows:]
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There is no central or uniform system of registering the contributions of the private sector

to maice food available to those in need. A universal method to register the impact and

accomplishments would help document the existing problem of food insecurity and hunger.

However, we do know that the private sector is making substantial contributions to feeding

the hungry through gleaning programs. The following are three examples among many.

1) Second Harvest Food Bank

Second Harvest Food Bank has a network of volunteers ready to respond on

short notice. These volunteers receive training and follow safety procedures
in orchards and on back7ard trees. An important aspect of running a gleaning

program is getting the word out into the community --
approaching local

growers about the program and discussing with them how they and the

gleaners could help each other. In some cities, Second Harvest works with

local organizations to run effective publicity campaigns to make the

community-at-large aware of its gleaning programs.

In the gleaning program of the Second Harvest Food Bank of Santa Clara and

San Mateo Counties, California, produce is shared among 350 member

agencies who serve 125,000 persons monthly, and 50 Brown Bag sites serving

10,000 low income seniors weekly.

2) Foodchain - The Prepared and Perishable Food Rescue Program

Foodchain's gathering of food may well be thought of as a different form of

gleaning. Foodchain was founded to advance and support the rapidly growing
network of Prepared and Perishable Food Rescue Programs (PPFRP). These

diverse, charitable organizations promote the safe, efficient and equitable

distribution of surplus prepared and perishable food from local, regional and

national restaurants, hotels, catering companies, hospitals and other food

service businesses to shelters and feeding programs within their communities.

The PPFRP movement began at City Harvest in New York City in 1982 and

now includes more than 125 programs in 41 States and Canada. The methods

employed to retrieve and distribute nutritious food vary from program to

program, yet all programs in the Foodchain network comply with local and

regional health department guidelines and utilize existing Food Donor laws

enacted within each State to protect food donors from liability. What unites

this network is the shared belief that good food should not be wasted.

Programs differ in size, ranging from 1,000 to 300,000 pounds of food

distributed per month. A total estimated 2,000,000 pounds of perishable and

prepared food is disbursed through this network each month to agencies
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serving children, senior citizens, the working poor and the homeless. In some

cities, PPRFP's are the major supplier of foods to the needy.

Program types vary also, from the all-volunteer efforts in Santa Fe and San

Francisco, which coordinate the transfer of food from donor businesses to

social service agencies, to the large scale operations, such as Atlanta's Table,

The Dallas Hunger Link, Kansas City Harvest, and City Harvest in New York,

which employ dozens of people in efforts that provide daily meals for

thousands. In addition, programs in Washington, D.C. and Sacramento,

California have included re-preparation and food service job training for the

homeless or unemployed into their efforts.

3) The Society of Saint Andrew

The Society of Saint Andrew, begun in 1979 and committed to minister to the

world's hungry, is an independent 501(C)(3) nonprofit corporation affiliated

with the United Methodist Church. The Society administers three programs:

The Potato Project, The Harvest of Hope, and the Gleaning Network.

The Potato Project is a nationwide produce salvage program that provides

direct food relief to the hungry, while addressing the problem of food waste.

Since the beginning of this program in June 1983, it has been responsible for

distributing annually an average of 15,000,000 pounds of otherwise wasted

potatoes to hungry Americans in 47 States and the District of Columbia. In

1993, the project distributed 19,000,000 pounds of potatoes in the continental

U.S. In the last 10 years, 477,000,000 servings of potatoes have been provided

to hungry people.

The Harvest of Hope is a gleaning/study program aimed at activating youth

and salvaging food left in the field after harvest. It also educates participants

to the realities of world hunger. Through 16 events and the involvement of

684 volunteers, 240,654 pounds of food were gleaned in 1993.

The Gleaning Network links and coordinates volunteers, growers, and

distribution agencies to feed the hungry. Fields provided by participating

growers are gleaned by volunteers. Presently this program is operational in

Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, New York, Louisiana,

Penn.sylvania and the District of Columbia. In 1993, 1,230,000 pounds of food

were gleaned by 7,200 volunteers. The produce value was $1.5 million.

Improving and expanding gleaning activities depends largely on giving this activity greater

visibility and in stretching people's concept of gleaning. Many people know gleaning as a

"second harvest" field activity, but many people are not aware of gleaning as a give-away of

unused food from commercial establishments.
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Gleaning is one of the topics included in a bi-monthly newsletter sent by the Extension

Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture (ES), to our State partners at the land-grant
institutions. The information shared includes reports of public and private sector activities,

with emphasis on those that reflect collaborative local initiative and those that illustrate

particularly effective outreach efforts. Information on how to get involved or initiate such

programs is included with these reports.

Another way to enhance awareness and encourage establishment of local gleaning programs
is through Extension's increasing emphasis on public issues education. The Home
Economics and Human Nutrition unit within ES currently is developing a Food Security

Issue Book to support this effort. Contents will include national. State, local household and

individual strategies for meeting basic food and nutrition needs, including gleaning.

The Food Security Issue Book emphasizes making and building public/private linkages,

establishing issue-focused coalitions at the community level, and provides options for action

along with recommended strategies for their implementation. Case studies will highlight

community group planning, town meetings to elevate community awareness of possible

solutions to local food security problems, and examples of successful local collaborations.

We expect to introduce the Food Security Issue Book later this summer as part of a

Cooperative Extension System-wide satellite video promotion encouraging States and

territories to include public issues education as part of their State and local Extension

education programs.
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Mr. Stenholm. Also, I am very interested in the educational side

of this, because unless we educate the people that we are trying to

help as to how to help themselves, we are going to continue to fail

in all of these programs.
Ms. McKenna. Mr. Chairman, if I could say, I appreciate your

saying that, because I feel that one of the components that we
sometimes do not look at hard enough is the educational compo-
nent. It helps people know how to take advantage of what they are

getting and how to complement around the edges of what they are

getting. Sometimes we are working with the distribution system,
helping them understand some of the policy issues.

In other words, we are not just, in the Extension System, work-

ing with recipients, although that is an important component. We
are working with other components of a community to help make
it possible to help recipients.

I would suggest that it would be very helpful if, in your delibera-

tions, the committee thought about ways of assuring that an edu-
cational component was available to people, along with other pro-

grams.
One of the specific things I think about, as well, is that we have

people who are qualified to receive various assistance and do not
do it because they do not know enough about that assistance.

Through education, you can often reach the same people that you
are really targeting, but who may not yet be a part of a program;
and, if you are dealing with an eligible clientele, not only the actual

recipients, you can spread that knowledge.
The advantage of education, as I see it, is that it provides a long-

term gain. You do some things to help people out of an immediate
situation. If you can help educate them along the way and teach
them how to take better advantage of the resources being provided,
you may, over time, build a stronger base where there is less need
of the desperate kind of help that people have today.
Mr. Stenholm. I think we have a good example of the better way

to do it and a good example of the not-so-good way to do it. In the
WIC program, we have an excellent example of education, and we
are seeing the benefits of it.

When I toured the WIC program in San Angelo, Texas, a few
weeks ago, I was struck by another very interesting aspect of that.

Right across the street from the WIC center was a WIC store. Pri-

vate enterprise set up a store that only sells WIC products, and
they sell it right across the street from the WIC center.

It prompted me in all of this that private enterprise has a role

to play. In this case it was saving transportation needs of WIC re-

cipients because they are very competitive. It is not a matter of

gouging or anything else. They just said, "Hey, we will bring the
market to where the people are," and that helps. That is a good
idea. Perhaps some others can think of the same thing.
On the other side of ways not to do it, I think probably one of

the greatest weaknesses of the Food Stamp Program today is no
education to the recipients, and I think that is one area that we
really need to spend some time on, because the theory of providing
money and money only is not the best way to do it.

An educational component to go along with it, I think, will

stretch out and make more efficient use of the dollars. We are not
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doing that yet, but I hope, as we move ahead, that we are going
to look at providing an educational component to the recipients in

the welfare reform aspects, as Mr. Emerson has stated.

Ms. McKenna. You might be interested, Mr. Chairman, in know-

ing that in fiscal year 1993, in the EFNEP program—the Expanded
Food and Nutrition Education Program—which is aimed at low-in-

come people in general, 65 percent of the participating families

were also food stamp recipients, 49 percent were WIC participants,
and 61 percent participated in other Federal food assistance pro-

grams. This is a result of our targeting low-income, low-education
clientele.

There is no requirement in this component to be a part of any
of these programs. But it is interesting that we are providing an
educational component for a significant percentage. It would be
that much stronger if there were some formal connection.

Mr. Stenholm. Very good.
Ms. Keeffe. Mr. Chairman, if I may, in the Food Stamp Pro-

gram this is certainly a priority of ours. I am sure you have prob-
ably heard the Assistant Secretary address the need for nutrition

education as an important component in all of our programs, based
on the wonderful success that we have seen through the WIC pro-

gram.
In the President's budget there is in fact a request for $6.5 mil-

lion for nutrition education in the Food Stamp Program, which
would be matched by the same amount from the States.

Mr. Stenholm. It is certainly a step in the right direction.

Ms. McKenna. Mr. Chairman, it might also be worth saying that
FNS and the Extension Service work closely together in the nutri-

tion education program for WIC participants. The line item in the

budget for this program is over $4 million. So there is already some
departmental effort in cooperating to get the job done.

Mr. Stenholm. I would be remiss if I did not make the following
statement and observation to all parties present here this morning:
USDA reorganization is a subject that we are going to complete
work on and, hopefully, have to the President for his signature on
or about the first of July. At least so far we seem to have a consen-
sus that we have a consumer and nutrition component of USDA—
a mission is the better word—and we have a research, education,
and economic mission of USDA, and we have a production mission.

One of the suggestions that we are going to have in report lan-

guage to the Secretary and to those who work with him is that we
have better cooperation between the various entities within USDA;
that we avoid the temptation to maintain turf or to build turf but
think in terms of the mission and where the various components
could be the most efficiently carried out.

I am sensing that there is not complete and total agreement in—
and I use this word affectionately

—the bureaucracy for achieving
that. But I hope that all of the parties present will think in terms
of how we can best spend these resource dollars and not think in

terms of maintaining the status quo of the structures that we have
had in the past, and I hope that that will be prevalent, as I expect
it to be, when the difficult part of doing it begins.
There has been an unfortunate opinion of some that this is an-

other subject whose time comes and is gone, and when we finish
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reorganization, nothing is really changed. But we have already

budgeted the cuts for this one, too, and it is going to be a very

painful experience for all of us if, when we come up here perhaps
next year, if we have not really, really taken a look at how we in

this case most efficiently feed hungry people in America, not how
many jobs we maintain in whose shop.
Now that I feel better about that, and since I have thoroughly

disabused the clock, too, we are all back on even ground.
Thank you very much for your testimony here. We sincerely look

forward to working with you in a very close way over the days and
months ahead, particularly as we look to the 1995 farm bill but
also as we attempt to do that which you have indicated in your
opinions is how to best do it today. We thank you for that.

Ms. Keeffe. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and to the

members of the subcommittee, we also look forward to working
very closely with you.
Ms. McKenna. Thank you for the opportunity to share some in-

formation. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. I will call panel 2.

Our next witness is Ms. Zoe Slagle, president of the American

Commodity Distribution Association.

STATEMENT OF ZOE P. SLAGLE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COM-
MODITY DISTRIBUTION ASSOCIATION, MICHIGAN DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION
Ms. Slagle. Good morning. Chairman Stenholm and members of

the committee, listening to you this morning has been wonderful.
It was wonderful to hear your passion for TEFAP, and it certainly
made this beautiful day outside even more beautiful.

I am Zoe Slagle, president of the American Commodity Distribu-

tion Association, and I work in the commodity distribution program
in the Michigan Department of Education. We very much appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for

your impassioned speech at the beginning of this hearing concern-

ing one of our very favorite programs, TEFAP. We appreciate your
strong endorsement.

I am here to discuss three important USDA commodity distribu-

tion programs: The commodity supplemental food program, CSFP;
the emergency food assistance program, TEFAP; and the charitable

institutions and summer camp programs. They are all very impor-
tant and cost-effective components of our Federal effort to deliver

nutrition and fight hunger in America.
On August 25, 1995, the USDA commodity distribution program

will celebrate its 60th year. Its dual mission of providing whole-
some and nutritious products to school districts and other domestic
food programs and providing support to American agriculture has
worked very well those many years. The trucks have rolled every
day.
The USDA food distribution program is unique in that it spends

the same dollar twice—once when it buys product to stabilize the

agricultural market and again when that product is provided to our
Nation's citizens who need nutritious food.
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In fiscal year 1992, more than 2 billion pounds of food, valued
at $1.2 billion, were distributed by USDA. This was done with a
minimum of taxpayer dollars, because those foods were provided at

low cost through USDA's buying power and the network of volun-
teers that help distribute those food products. Private sector dona-
tions were also distributed to this "neediest of the needy" popu-
lation through the infrastructure of the USDA commodity distribu-

tion system.
The synergy is completed by the fact that many of the agencies

that distribute commodities provide intervention programs at their

most cost-efficient point: prevention. The distribution program acts

as a carrot to draw these people in.

The CSFP program is a great example of how we, as a nation,
can provide not only nutritious food but nutrition education assist-

ance at a low cost. This program helps prevent future health pro-

grams, a very high cost of our social assistance programs.
For example, Margaret Kent and her husband Bill have three

children: Megan, 4; Randy, 2; Sally, 4 months, who is breast feed-

ing. Bill earns $8.10 an hour, is now unable to obtain overtime
work. Margaret and her family are, so far, in good health and do
not qualify for WIC. They desperately need food assistance to

stretch their tight budget and provide a healthy diet.

She and her children do qualify for CSFP, and each month they
receive approximately 138 pounds of food. CSFP is designed to pre-
vent the onset and alleviate the effects of malnutrition for individ-

uals likely to have poor diets due to low incomes, like the Kents.
CSFP had its beginning in Michigan in 1970, serving only 1,500

mothers, infants, and children in Detroit. In 1971 Focus: HOPE as-

sumed local administration functions and today operates the Na-
tion's largest local CSFP.

In addition to serving women, infants, and children, CSFP has
distributed commodities to low-income seniors since 1982. Focus:
HOPE began Food for Seniors as a national pilot program in 1981.
The pilot was based on extensive research linking costly health
care and institutionalization of the elderly with illnesses which are

preventable or manageable at much lower expense through sound
nutrition.

The cost of a CSFP package is much less than the retail cost.

The child's package, for example, costs five times as much when
purchased in a store.

We have found in Michigan that offering both WIC and CSFP
has worked very well, resulting in better service to eligible fami-
lies. Our local CSFP and WIC agencies provide excellent service by
having WIC refer noneligible persons to CSFP and CSFP referring
clients in need of health services to WIC. The dual programs also

provide a choice to families.

Some WIC-eligible households prefer receiving food rather than

coupons, especially if they are in the inner-city or rural areas. In

fact, the WIC program in Chicago operates like CSFP in that they
purchase food for direct pickup for their clients.

TEFAP and CSFP are the only two programs for seniors that

provide food that can be taken home and prepared. We find that
a great number of our Michigan seniors prefer Uncle Sam's food
that they can cook themselves. Many have told me that they are
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glad that they can help out the Grovernment by using the surplus
food. The seniors do not feel they are on welfare when receiving our

commodities, as they often do when they receive food stamps.
Seniors are our area of greatest need in CSFP. All participating

States report a need for additional senior caseloads. In Michigan,
the question I am asked most often by our State legislators is why
we do not have the program statewide; we have the program in 44
out of 83 counties.

TEFAP data is equally impressive as a cost-efficient program of

bringing food to our hungry citizens. TEFAP utilizes thousands of

volunteers in every State, without whom there would be no pro-

gram. They distribute the food, organize their sites, submit reports
to their local agency, and have a deep concern for their folks who
pick up the food.

Congressman Stenholm, you have had the honor of thanking
some of those volunteers in Aspermont and have participated in

one of those marvelous covered dish suppers done in their honor.

The law provides that each State shall determine which house-
holds qualify to receive TEFAP commodities. The States enforce

strict income guidelines which range from 125 percent to 185 per-
cent of the Federal poverty income guidelines.
TEFAP has also been instrumental in responding to the imme-

diate food needs after natural disasters such as Hurricane Hugo,
the Midwest floods, and the Los Angeles earthquakes. These foods

have been used to feed thousands of persons when other sources of

food were not immediately available. In Los Angeles and Ventura
Counties, 11.5 million dollars' worth of commodities, including in-

fant formula and baby food, were sent.

The USDA food distribution system has also provided the infra-

structure necessary for the distribution of private sector foods. A
pilot program by the Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services is putting fresh produce on the dinner tables of

needy families throughout the State. Approximately 150,000

pounds of fresh produce already have been distributed to more
than 8,000 needy families since the pilot program began in Novem-
ber of 1993 through the TEFAP distribution network.
Wood County, Wisconsin, reports that a typical TEFAP food

package for a family of four issued quarterly costs only $18.79. The
average cost of the same food items purchased at four local stores

is $35.79, almost double the cost of TEFAP. The costs of program
administration, storage, and transportation add up to $2.45 per
package.
The abolishment of TEFAP in California would result in the local

TEFAP agencies losing almost 50 million pounds of food, 41 million

pounds of USDA-donated TEFAP commodities, and 8 million

pounds of fresh produce from donate don't dump program.
The charitable institution and summer camp programs have pro-

vided an effective and efTicient outlet for agricultural surplus re-

moval. Eligible institutions include substance abuse centers, com-

munity kitchens for homeless and the destitute, soup kitchens, and
temporary shelters.

USDA has told us that next year the only available surplus items
will be butter and butter oil. This means that, other than butter,
those outlets will receive only a small amount of some items not
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utilized by schools. This amount will also vary significantly by
State.

Our commodities are often the only difference between survival

and closed doors for these centers. Likewise, the summer camps
provide meals to needy children who are unable to participate in

the school lunch and breakfast programs. Our commodities keep
these sites going. Like TEFAP, these programs are needed and of-

fered at a low price.
All of these programs are needed. Although we often hear reports

of economic recovery, we still see hunger in America. For many
families, commodities are the difference between having enough
food to stay healthy and productive and coming to the con-

sequences of poor nutrition.

Our goals for the commodity distribution program are to provide
food for the hungry, support schools and other institutions, and
support American agriculture and motivate citizens to follow the

dietary guideline. To achieve these goals, we need to: One, restore,
at minimum, the commodity supplemental food program funding to

the fiscal year 1994 level of $104 million. Without this funding, 10

percent of the participants will be forced from the program and join
the ranks of those not having access to adequate food and nutri-

tion.

The $104 million level does not provide for any expansion. This

program is only in 19 States and 16 for seniors. CSFP serves peo-
ple well and is very cost efficient. It would be a very logical pro-

gram to increase funding to expand to additional States.

Two, restore TEFAP funding, at minimum, to the fiscal year
1993 level of $120 million for food purchases and $50 million for

administration. In terms of human impact, we estimate that more
than 8 million households no longer benefit from TEFAP distribu-

tions as a result of this year's cuts. A zero amount for next year
would mean another 8 million households would not receive
TEFAP foods.

Appropriate $80 million for charitable institutions and $2.5 mil-
lion for summer camps for the purchase of food products. Cur-

rently, CI's have no legal authority to fall back on to continue to

receive Government foods. How some of them will cope with this

potentially major loss of resources is unknown.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record, as an at-

tachment to my prepared statement, a letter recently sent to Presi-

dent Clinton from a broad range of agricultural organizations con-

cerning the recent GATT agreement. They suggest that as the

funding for the basic agricultural programs decreases, the money
saved should be moved to the support of market development, mar-
ket promotion, and food assistance in the domestic programs such
as TEFAP.
Mr. Chairman, we are excited about this letter and feel it is very

important because the range of organizations signing the letter is

broad and the point is powerful. We should not just unilaterally
give up our agricultural programs.

This special, wonderful program, commodity distribution, has
been our traditional link between agricultural policy and nutri-

tional policy. This policy returns to the foundation of when the na-
tional school lunch program began in 1946. Agriculture supported
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the school lunch program with commodities, and school lunch sup-

ported agriculture by utilizing them. Our food assistance program
supports both people in the need of food and nutrition and Amer-
ican agriculture.
We hope that this committee will write a bipartisan letter to the

Appropriations Committee expressing your strong support for

TEFAP and our other commodity programs and that there is a re-

instatement and a continuation of funding.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, you as policy-

makers are in a very difficult position to do the most for our need-

iest citizens within the ever-present limits of scarce resources. The

commodity distribution programs can assist you in this task by pro-

viding needed food and nutrition at minimum cost to the taxpayer
and at the same time support American agriculture.

I thank you for this time.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Slagle appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much.
Next is Sister Hamel.

STATEME^^^ of sister AUGUSTA HAMEL, ORDER OF ST.

BENEDICT, EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE TO THE PRESIDENT,
SECOND HARVEST, NATIONAL NETWORK OF FOOD BANKS
Sister Hamel. Good morning. I am grateful for the opportunity

to testify before this distinguished subcommittee regarding the

issue of hunger in this Nation, public policy addressing it, and the

response of the Second Harvest network to this painful cancer on

our Nation's well-being.
It was just two weeks ago that Second Harvest released the re-

sults of the most comprehensive study ever completed on emer-

gency feeding programs in the United States. The compelling re-

sults of this new research illustrates that hunger in our land is a

serious problem not only for those millions of Americans without

enough food, but for all of us.

I bring before you data that is rich in terms of the scope and

depth of its research, but information that is equally noteworthy
for the troubling content and the insights that it gives us regard-

ing, first, the hungry persons served through the Second Harvest
network of 185 regional food banks and the over 41,000 charitable

agencies, like food pantries, soup kitchens, homeless shelters, and

second, by those charitable agencies themselves.

This network alone fed the staggering number of nearly 26 mil-

lion hungry persons in 1993. That is 10.4 percent or 1 in 10 of the

people who live in this plentiful land.

The Second Harvest national network of food banks is the largest
domestic charitable food distribution mechanism in the United
States. We serve the people who either do not have access to public

programs or who must use our services to supplement the inad-

equate food that they receive through Federal feeding programs.
We see reflected in the work of this network, the shortcomings

of public policy. We attempt to serve those persons who cannot sub-

sist on what is available to them through these existing feeding

programs.
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I submit to you that we need to make new commitments to de-

monstrably effective programs. We need to examine what works
well and support it, and we need to address what needs to be

changed in terms of delivery of service.

I further submit to you that in the light of the research results

that we have gathered, it is unconscionable to cut away any sup-

port for any part of the existing Federal programs under the De-

partment of Agriculture.
As you may know, Second Harvest national is a clearinghouse for

the allocation and distribution of food from the private industry to

185 regional food banks throughout most parts of this country. In

1993, as a network, we distributed from private sources over 669
million pounds of food to our needy clients.

I cite that information not as praise of our network, but as a way
to present to you the dimension and magnitude of the problem that

we face every day. The statistics we have gathered serve as an in-

dicator that reliance by hungry persons on the nonprofit sector is

growing.
The Second Harvest research collected from the emergency pro-

grams in our network shows that 71 percent of those emergency
feeding programs were established since 1981 in response to hun-

ger in local communities. This demonstrates clearly that, in the
face of public policy shortcomings, neighbors are trying to respond
to the needs of their hungry neighbors in their local communities.
The demographic information provided in the research released

March 8 on Capitol Hill provides new insights into who it is that

experiences hunger in America. A significant percentage of those

needing assistance are children, with 42.9 percent of network cli-

ents aged 17 and younger. This is well above the 25.9 percent fig-

ure for the 1 through 17 age cohort of the general population.
Poverty and its resulting hunger seems particularly biased

against our children, and it is interesting to note that in spite of

the stereot3q)es, white Americans comprise the largest group of

emergency food recipients in the network.

Many network clients are unemployed professionals. Of the 44.1

percent of our recipients that are currently unemployed, 31.4 per-
cent were last employed in skilled positions that include technical,

management, professional, clerical, and secretarial positions. As for

education levels, well over half of the network clients have a high
school diploma or completed higher education.
This study illustrates not only the extent of the hunger problem

in America, but again, it breaks the stereotypical images of the
homeless as those who are the hungry; that is, the dropouts of soci-

ety. This study reveals a whole new face of hungry people in this

land of what may become two societies. They are our brothers; they
are our sisters; they are not the other; they are not the stranger.

Many of our clients worry constantly about where their next
meal will come from or miss meals because they do not have

enough to eat. The study revealed that 20 percent of all network
clients worry often or always about the source of their next meal.
When asked about skipping meals, 32.4 percent reported that
adults in their households have missed meals in the past month be-

cause they did not have enough food to eat nor enough money to

buy food.
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Most troubling is the finding that the significant numbers of per-

sons were turned away by local agencies because those agencies
lacked sufficient resources—i.e., food and funds—to meet the de-

mand. Our food banks and agencies tell us that demand is up 37

percent for 1993, and at the same time, our statistics show that

private-sector food donations are up 10 percent for the same period.

We are deeply concerned by these statistics and about the people

represented by those figures.
It is apparent to us that this Nation's domestic feeding programs

as funded by the Congress and as administered by the USDA fail

to provide the essential food required by the various target popu-
lations. Yet we see an unprecedented interest in the quality of food

as opposed to its availability.
It does hungry persons little good to tell them to eat right if their

plates are empty. I submit to you that we can do both. We can pro-

vide adequate food and we can provide nutritious food, and one

should not be at the expense of the other.

I believe strongly in the appropriate role of the independent non-

profit sector. I am proud of the work of Second Harvest which it

has demonstrated in its efforts to respond compassionately, effi-

ciently, and effectively to the issue of domestic hunger in thousands

of communities. But I know our limits. In our 15 years of existence,

we have assisted in the creation and support of the infrastructure

you see sustained through local community support.

Through the 41,587 agencies, we are able to stay close to the peo-

ple that we serve. We have become the safety net to the safety net

of Government feeding programs that are not adequately funded

and that, in my opinion, must be adequately funded in the interest

of the common good and the well-being of our neighbors.
Second Harvest has a 15-year partnership with the food indus-

try. The incredible demand for resources to continue to feed the

hungry has been matched by the generosity of corporations, foun-

dations, and individuals, some of whom you will hear today. Yet I

must caution the committee that resources are not increasing to

the extent that demand is escalating.
Second Harvest food donations from all sources for 1993 are doc-

umented in the written report. Total distribution of food during
that time: in excess 904 million pounds of food. Roughly 10 percent
of that was TEFAP food. This represents an overall net increase of

4.5 percent over the total distribution of 1992. The private sector

is up by 10 percent. It is the decrease of Grovemment food that has

decreased the overall gross volume of food that we have been able

to distribute.

While that is a monumental achievement for a relatively young
organization, I am here to tell you that it is not enough. In the Sec-

ond Harvest hunger study of 1993, we were told that 2,900 food

programs turned away 61,110 people annually because those pro-

grams lacked sufficient food resources to meet the local need.

The charitable initiative can only be effective if public and pri-

vate partnerships collaborate in providing resources. Now is not

the time for any food resource to be cut back. In fact, we need to

make it advantageous for the private sector to donate more, while

the Government sector continues to accept its appropriate respon-

sibility for providing food as well.
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These USDA commodities are an opportunity for us to enhance

the donated food from private industry so that what we distribute

in boxes and bags from emergency food pantries is more balanced.

As such, TEFAP is crucial to us as a reliable source of a few valued

commodities and as a stabilizer in a massive system of unpredict-

able food supplies that is typical in the charitable network.

I have surveyed our network and know the disastrous effect that

cuts in TEFAP, both administrative funds and food purchase funds,

will do to the quality of nutrition that we will be able to maintain

in many of our emergency food box programs.
TEFAP has an additional human benefit. It allows us to give

families food to take to their homes and to prepare and eat in their

homes, as opposed to the soup kitchen environment, which is not

always the best one for our children and their mothers.

I submit to you that hunger is 100 percent curable. It is prevent-
able. We have enough food in this Nation, and we have the public

support, as demonstrated in numerous polls, to cure this problem.
What is needed is the public sector's determination to enact into

public policy the measures that will improve the availability, the

access, and the quahty of food for hungry persons.
We know what it takes to provide adequate food and to make it

accessible to hungry persons and their children until such time as

those individuals can provide adequate resources to assure food se-

curity through their own work.

Your decisions as a subcommittee are of critical importance, and
the determinations you make influence if people will be able to eat.

Your decisions can influence the frequency and the quality of their

meals. You have within your hands the capacity to enhance the ef-

forts of the independent charitable-sector efforts to feed hungry

persons. That is at one time a heavy responsibility and a mar-

velous life-giving opportunity.
I recommend for your consideration that funds for purchase of

commodities for the TEFAP program be restored at least to the fis-

cal year 1993 level of $165 million—$125 million for food purchase
and $40 million for administration. I further submit to you for your
consideration that for the future we need to explore together col-

laboratively better mechanisms for the use of Government commod-
ities and reflect that in the next farm authorization bill.

I would suggest a review of section 170(e)(3) of the Internal Rev-

enue Code, with a view to amending the mechanism to make it ad-

vantageous for donors to give in-kind contributions of food to those

charitable organizations feeding hungry persons.
I further submit to you for your consideration that FEMA funds,

which have in the last 10 years traditionally gone to local agencies,

have now been moved from FEMA and their local authorities to

HUD, and as such, that will be an additional difficulty sustained

by charitable organizations.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Sister Hamel appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next, Reverend Parker.
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STATEMENT OF REVEREND CHARLES A. PARKER, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, BREAD FOR THE CITY, INC.

Reverend Parker. Good afternoon. I very much appreciate the

opportunity to speak at these important hearings.
My name is Charles Parker, and I am the executive director of

a local direct-service hunger ministry called Bread for the City.
Bread provides food to 5,000 people around DC each month, and
much of that food is TEFAP commodities. Our social workers also
refer clients to other commodity programs such as CSFP.
Ms. Slagle and Sister Hamel from Second Harvest have done, I

think, a wonderful job of speaking to the compelling need for main-

taining these programs, and I have some of that in my written tes-

timony. It does not bear repeating.
But let me add two quick points. Food stamps are, and must con-

tinue to be, the frontline in our efforts to combat hunger, and with
all of our testimony as to the powerful effect that commodity pro-
grams also have, it should be noted that commodity programs are
a supplement to food stamps; they are not a substitute for food

stamps.
I appreciated Mr. Emerson's comment that often in this dialog

those two programs have been played out against each other, and
both of those are critical components to our antihunger efforts.

Let me also just note that in addition to supplementing work
that food stamps do, commodity programs also often reach a popu-
lation that food stamps do not. Let me give you an example. Mr.
Banks is a 59-year-old man whose poorly controlled diabetes be-
came debilitating about 2 years ago. He came to us to receive food
and other assistance. He currently receives $461 in supplemental
security income and lives in subsidized housing.
He is eligible for $10 in food stamps, but because of the difficulty

in our city in having access to that program, and also because he
has a hernia problem which makes it difficult for him to sit for long
periods, as often getting food stamps requires, he does not go out
and get them. It is just not enough benefit, and it is too painful
for him to do.

Commodity programs reach a lot of elderly and disabled folks
like Mr. Banks who desperately need food assistance but who, for

one reason or another, have difficulty accessing the Food Stamp
Program.
Having said that, I think there are a couple of things that this

committee can look at in terms of modifying the way that commod-
ity programs are currently run. The Association of Arizona Food
Banks has recommended combining TEFAP with the food distribu-
tion program for charitable institutions and the commodities for

soup kitchens program. I think both of those are good ideas.
I would also add that I think CSFP could be added to create a

large consolidated commodity food program that would eliminate a
lot of the duplicative administrations and infrastructure that the

separate commodity programs currently have. Money freed up from
that consolidation should be used to purchase additional food for
that network.

If you do consider this type of consolidation, I would recommend
that TEFAP guidelines be the ones that are used, since TEFAP is
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the most flexible of the commodity programs and is aimed at the

neediest population.
My second recommendation is that you give States the choice as

to whether they receive administrative dollars for the distribution

of those commodities or the value of those administrative dollars in

commodities themselves. The rationale for that is, in a lot of West-
ern States there are significant logistical problems to getting the

food out and distributed—a lot of transportation costs. In other

States, like the District of Columbia, that is not as critical an issue;

and it would be far more beneficial for us for whom transportation
is not a major barrier to receive the value in commodities rather

than simply the administrative costs.

Today's hearings also are to look into ways that Congress can en-

courage private food donations. Again, let me emphasize that pri-

vate food donations are not a substitute for Federal programs. They
are an important supplement to them.
One of the barriers to private food donations is the way the cur-

rent good Samaritan laws are set up. A lot of States have good Sa-

maritan laws that indemnify donors of food, but the specifics vary
somewhat from State to State. This makes many potential contrib-

utors leery of donating because of the risk of liability, especially in

multijurisdictional areas such as the District of Columbia.
An example is that my brother-in-law is a photographer and was

shooting an ad for a baby food company which involved a large
number of cases of baby food. After the shoot was over, they were

going to throw those away, and he recommended having them give
me a call so that we could send a truck over and pick up that food.

They made a quick call to their lawyers, who expressed some con-

cern about the liability issues that might be involved, and they just

decided, rather than take the time to look into the issue, it would
be simpler to throw the food away.

I think some Federal legislation that could provide uniformity

among good Samaritan laws and clarify some of the vagueness, as

well as disseminating information on that, might be a powerful
help in relieving the perceived risk that some food donators have
to liability.
The problems with fear of liability are compounded by what are

often low tax incentives to donate food. Second Harvest has, I

think, a number of really wonderful ideas for ways that we could

provide more incentives. The current tax law only allows tax deduc-
tions of 50 percent of a product's markup, and with many impor-
tant food products, that markup is quite low, so that a 50 percent
deduction of that is really not a lot of incentive. When you combine
that with the fear of liability, it often makes it easier for companies
to throw food away than to make it available to agencies like ours.

Second Harvest's recommendation to provide a deduction floor of

25 percent above the cost of a product is a good one and, I think,
would provide a better incentive for companies to donate.

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak this morning. I

hope you will feel free to call on me if I can be of any further as-

sistance.

[The prepared statement of Reverend Parker appears at the con-

clusion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
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Next, Ms. Josaitis.

STATEMENT OF ELEANOR M. JOSAITIS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
FOCUS: HOPE; AND CHAIRWOMAN, CSFP NATIONAL COMMIT-
TEE
Ms. Josaitis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to be here, and I thank you for your leadership.

My name is Eleanor Josaitis, and I am the cofounder and associ-

ate director of Focus: HOPE, which is a civil and human rights or-

ganization located in the city of Detroit.

Father Cunningham and I founded the organization in the after-

math of the 1967 Detroit riots. We established a mission for our-

selves on March 8, 1968, and that same mission holds true today.
It reads: "Recognizing the dignity and beauty of every person, we

pledge intelligent and practical action to overcome racism, poverty
and injustice. And to build a metropolitan community where all

people may live in freedom, harmony, trust and affection. Black

and white, yellow, brown and red from Detroit and its suburbs, of

every economic status, national origin and religious persuasion, we
join in this covenant."

In 1968 and today, intelligent and practical action means provid-

ing nutritious food to people whose inability to purchase these

foods puts them at high risk for health and development problems.
Focus: HOPE and the commodity supplemental food program have

provided food to low-income mothers and preschool children for 25

years and to low-income senior citizens for the past 13 years. CSFP
is the original Federal food supplementation program for these

most vulnerable groups, and, in the eyes of the operators, it is a

very good one.

In December of 1993, Focus: HOPE provided food to 45,100
mothers and children and to 32,000 senior citizens. In the same
month, San Francisco; Chicago; Des Moines, Iowa; Washington,
DC; South Dakota; North Carolina; and 50 other sites provided
food to 212,000 mothers and children and 148,000 senior citizens.

Since 1970, Focus: HOPE has grown in many different directions

and with some very successful programs. Our three technical train-

ing programs—Fast Track, the Machinists' Training Institute, and
the Center for Advanced Technologies—have garnered national at-

tention as models for job training and economic development. We
recently welcomed President Clinton to our Center for Advanced

Technologies, which he hailed as a model for the 21st century.
In spite of how much attention they receive, we can never forget

what drives us, and it is to recognize that training programs are

absolutely essential, but you cannot have a training program un-
less people have food.

The commodity supplemental food program has a number of ad-

vantages over the other programs. First, we use the purchasing
power of the Department of Agriculture and avoid the middle-man

markup. Supplemental foods are commercially purchased by the

Department, which saves a lot of money. When individuals use the

Food Stamp Program and the WIC program, indeed, the Federal

Government pays for the markup of the grocery stores.

This problem is particularly difficult in Detroit and other large
cities where they have a concentrated area of poverty. Inner-city
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residents must often shop at local convenience stores, and they pay
a dear price for it.

Each year we conduct a survey of the prices and the comparison
between the Department of Agriculture and what the people get-

ting the same food would pay in the convenience stores. We just
took for this month, for a mother with two children, the monthly
supplement costs the Department of Agriculture $69.50. We took
that same amount of food and went to our national chain store,
where we would pay $192.93 cents for the same items. We took it

to the Detroit convenience store, and that amount of money was
$216.95, which triples the amount of money that USDA pays.
The monthly supplement of infant formula alone that can be pro-

vided directly by the Department of Agriculture is $14.88, while in

a convenience store in the city of Detroit, you pay $90.83. That is

a difference of $76.
The commodity supplemental food program provides critical price

supports for the farmers nationwide. USDA plays a vital role in

price support for many commodities by purchasing and distributing
nutritious foods. Through the commodity supplemental food pro-

gram, the Department of Agriculture serves the dual needs of the

agricultural and low-income communities.

Third, CSFP addresses the nutritional needs of children up to

the point where they enter school.

Fourth, the commodity supplemental food program for senior citi-

zens is the only program to put vital food products in the pantry
of needy seniors struggling to maintain their good health and self-

sufficiency.
The volunteer nature of the food program affords a means by

which citizens from all parts of our metropolitan community can
become involved. Focus: HOPE has 42,000 volunteers that support
our efforts, and we are very grateful to them. They have become
friends of our senior citizens. They not only provide transportation
for them, but they see to it that they form a partnership through-
out the year.

So, in conclusion, gentlemen, I truly appreciate the enormous
burden placed on the two Houses of Congress to allocate American
resources fairly and responsibly. I want to emphasize, however,
that as operators of the commodity supplemental food program, we
have demonstrated that we are wise stewards of the tax dollars.

Moreover, the investment we make today by feeding the most
vulnerable group in our population, the very young and the very
old, saves us money in terms of health costs and learning problems
in our years to come, and I thank you kindly again for the oppor-
tunity.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Josaitis appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next, Mr. Boutwell.

STATEMENT OF WAYNE BOUTWELL, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES

Mr. Boutwell. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a

pleasure to be here today and testify on behalf of the Nation's
farmer cooperatives.
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One of the primary responsibilities of government is to assure

that the consumers of this country have a safe, wholesome, depend-
able supply of food at reasonable prices. By almost any measure we
have been successful in doing that with the agricultural programs
of this country, which have been extremely successful.

We often cite—and you have heard me say this—that we only

spend 11 percent of our disposable income on food. I might point
out quickly, though, that that is an average. As incomes go down,
the percentage spent on food for an adequate diet goes up. Those
in the $5,000 to $10,000 income range spend roughly a third of

their income on food, and for those below $5,000, it is well over 100

percent if they are going to maintain an adequate diet for them-
selves and their families.

When viewed in this light, our food policy takes on a different

meaning. Fortunately, our policies and programs have not ignored
the less fortunate in our country. The budget this year contains

some $38 billion for food assistance compared to just $23 billion in

1990. While these expenditures clearly benefit the families in lower

income categories, we believe they play an important role in our

overall agricultural and food policy.

First, they are an important source of demand for agricultural

products. This $38 billion translates into a farm value of roughly
Is billion to $10 billion on the demand side at the farm level.

Second, and probably equally as important, is the role that se-

lected programs play in the stability within the farm sector. I am
talking about here the commodity programs that you have heard
so much about today, the TEFAP program and others. They pro-
vide that dual role of providing food assistance that supplements
our programs, on the one hand, and stability to the farm sector on

the other.

One of the inherent problems that is faced by meeting our food

policy objectives is the fact that consumers require stability be-

cause they need food every day, but the production system that

brings them that food is inherently unstable itself. I do not have
to remind you of the floods last year and the implication that they
could have had if it were not for the surplus stocks of food on hand.

To avoid this instability at the consumer level, though, requires
that agriculture err on the side of surplus, and when that happens,

very clearly, you find yourself in periods of chronic surpluses and

very low prices.

Fortunately, over the years, we have seen the wisdom of taking

advantage of this situation not only to augment our feeding pro-

grams but, at the same time, to reduce these surpluses and

strengthen the prices to farmers. I liken it to the fact that when
I go to the grocery store, I look for the items on sale, and that is

to some extent what the commodity programs do. They catch those

items in surplus with low prices and bring those in to not only help
farmers by lifting those prices but also to supplement the feeding

programs.
Unfortunately, the fiscal year 1995 budget proposed to cut the

very programs that provide this dual role; namely, a 68 percent re-

duction in TEFAP and a 12 percent reduction in the commodity
supplemental feeding program. We believe this is wrong, and we
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believe that the funding should be restored to at least current-year

level, and we would urge you to do so.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Boutwell appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Mr. Emerson.
Mr. Emerson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do not have any questions. I want to thank each of you for the

profound statements which you have made, which do offer excellent

documentation for what I have felt all along was the tremendous
track record of TEFAP.

I really find it hard to believe that in a $32 billion food assist-

ance budget that we have in this country that $100 million plus
cannot be carved out to stretch as far as you all are able to make
the TEFAP assistance stretch.

As I said in my opening remarks, if we did not have TEFAP, we
would have to invent it, and I frankly just do not understand why
we are even tinkering with it. I have always advocated a higher
level of funding for TEFAP. I am willing to accept a steady level

of funding so that we not regress. But to cut TEFAP as this budget
is recommending is just unconscionable.

I think TEFAP is one of the most effective, most helpful pro-

grams that the Federal Government engages in, and I do not know
why, when there are so many others things that need an awful lot

more serious curtailing than TEFAP, that TEFAP is the one that
is getting zeroed in on.

So please keep speaking out as you are, and I think you have
made some very powerful statements here that I know will be
taken seriously by this subcommittee. Our job, I suppose, is to con-

vince the whole Congress and the administration to turn this thing
around. In the total spectrum of the budget, it is not even a pebble
of sand upon the ocean in terms of creating a ripple.
So my best wishes to each of you, and thank you all for what you

do all the time. You are doing a great job, and I hope we can find

the resources for you to continue in that.

Ms. JOSAITIS. Thank you.
Sister Hamel. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Someone mentioned a moment ago that we ought

to be more concerned about quantity of food than quality of food.

Would you all react to that statement? I think it is taken in the

context not of "poor quality" of food but overly large amounts of

concern regarding the safety of our food.

Sister Hamel. Congressman, that was my statement, and it was
not around food safety as much as, when I analyze the budget for

fiscal year 1995 that came out of the administration, I see consider-

able increases around nutrition information, and then I put that
within the context of pay-as-you-go government, and I see the cut

in TEFAP, and I can only conclude that the educational increases

were at the expense of something like the food itself on the TEFAP
end.

Maybe someone more sophisticated than I can say that is not so,

but when I see increases around education, decreases in food, I

think that we can provide both, and if we cannot provide both, it
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certainly should not be at the expense of the food itself or the avail-

ability of the food itself.

There are numerous studies, one of which was just presented be-

fore this committee November 16, which demonstrate the great
care that people on food stamps and low-income people use in

stretching the dollars that we get. I sometimes think we have a

presumption that poor people are not thrifty in the way they use
their resources. That demonstrably is not so. In fact, the study that

was presented here November 16 demonstrates that when com-

pared against the larger population, they are more frugal in their

use of their resources.

Reverend Parker. If I could just echo a quick point, those of us
who do direct service often wrestle with poor nutritional habits on
the part of a lot of the folks who come to us for service, and that

is clearly an issue that we need to address. A lot of chronic health
care problems that our country is currently facing, like hyper-
tension and diabetes, which are so prevalent in low-income popu-
lations, are very clearly impacted by diet; so that nutrition is an

important component—a critical component—of what we do.

But on the hierarchy of needs, that cannot come, as Sister Hamel
noted, at the expense of actual food. There have been a lot of stud-

ies recently about the tremendous impact that insufficient food has
on developing children and their ability to learn. So we really do,
in a sense, shoot ourselves in the foot if we are stealing education

money from actual food money. They are both very critical.

Mr. Stenholm. Another area that I have become very concerned
about is the so-called technology side of agriculture. I have noted
that those of you in the nutrition and the hunger side, for good and
valid reasons, do not spend a lot of time understanding the techno-

logical side of food production.
It is not by accident that we have the luxury of talking about the

distribution of surplus food. It is not by accident that our farmers
are as productive as they are. It is because we have been successful

in utilizing technology. The fertilizers, the herbicides, the pes-
ticides, all of the things that go into the production of this abun-
dance sometimes get overlooked by the hunger and nutrition com-

munity.
As I have listened to you this morning and the other witnesses,

everybody is talking about we don't quite have enough money, or
we have distributed it in a way which is not the most efficient. But
it occurs to me that if we lose the technology battle, we are going
to be talking about even more serious problems for poor people, in

particular, because if the cost of food goes up because of the lack
of technology or the nonutilization of technology because some peo-

ple deem it to be hazardous to our health, there will be less food;
it will be more expensive. Agree or disagree?

Sister Hamel. We are constantly seeking new ways to identify
additional sources of food and additional ways to prolong the shelf

life of that food. So I do not think that the nonprofit community
is of one opinion in terms of the technology that is being experi-
mented with today, if that answers your question.
You will hear this afternoon or shortly from the director of the

food bank in Lubbock, Texas, which is exploring new ways to dehy-
drate food to prolong its shelf life for distribution.
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So I just want to be sure that we do not get caught up in any
debate about the quality of the foods in terms of new experiments,
and so fori;h. Our issue is hunger, and we want that to cut across
all partisan lines, as I am sure is true in this committee. But we
do not want to get caught up in what, at the risk of using an offen-

sive term, I would call the "yuppiedom" of hunger.
Mr. Stenholm. I do not want anybody to get caught up in any-

thing, but I suggest to you that you are getting caught up in that

debate, and unless you choose the right side of the debate or you
choose not to take sides, as I believe you have just said—that your
preference is not to take sides—and if the hunger community
chooses not to take sides in the technology side of this equation,
you must be prepared for having less food, poorer quality, and
more expensive or less food, better quality, and more expensive.
That is the choice we have, and it is one that I am constantly

concerned about because the nutrition and hunger community
chooses not to involve itself in the so-called food safety side of the

question for fear of whatever.
I just suggest to you, not for comment today but to continue to

think in terms that the technology is important to the abundance,
and to those who can afford—I believe that is what you just said,
those who can afford "organic food"—and I do not say that in a

slighting way, because there are many sincere individuals that be-
lieve that so-called organic food is healthier. It is more expensive,
but they have the luxury of paying more for it. Poor people do not
have the luxury of paying more for food.

Therefore, it seems that we really ought to focus regarding the
true safety of the food supply, not on the perception of some. And
to be absolutely critical from your perspective, if we choose the

wrong path for agriculture regarding technology, there is going to

be less food, more expensive, and, I submit, a greater problem for

those that you are here today testifying so eloquently on behalf of.

Mr. Boutwell.
Mr. Boutwell. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The reason I am here today on this panel is for the reason you

just cited, and that is that we as an organization believe that there
is a natural alliance between those providing food assistance to

those in need and the agricultural community because of the very
reasons you said.

We have taken a look at the population growth numbers, not

only here but around the world, and we know from an agricultural
standpoint what it is going to take to provide that supply of food,
and it is kind of scary, very frankly, when you take a look at it.

But if we can keep the right kinds of policies and programs in

place and keep the technology coming to increase productivity of

agriculture, then I am satisfied that we can meet those needs.
And so, very frankly, I am here today to say to the food assist-

ance groups here that there are those of us in agriculture that be-
lieve there is a natural alliance between the two communities, and
we should get about building that alliance.
Mr. Stenholm. I could not agree more with that statement, and

I appreciate the fact that the heads were nodding. I think this is

an excellent mirror of the food production miracle of this country,
the recipients, those who are here on behalf of those less fortunate.
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and those who are there on behalf of those who are producing it,

and there is a natural alliance that we have to build on, and if we
do not do that in this committee, we will deserve the criticisms that
we will in fact incur from all parties.
We have a vote on right now, and I believe we will dismiss this

panel and take about a 15-minute break. Have you voted?
Mr. Sarpalius. Yes.
Mr. Stenholm. We will not have to take about a 15-minute

break. [Laughter.]
This is what you call teamwork. I mean, this is the kind of team-

work that we have just admonished you to have between producers
and consumers. We have it in Congress, also.

Mr. Sarpalius [assuming chair]. I will call the third panel.
We will begin the third panel with Christina Martin.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINA A. MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, FOODCHAIN—ASSOCIATION OF PREPARED AND PER-
ISHABLE FOOD RESCUE PROGRAMS
Ms. Martin. Thank you and good afternoon.
I am here today representing a unique response to hunger which

strives to provide access to a healthy diet to millions of people each

year by building partnerships with private industry and social

service agencies.
Foodchain is a network of 125 community-based food rescue pro-

grams that fight hunger in a highly common-sensical way. They
procure good, healthful prepared and perishable food that would
otherwise go to waste in the food service kitchens and provide it

to agencies that feed those who might otherwise go hungry.
Seen as a compliment to food banking, Foodchain programs pro-

vide protein-rich stews and soups, fresh vegetables and fruits, and
high-protein entrees to soup kitchens, low-income day care centers,
and nursing homes and homeless shelters, more than 6,000 social

service agencies across the country.
Since the development of the food rescue movement in the late

1980's, the recipient agencies are able to serve more healthful
meals and focus their limited resources on services to their guests
and clients.

Food rescue programs work on the shared principle of safety and
efficiency. Guiding the intricate food rescue process is the belief in

the dignity of every human life, and providing nutrition to those
who are not guaranteed the most basic of needs—food.

Foodchain invites a disparate group to aid in the fight against
hunger. While anyone, from accountants to artists, can assist local

programs, Foodchain concentrates on those experts from the cul-

inary and food service industries not only to donate food but to cre-

ate and teach seminars in nutrition, meal planning on a low-in-
come budget, and menu planning.
The Foodchain program serving the Washington community—DC

Central Kitchen—has provided 1.8 million meals to people in need
in the last 5 years. The kitchen is one of Foodchain's job training
models. It trains unemployed men and women in meal preparation
by matching them with culinary professionals. So far, 80 graduates
have gone through DC Central Kitchen's doors and are now em-
ployed in the food service and hospitality industries.
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The name of the food rescue program aptly describes its mission.

DC Central Kitchen collects excess unserved foods from res-

taurants, catering companies, corporate dining rooms, hotels, and
other establishments. The food is then brought back to a central

kitchen where it is reprepared by chefs and training program stu-

dents and turned into delicious and wholesome meals. These meals
are then safely delivered to feeding agencies in the DC area.

DC Kitchen struggles, however, to compete with the growing
need for emergency food, which has shown about a 20-percent in-

crease already this year. Some 13 billion pounds of edible found are

thrown out each year in America, while more Americans are living
below the poverty level than at any time since the early 1960's.

To continue to provide access to a healthy diet, we must look to

the most logical, sound, and simple responses and ensure that more

partnerships are formed with prospective donors, both in private

industry, through the hospitality and food service sectors, and in

governmental agencies where we know that excess wholesome food

is still being wasted.
While we work to gather this vital resource from U.S. military

commissaries, Government-contracted food service, and school cafe-

terias that receive Federal and State assistance, we must also work
to solidify the long-term solutions to hunger and undernutrition
with full funding for Government food programs such as TEFAP,
WIC, food stamps, and continue to make a commitment to assisting
low-income families and individuals on the path to self-sufficiency
and access to healthy food.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Martin appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Sarpalius. Thank you very much, Ms. Martin.

Next, Mr. Kenneth Home.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH C. HORNE, JR., CODIRECTOR,
SOCIETY OF ST. ANDREW

Mr. HORNE. Thank you very much.
I am Ken Home, a codirector of the Society of St. Andrew. I ap-

preciate the opportunity to appear before you this afternoon to give
some testimony on behalf of the poor of this country and, hopefully,
think with you about some things we might do to alleviate their

suffering.
Folks here have testified already rather eloquently to the need

of the poor and the need and the value of the TEFAP program, so

I am not going to get into that, particularly. Most eveiything that

needs to be said about that has already been said. I do not think
I can add much.
The Society of St. Andrew works in concert with the TEFAP pro-

gram. What we do is a little bit different from food banking. We
are a produce salvage operation. We essentially salvage produce
that is going to be thrown out and discarded for reasons of size or

cosmetics.

Primarily, the food that we salvage is potatoes. Our largest pro-

gram is called the potato project. It works very simply and it is a

very cost-effective kind of thing. Potatoes that are going to be
thrown out because they are the wrong size and there is not really
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a handy market for them are instead donated to us as a 501(c)(3)

organization. We then raise the funds necessary to bag them and

ship them and deliver these potatoes to food banks, soup kitchens,
Indian reservations, large inner-city ministries, and rural distribu-

tions all over the United States.

We started this ministry in 1983, and since that time we have
distributed more than 160 million pounds of potatoes that other-

wise would have been thrown out to rot.

We are very proud of that record, and we are also very frustrated

about the fact that we are probably farther behind now than we
were when we started. The hunger problem is growing faster than
we are.

I want to emphasize a couple of things for the consideration of

this committee as you begin to think through the implications of

the TEFAP program doing such good work for such a long time,
and then to have people seriously propose that you cut it back or

cut it out is a reflection of the fact that we do not really have

enough money in the Grovernment anymore to do all the things that
we want to do, and it seems to me our salient problem is how do
we get the job done with less money, and it seems to me that

produce is part of that.

It costs us, on a national basis, to bag and distribute potatoes,
for instance, it costs the Society of St. Andrew 4 cents a pound.
That is because we do not ship them very far when we can help
it.

If we took the position that we were going to salvage potatoes,
we were going to take them as a donation, bag them and ship them
wherever in the country they were needed, we could, tomorrow, do
20 million more pounds than we did last year, and we could ship
them anywhere in the United States, and we could do it for 6 cents
a pound.

I do not know what the TEFAP buying commodities program
costs you per pound, but it is probably a good deal more than 6
cents. I am not blowing our own horn about this. There are lots of

people that salvage produce in this country, and they will tell you
the same thing.
We throw away enough food of all types in the United States to

feed everybody in this country that is hungry three meals a day
365 days a year, to feed them any kind of crop that you can think
of using just what we discard, and we can save that food and de-

liver it where it is needed probably for between 6 and 8 cents a

pound on whatever volume you want.
I think one of the things that we need in Grovemment today is

some very innovative thinking about how do we spend our dollars

more wisely, how do we take advantage of the resources that we
have in a more thorough manner. If there is an3rthing that we at

the Society of St. Andrew can do to help that process, we would be

glad to.

I want to point out two additional examples of the kind of volume
of food that there is available, and then I will be quiet.

I recently came back from Florida, where there is a group called

Farm Share, and they are, in concert with the State of Florida, sal-

vaging produce in the Homestead area where the hurricane was a
few years ago. The State has leased these folks a warehouse for a
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dollar a year and given them some labor out of the prison work-
release system.
Last week they salvaged 500,000 pounds of tomatoes, green

beans, zucchini squash and delivered it to food banks, soup kitch-

ens, and feeding installations all over the State of Florida.

Now, they can do that every week from November to June, and
there are 11 other sites like that in the State of Florida alone, to

say nothing at all about Texas. I am not going to steal Carolyn's
thunder. The same situation exists in Texas, and Carolyn and her
excellent group have figured out how to not only salvage it but

process it.

The same situation exists in Arizona; the same thing goes on in

California. It is quite possible for us to salvage enough food to feed

everybody in this country that is hungry using what we throw
away. An3^hing we can do to aid and abet that situation, we would
be glad to. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Home appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Sarpalius. Thank you very much, Mr. Home.
Next, Ms. Lanier.

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN LANIER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SOUTH PLAINS FOOD BANK; ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES
PRATER, PRATERS FOOD, INC., MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, SOUTH PLAINS FOOD BANK, AND PRESIDENT,
BREEDLOVE DEHYDRATED FOODS, INC.

Ms. Lanier. Thank you very much for the opportunity to address

you today. I am Carolyn Lanier, the executive director of South
Plains Food Bank, and with me is Charles Prater of Praters Food.
He is a member of the South Plains Food Bank board, and he is

president of the Breedlove Dehydrated Food that we are all so ex-

cited about and that I am going to get to talk to you a little bit

about today.
First, I wanted to tell you a little bit about our food bank. I can't

be from Texas and not do a little bragging. We are one of the 37
food banks that participated in the VanAmberg study on hunger.
Our food bank has been actively teaching literacy for the last 5

years, and we have had some tremendous results because of that.

Last summer, no vendor would run the summer lunch program,
and so, within a 4-day period of time, the food bank geared up, and
we fed 1,100 children a day a sandwich, milk, fruit, and vegetables,
and those vegetables came from our very own farm, because we are
one of the food banks that has a farm.
We are also unique because we are one of the very few food

banks that does not distribute USDA commodities, and we do not

provide any food through the emergency food assistance program.
The reason we do not do that is because we have agencies that are
in the business of doing that. They were doing it before we got
there.

We supply food to them. They desperately need all of the food
that is available. Because of this survey, we do know that we have
children going to bed hungry, even though there is a combination
of the food that is coming from the Grovemment and there is food
bank food.
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So what I want to talk about now while the green light is on is

we want to address the private-sector activity that South Plains
Food Bank has been doing. We have collected $3.8 million in cash,
and we have ordered the equipment, and we are in the process of

providing the architectural studies necessary to implement a $7
million project.
We have a $2.5 million building, and we have 42 acres of land,

and we expect to start processing 20 million pounds of fruits and
vegetables that are turned down in our area by the end of the year.
That will be one-half of the food that the Department of Agri-
culture says is wasted in that area.

We have had an independent study done, and I was going to

make copies for all of you until I read how many you wanted, and
you wanted 125 copies, and there is no way our budget could stand

that, so you can look at my feasibility study if you are interested
in seeing how we know this is going to work. [Laughter.]

I brought with me—and I will tell you, if we do not have a lunch
break pretty soon, we may have to cook this, and I will show you
how quickly it works—this is enough food—this is a soup mix, and
this is food that we have dehydrated out of our prototype. There
are potatoes, onions, carrots, broccoli, cauliflower, green onions,
and green beans, and there is enough food in this little sack to

make great big bowls of soup for eight individuals.

This is the lightest weight, wonderful way to serve this. Rep-
resentative Sarpalius, when you talk about Desert Storm, you
know that is where we got the idea. That was a war where people
did not complain about the food that they ate.

We know that you are supposed to have five to nine servings of

fruits and vegetables a day, and so this is something that we are

going to process, and we will do this using no salt, and it is low

fat, but it is food that has been developed by our farmers with the
wonderful technology that has been available to them. It is surplus
food. We can provide, running one shift a day, 40,000 meals a day
for 2.5 cents a meal. So the partnership is wonderful.

Presently, many of our farmers are currently allowed to just de-

duct costs when they give something to us. We would like to sug-
gest that there be some changes there and they be given a tax
credit so that they can have that same deduction that Safeway or
one of the businesses has when they make a contribution.

There is a commitment to keep our country strong, and I wanted
to ask you if you knew what all of these people have in common,
and that is Representative Bill Sarpalius; Representative Larry
Combest; Christine Vladimiroff, president and CEO of Second Har-
vest; Texas State Senator John T. Montford; Bill Ayers, executive
director of World Hunger Year/Reinvesting in America; Ed
Hayashi, president of EDS out of California; Ed Hirschberg, presi-
dent of Innovative Foods; Ken Home, president of the Society of St.

Andrew; Mary Louise Kingsbery, civic leader in Lubbock, Texas;
Rufus Lester, the past chairman of the board of Second Harvest;
Commissioner Rick Perry of the Texas Department of Agriculture;
Bill Shore, executive director of Share Our Strength; and Clark
Skeans of the Arizona Gleaning Project. And if you wonder what
they all have in common, it is that they have all agreed to serve
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in leadership roles on the national advisory board for Breedlove De-

hydrated Foods.
So you can see the private sector has joined with the (Govern-

ment sector seeking answers, not handouts. However, the Govern-
ment is definitely a part of the equation, and we need your help,
or we need you to keep the food supply going until we can get our

private sector up to pick up more of the slack.

Thank you, and I could invite you all to World Hunger Day, Oc-
tober 16, when we will open the plant and you will see 20 million

pounds of food rolling off.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Lanier appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm [resuming chair]. It sounds like a good invitation

to me. [Laughter.]
Next, Mr. Nasby.

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. NASBY, DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY AF-
FAIRS, AND VICE PRESIDENT, GENERAL MILLS FOUNDA-
TION, ON BEHALF OF THE GROCERY MANUFACTURERS AS-
SOCIATION

Mr. Nasby. Chairman Stenholm and members of the subcommit-
tee, my name is David Nasby. I am director of community affairs

and vice president of the General Mills Foundation.
I am testifying today on behalf of the Grocery Manufacturers As-

sociation. I appreciate very much the opportunity to share GMA's
views with you on food donation activities, particularly those of the

private sector.

I understand that the subcommittee is focusing its discussion on
the impact of reductions in various public food assistance pro-

grams, including the emergency food assistance program, the com-

munity supplemental food program, and the charitable institutions

program. Public food assistance programs are not my expertise, but

your invitation notes that you want to look at these programs "in

the context of other food donation activities." I hope I can provide
some perspective on these other activities, since I am responsible
for the donations at General Mills, and I have been chairman of

the Grocery Manufacturers of America Foodbank Committee for

the last 3 years.
Before I speak to the private donations of hundreds of American

food companies, let me just note that while I am not expert on the
mechanics or the specific impact data regarding the public food pro-

grams, I do know the core importance of public food assistance and
regularly observe the effective partnership that both the public sec-

tor and the private sector has forged with Second Harvest as we
all seek to provide both emergency and short-term assistance to

those in need.
The public programs you provide are very important because, in

the long run, they are much more predictable, and they provide
staple items not often on the list of inventory we contribute from
the private sector. I know that I will make donations next month
and the month after and the month after, but I do not know what
items will be included in my donation. That is because our dona-
tions from the private sector are driven primarily by production,
distribution, sales, and marketplace circumstances.
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Now, there are some notable exceptions to this general rule. For

example, in response to hurricanes, floods, and earthquakes, the

private sector has responded very vigorously with a wide range of

items specifically requested and efficiently distributed through Sec-

ond Harvest, the American Red Cross, Salvation Army, and other

private voluntary organizations at those points of disaster.

In all these cases, this work was coordinated with local and na-

tional governmental units with increasing speed and skill. The

point is that we have developed in recent years a system through
which we could connect with individuals in need. That system re-

ceives public and private support, leverages that support, and pro-
duces remarkable efficiency. This activity, I think, is a fine exam-

ple of public/private sector collaboration.

A little more than a decade ago, our company did not contribute

any food inventory to charity. Our charitable activities at Greneral

Mills were done by the Greneral Mills Foundation, established 40

years ago and now making grants of almost $20 million in this

year.
Like other food companies, we worked very hard to assure that

our branded food products met the highest quality standards, and
we had significant equity invested in these brands. We hesitated to

contribute inventory because we had concern about how our prod-
ucts would be handled and distributed, and we did not want to

jeopardize our brands' reputation for high quality standards.

We did not want cereal stored in the garage of a social service

agency or yogurt stored in an old refrigerator that had difficulty

getting down to 50 degrees. Now, I could provide you a list of ex-

amples of why our caution on those points was very prudent.
In 1982, a few leading food companies, all members of the GMA,

considered participation in a new project which at that time was
funded by the public sector as a pilot project. In those days, if a

company had a truckload of cereal or grapefruit juice or a truckload

of canned beans, that amount was probably too much for a single
food shelf or even a food bank to handle.

The idea was to create a network of food banks that would share

large donations and would connect with local food shelves, day care

centers, service centers, schools, and other human service pro-

grams; in other words, a secondary dis1;ribution system. They could

share these larger donations in some equitable way, and that is the

story of Second Harvest.
Twelve years later, we now have a system in which we, the pri-

vate sector, have absolute confidence. The level of our contributions

from General Mills is now in excess of 10 million pounds annually,
or the equivalent of a semitrailer every day. And we are not alone.

These donations include the full range of our products: Yoplait yo-

gurt, Cheerios, Wheaties, Total, Nature Valley granola products,

Betty Crocker mixes, over 200 different items, all of which you will

find in a food bank at some time.

Through the Second Harvest system, we are linked with 183 food

banks and 46,000 charitable agencies covering almost every com-

munity in the country. Recent research has identified that these

contributions reach into a system that has almost 26 million cli-

ents, the largest private sector hunger program in America.
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Over the past 12 years, through the GMA, a rigorous set of

standards and procedures for sanitation, storage, recordkeeping,
and inventory control has been estabhshed and implemented. This
has been done as an industry volunteer effort.

Fourteen GMA member companies currently supply industry pro-
fessionals to Second Harvest in a regular program to maintain
those high standards and to further develop an already efficient

system. Food industry professionals provide technical assistance
and counsel to food banks in every part of the country.

In the past year, contributions from the industry to the 183 affili-

ates of Second Harvest exceeded 500 million pounds, making it

similar in scale to the emergency food assistance program. There
are, to be sure, remarkable differences between these programs,
but they handle about the same amount of product.
You have also asked that I comment on the barriers to increased

private donations. This is more difficult because I have no clear an-
swers. Perhaps it is another example of the fact that doing good is

not easy. We have not surveyed the member companies of the GMA
on the issue of barriers, and this is something that perhaps the
GMA would be pleased to do if the subcommittee wished us to.

The 1969 Tax Reform Act reduced the charitable deduction from
the principle of full market value and established the principle of
fair market value. Frankly, it is difficult to determine the fair mar-
ket value of Cheerios that are too light in color or a case of mix
where a couple of boxes have razor cuts, or Wheaties where the
flakes are too small to meet our specifications, or Yoplait yogurt
that needs to be consumed in 4 days.
Because of that difficulty, it is safer for us to take no deductions,

except for costs, on the items described so we do not. Our approach
is perhaps more conservative than some others might take, but it

is not uncommon. So, for product we would not, for some reason,
sell into our normal distribution channels, there is no incentive
under current law to donate the product as opposed to simply de-

stroying it or certainly not any more incentive than distress selling
it.

The instances in which we take deductions in excess of cost are

usually in response to disasters that I have noted before, where the
items we donate are taken out of regular inventory.
As indicated, our procedures are not necessarily the industry

standard. Each contributor applies its own valuation and account-

ing system. However, it is clear to me that the current tax treat-

ment is not a significant motivator for contributions of inventory
from the private sector. The primary motivator for us is the sense
of corporate responsibility and the availability of a safe and effi-

cient system for making inventory donations that find their way to

people in need.
It is clear that donors do not want penalties for participation in

this activity. They do not want the exposure of faulty food han-

dling. They do not want an adverse reaction to a system that inap-
propriately distributes to perhaps some people that do not have
need. And they do not want tax penalties.

In this regard, several years ago, the Treasury was very helpful
in clarifying its regulations stating that in no event would the tax-

payer lose deductions for the actual cost of a donation. Previously,
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there was the possibihty that a product's fair market value might
be determined by the IRS to be less than actual cost. For us, in

that case, the clarification boosted our level of participation.
There has also been discussion, and even here today, about the

so-called good Samaritan laws which have now been enacted in

some form or another in 50 States and here in the District. These
statutes are, perhaps, part of an environment that promotes and
favors increased contribution activity. But in our view, they offer

no real protection. If food products are not carefully stored and re-

sponsibly distributed, food companies will find themselves at legal
risk. And, equally important, the reputation of our brands could be

compromised.
No system is absolutely fail-safe, but our best efforts are required

whether we sell our products or donate them. Contribution of a

percentage of our products will continue to be our policy so long as
we have a charitable system available and so long as there are no

penalties for our activity.
The problem of hunger in America is a problem for all of us, in-

cluding the food industry, and we in the food industry, I think,
have a unique capacity to respond. Through the GMA, with Second
Harvest, and in the individual procedures of hundreds of food proc-
essors and suppliers, I think we have made a good beginning.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nasby appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Ms. Usinger.

STATEMENT OF DEBRA USINGER, DIRECTOR, RETAIL OPER-
ATIONS/CORPORATE SERVICES, FRED USINGER, INC., ON BE-
HALF OF THE AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE

Ms. Usinger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to ad-
dress this important subcommittee hearing. My name is Debra
Usinger, and I am director of retail operations and corporate serv-

ices for Usinger's Famous Sausage in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
As you might have guessed, Usinger's is a family-owned and op-

erated business. The company was founded by my great grand-
father in 1880. He came to this country with his favorite sausage
recipes that he collected while learning his trade in Germany. As
the fourth generation, my brother and I still use those recipes to

manufacture over 70 different varieties of fine sausage.
Since my great grandfather's day, our company has been commit-

ted to our surrounding community. We are located on the same
street where we started doing business more than. a century ago,
and many of our 135 employees have been with us for decades.
Part of our company tradition is to have our employees share two

meals together each day as a group. In the morning, we provide
breakfast to our employees, and at noon, we again join together for

a lunch of cold cuts.

This meal sharing, which dates back to my great grandfather's
time, has created a family atmosphere among our employees. It has
extended to our community as well, thanks to an industry-spon-
sored program called meeting the need.

In 1989, the American Meat Institute formally established a

partnership with the Second Harvest National Food Bank Network.
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Second Harvest is a national network of 185 food banks which pro-
vides surplus food to the 50,000 charitable agencies throughout the

country.
It is important to remember that Second Harvest food banks

serve a critical role in getting goods distributed to organizations
that would not necessarily receive the much needed food items on
their own.

Since 1989, AMI member companies have contributed nearly 13
million pounds of surplus product to Second Harvest food banks
and are constantly waging a campaign to find more donors.

According to Second Harvest, meat is the most frequently desired
and least available product. And for those who suffer hunger's ef-

fects, the protein and other nutrients found in meat products are
critical to staying healthy.
For years, we have had the pleasure of developing a strong work-

ing relationship with Second Harvest Food Bank of Wisconsin. This

year alone, we have donated 3,000 pounds of sausage and meat. In

1993, over 6,000 pounds of product were donated. This 9,000
pounds of product represents a retail cost of $32,543. We have also

brought numerous food bank employees and headquarters staff

through our plant to teach them about meat manufacturing and
about safe handling of food products.
Let me say that I am not looking for a pat on the back for our

efforts. Those of us who have been involved in the project and who
have come to know local food bank staff and headquarters staff
have received much more than we could ever give to this project.
We have met people whose lives are dedicated to hunger relief.

We have had the opportunity to learn how fortunate we are to have
what we do. We have learned that a hard-working family, through
no fault of its own, can find itself in need of assistance literally

overnight.
We have learned that frequently food stamps do not go far

enough, that children often go hungry, and more often, parents go
hungry to save food for their children.

Many years ago, I volunteered as a tutor through the YMCA in

Milwaukee's inner city. The 12-year-old girl that I worked with,
Deborah Owens, would come to our session bringing a baggie filled

with cornstarch. She would eat the starch as a snack. Being curi-

ous, I asked to try some. It was awful and it tasted like chalk.
I asked her why she always ate starch. Her reply was that she

was hungry and it filled her up. In a country as rich as ours, this
is simply unacceptable. Meeting the need has shown us how we can
do something to solve the problem.
So often, media attention about food relief focuses on post-disas-

ter relief. Meeting the need donor companies have provided relief

in the wake of Hurricane Andrew, the Midwestern floods, and Cali-
fornia's earthquake and fires. Second Harvest food banks work in

partnership with the Red Cross to provide food relief services
where the Red Cross provides medical and social services.

I am proud of what we have been able to do, but there is more
to the big picture than natural disasters. As Second Harvest so fre-

quently points out, there is a daily crisis in this country, and it is

called hunger. Sadly, this daily crisis does not get nearly the atten-
tion or the resources that it should.
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Fortunately, my company is part of a motivated industry that is

committed to sharing its surplus products with those in need. Still,

I am dismayed that while food industry donations have increased

by 10 percent over the last year, government donations are down

by 6 percent.
If we are to solve this national tragedy, we must constantly chal-

lenge each other to do more, learn more, and to care more. Sadly,
the President's 1995 budget decreased funding for several USDA
commodity donation programs. I understand that the Government
is under enormous pressure to decrease spending, but taking fund-

ing away from the programs that aid the most destitute would be

devastating.
I know that when many of us open our pantries and see plentiful

supplies of food, it is difficult to imagine that our neighbor's pantry
might be empty. But this is the reality. I have seen the demand
for food at our local food bank, and I read about the same demand
throughout the country each month when I receive my mailings
from Second Harvest.
We in the meat industry urge Congress to reconsider funding

cuts to commodity donation programs. I promise you that full fund-

ing will have a dramatic impact on constituents in all of your dis-

tricts.

Second Harvest alone distributes 600 million pounds of food and

grocery products each year. I challenge the Government to do its

part.
We also urge you to find time to visit your local food bank and

find out what you as individuals can do to help bring an end to this

needless problem of hunger.
On behalf of my company, Usinger's Famous Sausage, and on be-

half of the meat industry, thank you for your attention to this im-

portant issue, and please don't forget all the Deborah Owenses that

are out there going hungry.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Usinger appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Mr. Sarpalius.
Mr. Sarpalius. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Lanier, I want to ask you, on the freeze-dried or the dried

food that you are going to be able to start here, when do you antici-

pate that facility?
Ms. Lanier. We have been doing things out of the prototype now,

but the big belt dehydrator that we will be using will not be in-

stalled until August, and it runs 7,000 pounds an hour. It will not

be delivered until August, so we probably will not have food off

until the end of October.
Mr. Sarpalius. When it is running full steam, do you antici-

pate—I am curious as to how you are going to package this. Are

you going to do it on individual meals or on bulk, or how do you
envision that?
Mr. Prater. We are going to pack it in different ways. Mainly

we have on the outset 5 pounds to a package, which would be

about 20 5-pound servings after it was reconstituted. We are look-

ing at 2, 3, 5, and even 10 pounds.
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Now, what we will do, if we run 24 hours a day, which we hope
to probably within the year, we will run enough food to feed

200,000 people in a 20-hour run. In other words, it constitutes back
6 to 1 on a dry product. You lose about 80 to 85 percent of the

moisture, so basically, you feed 200,000 people.

So, every day, we would have about 20,000 pounds of dehydrated
food to package, and it would be put into bulk tanks and then it

would be augured up into the tank Eifter it comes out of the dehy-
dration plant, and then it would be augured back down into the

packaging room in which it is either vacuum packed or we will

have several different ways to pack it.

Then it will be stored into a cooler until it is shipped out to

wherever it goes. But it would withstand heat, moisture, whatever,
for 2 years. We will pull it down to about 7 percent moisture. We
figure that is the only way you are going to be able to preserve.

Now, a lot of people think that this food is not good food. We will

have a food technologist on staff, and we will monitor this every
hour during the day, and we will have samples of every batch that

comes in that we can refer back to on any truckload that comes in,

and we will definitely
—I have been in the food business for years,

and quality is my name. So we will not put out any product that

is not the very best quality that we know how.
Mr. Sarpalius. How many meals do you think you will be able

to do in a day?
Mr. Prater. I would just list—you are asking about meals. Now,

there is not any reason why all this could not be worked together.
I mean, those Desert Storm meals cost you from $3 to $6 a pound.
Now, that is expensive. But they are vacuum packed, and they
were good meals.
But if we could just get some—I don't know how we would put

it together, but there has to be a way you can dehydrate—we can
do meat. We can do meat, we can do everything. But we could fix

a package of a balanced meal if we just had the resources. But
what we are talking about is bulk pack.
Mr. Sarpalius. I understand.
Mr. Prater. Now, let's take the food banks, for instance. Give

them a package of 50 or 100 pounds to a box. All right, that lasts

them what, 30 days? You give them a 30-day box. So if they take

10 pounds of dehydrated potatoes, then you have 50, 60 pounds of

potatoes, and all Mrs. Housewife does is she puts that in a closet

and she reaches over every day and gets her enough for a meal.

She does not have to worry about refrigeration. So when you ask
how many meals, we figure 8 ounces to a serving. If we do 200,000
8-ounce servings a day, you can figure out how many that would
be in a year.
Mr. Sarpalius. Well, what I am interested in is how many meals

you think you could provide in a day. The reason I am getting that

is every one of you have something very unique and in common.
You are struggling with different problems such as transportation
and some of the other problems that you have mentioned, and our
concern is how do you get those balanced meals. What you are

doing there in Lubbock is very promising because it does provide
a longer shelf life. It has a lot of advantages to it.

Mr. Prater. That is right.
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Mr. Sarpalius. But how can you get that product to the people
in this country that are in need, keeping in mind that many of

these people do not have freezers, they do not have things available

to them to store a large amount of food?

But it is extremely encouraging and exciting to hear about the

process that you are going through there in Lubbock. But at the
same time, I like to look into the future. We heard from other pan-
els that we have a serious problem in this country. We have a lot

of people out there that need food. We have some abundance of

food in this country.
You talked about tax deductions for farmers that donate their

food. There are tremendous opportunities there. What you are

doing is you are bringing the technology up where we can meet
those demands to fit the needs of the people. We just have to figure
out a way how to coordinate it all together.

My time has run out, but I strongly commend you for what you
are doing.
Ms. Lanier. Could I just say that we expect to make 20 million

meals a year with one shift, if we just run one shift only? You
asked for numbers. That is it, 20 million.

Mr. Sarpalius. You are talking about 20 million meals, and we
are talking about what, 50 million people?
Ms. Lanier. And this is 20 million meals of 1 pound apiece, and

it is balanced from legumes and fruits and vegetables. Unfortu-

nately, we do not have meat, and we need milk, and you would
have to add bread to it. But for 2.5 cents a meal, you have an
ample amount for 20 million.

Mr. Sarpalius. I think it is extremely exciting what you are

doing, and I really see some opportunities down the road.

Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. I would just observe that it is not just unfortu-

nate that you do not include meat; it is downright un-American.

[Laughter.]
I hope you all work on the technology on this a little bit more.
Mr. Emerson.
Mr. Emerson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to commend each of you on the exciting statements

that you have made. It really is heartening to hear about the con-
tributions that each of you are, in your respective ways, making to

solving the problems that are the focus of the subcommittee.
You know, another great idea came to mind as you all were talk-

ing. I happen to have some familiarity with a fellow named Mickey
Weiss, who was a mushroom merchant down at the Los Angeles
produce market, and over a period of time, he observed that there
was an awful lot of good, usable but unsalable food just flat out

going to waste. It was being dumped every day.
He devised a means by which all of this food is now donated. Mil-

lions of pounds of good, usable, fresh produce have been channeled
into food pantries and soup kitchens and other feeding entities.

But above and beyond that, Mickey has sort of gotten a mission-

ary zeal about this sort of thing, and everywhere there is a produce
market, he is tr3dng to get all the cities in the country that are big
enough to have their own produce market to have a very similar
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operation to the one that they have there, a donation program hke

they have there at the Los Angeles produce market.

You have raised a lot of good issues that we probably ought to

take a look at, some tax questions and what have you. Unfortu-

nately, we do not have the jurisdiction for that in this subcommit-

tee, but we do understand the problem that you are talking about.

But thank you so very much for the very positive and upbeat
note on which this particular hearing, I suppose, is coming to a

conclusion.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Stenholm. A couple of comments.
Mr. Nasby, you indicated your willingness to have GMA member

companies look at the question of barriers if we are interested.

Mr. Nasby. Right.
Mr. Stenholm. We are very interested in this, because I think

that is the spirit in which this whole hearing has been conducted

today, looking at the reasons why good things cannot happen, and
we would very much appreciate not only GMA but perhaps AMI
and perhaps some of the other private side and maybe even the

public side of the question.
Mr. Nasby. We will see to it that it is done.

Mr. Stenholm. I know that other States come up with good
ideas, too, but when it happens in Texas—Mr. Emerson, you just
have to go along with having Mr. Sarpalius and I brag about it a
little bit. [Laughter.]
You mentioned meat, and that prompted me—there was another

company in Texas that developed a protein bar from meat. It still

has not become as acceptable as yet as the vision was, but I think

you are going to see that happen some day. It was not the original

technology. I think the Indians came up with beef jerky, and unless

you happen to like beef jerky, which I do—some people turn their

nose up at dried meat or a meat bar or a protein bar. But the tech-

nology is there, and you can do wonders with it, and again, the

technology, you can do it without refrigeration, which helps the
cost and the distribution problems dramatically, and that is, Mr.
Prater, what you are talking about, also.

There was another suggestion that was made to the full Agri-
culture Committee on health system reform a couple of days ago.
The suggestion was made, again going back to the technology side
of the question, that we should be putting some of our research dol-

lars into developing better quality fruits and vegetables.
We know in the agricultural side that we can breed certain

things into our plants and animals. We can breed for various desir-

able characteristics. We know that despite all the best of inten-

tions, we cannot provide a carcinogen-free food supply today. God
did not make one; therefore, it is difficult for man to do that which
He did not do.

But we also know that there are carcinogens naturally occurring
in our foods. We also know that there are good qualities of our
foods that have a negative effect on carcinogens in our foods. We
happen to believe that our research scientists can breed more of
the good things into our food, less of the bad things into our food.
We know that there are certain qualities of fruits and vegetables
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that any diet must have, a balanced diet. We know that we can
breed into our plants those characteristics.

Yesterday I had a very frustrated businessman whose company
has taken biotechnology and developed a tomato that stores longer,
tastes better, has all the characteristics that we are looking for, but
we have almost bankrupted him and his stockholders because of

the inability of government to deal with new technology, and that

goes back to the previous statement I made to the last panel, in

particular.
If the food and hunger community cannot bring itself to getting

on the right side of technology, you had better get honest with

yourselves as to how we are going to deal with the problem that

you are here to talk about today in this entire hearing.
It is frustrating, but somehow, some way, we have to eliminate

those barriers, Mr. Nasby, that we know are out there today.
Mr. Nasby. Right.
Mr. Stenholm. There are well-meaning people, particularly in

this town, inside this beltway, that are bound and determined to

make your life miserable, all in the name of doing good things for

the American people. If we cannot find a way to put producers,
businessmen and women, and Second Harvest and food banks, food

kitchens, all of these folks together working for a common goal, we
are going to deserve what we get, and that is a failure of feeding
people in America and more and more headlines decrying what it

is.

But there are reasons, and there are also dedicated folks out
there looking for new and better ways to do it. Transportation
costs—one question that I wanted to ask, Mr. Nasby—excuse me.

My time has expired.
The gentleman from Texas is recognized for his additional 5 min-

utes, and he will take every minute of it. [Laughter.]
Now I forgot what question I was going to ask.

Ms. Lanier. Transportation.
Mr. Stenholm. Yes, we were talking about transportation. I still

forgot the question I was going to ask. It must not have been too

important. I will think about it later and I may submit the ques-
tion to you in writing.
Second Harvest. Mr. Nasby, you were talking about that in 1983

GMA had a difficult time because we did not have a distribution

system capable of dealing with large volumes, and then Second
Harvest came along in answer to the prayer.
Mr. Nasby. Right.
Mr. Stenholm. I guess one thing that I am interested in as we

proceed is, is that distribution system adequate? Does it need to be

improved upon? If so, what is the public-private
Mr. Nasby. I was very interested in the urban-rural discussion

that took place earlier.

We, being a company headquartered in Minneapolis, kind of the
center of Indian country, have felt that we had some special re-

sponsibility to the Native American community, and quite frankly,
it has been very difficult for us, using the current system, to get
food through this private voluntary system into reservation com-
munities, because they are so far away from the urban centers
where most of the large food banks are.
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As a matter of fact, we are doing some work on the Pine Ridge
Reservation. When we originally set up the relationship, the food

had to be supplied from the Omaha food bank which has to be at

least 600 miles away. That is just not efficient from the standpoint
of transportation.
There has also been difficulty in States like Montana, where dis-

tances are so vast. There are pockets of the country where the com-

munities are not as adequately served as they should be, but this

system is only 10 or 12 years old. There has been phenomenal
growth in that short a period of time.

I should also say about that growth, that we are now at the level

of about 10 million pounds a year, which, as I said, is a semitrailer

a day, and we have been at that level for 4 or 5 years. So that is

a tremendous amount of product.
We have had three instances where there was a claim that there

was some kind of difficulty in the way food was distributed. I think

that is kind of phenomenal for a company like ours that has con-

cern about product safety, and so forth. But just three instances,
three complaints.
Mr. Stenholm. With regard to the good Samaritan laws, you in-

dicated that the ones in the States, while maybe having good inten-

tions, are not really helping that much. Do you suggest that that

is an area that perhaps we ought to look at, possibly doing a Fed-
eral uniform model statute?

Mr. Nasby. Yes. Testimony was offered this morning about some

uniformity. I think that would be a good step. I am not sure how
much energy should be put behind it.

I think what I was alluding to earlier is that the deep-pockets
theory is alive, and I think, regardless of the laws that are enacted,
if you have a big company and there is some kind of apparent de-

falcation, there is probably going to be some kind of claim.

One other comment, though. We would be even more concerned
about the adverse publicity. I mean, when we talk about the equity
that we put in our brands, if, for example, somebody got sick from
some yogurt that we distributed through this system, just the re-

sponse in the media would be a serious blow to the investment we
have made in that brand. It would be perceived that General Mills

had contributed a product that was faulty. So I think a good Sa-
maritan law would not have any real impact on that kind of situa-

tion.

I think the good Samaritan laws, as I said, create an environ-
ment that encourages increasing contributions, and it may be that

uniformity established through a Federal initiative would provide
some blanket assistance.
Mr. Stenholm. You bring up another subject there that I know

all of you in the private sector are very concerned about, and that
is the bad publicity that comes when somebody errs.

I will go ahead and say what I was thinking. These tabloid TV
shows that delight in showing all the bad things about food, some-

body is paying advertising to keep them on the air, and if it is not
the food industry, it is some other business, and perhaps somebody
ought to start taking a look at that. You are subsidizing the folks

that are trying to put you out of business with stupid, sensational
news reporting.
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Mr. Nasby. Within earshot of my office, there are similar con-
versations on a regular basis.

Mr. Stenholm. You did not say that; I did. [Laughter.]
And I made that mistake of calling those folks out in public, and

I challenged them, and they got me, too. So we are in Congress.
We are subject to the same scrutiny.
But somehow—and that is again another challenge of this sub-

committee as we deal with this subject, is trying to find a common-
sense plateau that we can work on and get everybody singing out
of the same hymn book regarding food and feeding people.

I am going to sound like a broken record, but we are going to

keep playing that record because that is the only way we are going
to feed people in this country and in the world is with technology,
and if you want to eliminate technology, then get the tears out of

your eyes for hungry people. Accept it for what it is.

Mr. Emerson, Mr. Sarpalius, anything else? Would anyone at the

panel like to add another word or two? Yes, sir, Mr. Prater.
Mr. Prater. Mr. Chairman, about 4 years, Carolyn jumped on a

former Secretary of Agriculture and got him to let us plant black-

eyed peas on farmland, on ACR land. Well, he only let us plant half
of it. Now, you could do us a good justice if you could get it to
where we could plant other than black-eyed peas. I mean, here we
are with these tractors and this water and all this good stuff, and
if everybody would just plant a little patch, that is all it would take
to keep us in business. That is just something for you to—that is

a challenge for you. [Laughter.]
Mr. Stenholm. Yes, that is a challenge, and that is one that we

get—it makes so much sense when you say it and I believe it, but
then you get into the commercial displacement factor that happens,
and then, all of a sudden, the cooperation between the private side
and the public side is not as pronounced.
There are ways that we can do it, and I agree with you. We do

have to look at ways to utilize rather than waste. That is why the

question on gleaning and other subjects. But we have to be cog-
nizant of the fact that if we are going to maintain the public-pri-
vate cooperation, we have to keep both interests in mind.
Now the TEFAP program, as wonderful as it is, has been sub-

jected to some severe criticisms in the past because some of the
folks getting the cheese were not those that truly needed it, and
the distribution and the standards of who was going to get it, et
cetera. Maybe that is just 1 percent bad news or bad PR that we
get into that program, and I think that is closer to the truth than
otherwise.
But you bring that up. That is the reason why we do not do more

of it, and as we move into the 1995 farm bill, we need to see how
we can in fact utilize that food in a more productive, helpful way.
Ms. Lanier. I would like to ask if it would be possible to have

something like a good Samaritan law to protect the farmer when
people go in to glean his fields, because we have had farmers who
have said, "I would love to have you in here; I am just afraid some-
body might get hurt."
Mr. Stenholm. Yes. Well, that is part of the good Samaritan

law. That is exactly it.
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Ms. Lanier. So could we extend it to include farmers when you
look at this?

Mr. HORNE. I think I can speak to that.

Mr. Stenholm. Yes, sir?

Mr. HORNE. The Society of St. Andrew does gleaning in three

States now, and what we have done there is a very specific law

that has to do with farmers and their fields and gleaners and like

that.

It started in California. It is on the books now m Maryland, Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, and Florida. And so if you want to do some-

thing like that in Texas, if you ask me nice, I will send you a copy
of the bill. [Laughter.]
Ms. Lanier. OK, I am asking.
Mr. Horne. It supposedly works like a charm. It has been tested

only once in California, and the case never got to court on account

of this particular language.
Mr. Stenholm. We would appreciate your sharing that. You say

what State?
Mr. Horne. Well, Maryland has it, Virginia has it. North Caro-

lina has it, Florida has it, Michigan and California. It is all the

same.
Mr. Stenholm. The same bill? All right.
Mr. Horne. It is the same thing, essentially. And so it works

pretty well.

Mr. Stenholm. We thank you each very much for your testimony
here today. Your input is appreciated. We look forward to working
with you in the days and months ahead as we strive to accomplish
that which you have challenged us to do.

Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 2:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned and the

subcommittee proceeded to other business.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Mary Ann Keeffe, Deputy Administrator

of the Special Nutrition Programs, Food and Nutrition Service, USDA. I am pleased

to be here today to discuss FNS' Commodity Distribution Programs.

The Clinton Administration is committed to eliminating hunger and to ensuring

that all Americans, especially our children, have access to food that is nutritious and

wholesome. This commitment is shown in President Clinton's Fiscal Year (FY) 1995

budget request which calls for a program level increase of nearly $2 billion for
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USDA's food assistance programs. The proposal requests $38.7 billion for the food

programs in FY 1995, up from the $36.9 billion in FY 1994.

As our budget request indicates, we at USDA are concerned about needy

Americans and take every reasonable step to ensure that access to an adequate and

healthful diet is available to all who caimot provide for themselves. This Federal

commitment has been achieved largely through the Food Stamp, Child Nutrition,

WIC, and Commodity Distribution Programs, which are designed to meet the

nutritional needs of low-income Americans, and through cash assistance programs,

such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children and Supplemental Security Income,

that help provide for recipients' basic needs, including food. Altogether, Federal food

assistance programs provide benefits to almost 50 million Americans daily and cost

almost $39 billion annually. These figures translate into assisting one in every six

Americans in any given month -

Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP)

Even though there is an increase in the request for some programs, we are ever

mindful that we are in tight fiscal times and that difficult and even painful choices

have to be made. Because of this, it was necessary to re-think the operation of
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programs, such as TEFAP; and as you will recall, Mr. Chairman, TEFAP was

created in the early 1980's when the Government possessed dairy and grain surpluses.

The cost to the Government just to transport and store these billions of pounds of

commodities was extremely high. Rather than allow these products to remain in

storage indefinitely, USDA, working with the Congress, made those commodities

available to States to distribute to needy households.

The burden of these surpluses, which were created by an imbalance of supply

and demand for farm products, was significantly addressed in the Food Security Act

of 1985 and the Food Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act of 1990, which made

changes to agricultural price-support programs. In recent years, the volume of

surpluses and the cost to taxpayers have been greatly reduced. When many people

think of TEFAP, they think of the "surplus cheese" distribution, and many still

believe, contrary to fact, that the Government holds huge inventories, ready to spoil,

unless the food is handed out. At one time, USDA was purchasing as much as 10

percent of the milk supply, and we were donating in excess of $1 billion worth of

surplus commodities in TEFAP alone in a year. These donations were iVee to needy

people, but not free to taxpayers who had to pay for the cost of these foods. Clearly,

those distributions are over, and we can all agree that level of surplus donation will

never return.
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The President's request for $40 million in TEFAP administrative funds

demonstrates this Administration's commitment to the continuation of TEFAP. These

funds can be used not only for the administrative costs associated with TEFAP

commodities, but also for the handling of non-USDA commodities distributed through

the TEFAP network, and for administration of the Soup Kitchen and Food Bank

Programs. The requested administrative funding could also greatly facilitate efforts to

meet the nutritional needs of low-income Americans through (1) USDA commodities

donated to the Soup Kitchen and Food Banks, and (2) food provided by a variety of

private sources to food banks and food pantries involved in TEFAP. We fully intend

for the TEFAP pipeline to remain open. As the recently released Second Harvest

study indicates, programs in that network rely on Federal, State and local

Governments for more than 55% of the cash income they need to continue operating.

Over the years, TEFAP has developed an identity that went beyond its role of

surplus removal. Instead, in the 1980's, the Nation saw an emergence of a food bank

network that supplied food to needy working households. TEFAP has evolved over

the years to provide help in certain situations. TEFAP has been responsible for

helping to develop a more comprehensive network of food banks than would have

been possible otherwise. However, TEFAP is an extremely variable, stopngap

program, in contrast to the Department's characteristic food assistance programs,

which tend to provide a more regular, dependable, precisely targeted benefit.
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Clearly, the success of the private donations efforts have been greater than

anyone could have imagined, and provided relief to the working poor and others who

for one reason or another did not or could not receive food stamps or other program

benefits. According to Second Harvest, private donations comprise 95% of the food

that goes through their affiliates. Without these private donations, the food bank

network would not be viable. That is why this Administration encourages and

supports private donations. It is also the reason we are seeking ways to be creative

with regard to private donations and in bringing together groups to work in forging a

private/Federal partnership in this area.

While this food bank network receives most of its food from private sources,

this is not the case with regard to administrative funds. USDA provides a steady base

of administrative funds through TEFAP that food banks can rely on to pay overhead

costs. Keeping this pipeline op&n was a primary concern in deciding how to budget

our limited resources. We need to make sure that food banks stay open and provide

access to food - we think this is best accomplished not through purchasing a relatively

modest amount of commodities, but by continuing to provide the lion's share of

administrative funds. While more money could certainly be used to purchase more

food, we believe that limited resources must be directed where specific nutritional

objectives are served through a carefully structured, consistent, dependable delivery

system.
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Food Stamp Program

The Food Stamp Program meets the criteria I just described as an ongoing

program and continues as our primary and most effective means of combatting hunger,

as this Committee recognized when it provided the leadership for passage of the

Mickey Leland Childhood Hunger Relief Act last year. This legislation is expected to

increase benefits under the Food Stamp Program by an estimated $2.5 billion in FYs

1994-1998 and, when fully implemented, to add approximately 265,000 participants to

the program. The Food Stamp Program, in fact, was authorized by Congress to

replace earlier food distribution programs. Today the Food Stamp Program serves

over 27 million people each month.

Special Supplemental Food Program for Women. Infants and Children (WIC)

A significant enhancement to this Nation's ability to fight hunger has been

achieved recently. WIC, which supplies foods with key nutrients, nutrition education,

and social service referrals to pregnant, breast-feeding and postpartum women,

infants, and children during critical stages of growth and development, has had its

budget increased significantly. The FY 1994 appropriation for this program increased

from the previous year by over 12 percent to 53.21 billion, allowing approximately

6
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600,000 more people to participate. The FY 1995 budget request for the WIC

program is $3.6 billion, an increase of over $353 million above FY 1994. These

large increases in the WIC appropriation, especially in the current climate of

budgetary reductions, reinforce its importance and effectiveness. Program

participation is expected to increase from 6.5 million in FY 1994 to approximately 7.2

million persons per month in FY 1995. TTiis participation level will bring this

extremely efficient and effective program still closer to full funding, a goal which the

President wants to achieve by the end of FY 1996.

Charitable Institutions. Summer Camps, and the Soup Kitchen and Food Bank

Program

With regard to the distribution of USDA commodities to organizations

that prepare meals for needy individuals, commodities acquired under the Commodity

Credit Corporation's (CCC) price support operations are made available for

distribution to charitable institutions, including soup kitchens, temporary shelters,

orphanages, correctional facilities, and to nonprofit summer cam.ps for children. This

distribution is not a specifically authorized program supported by its own

appropriation. Rather, commodities are provided to States through broad legislative

authority that permits their distribution to a wide variety of institutions serving needy
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persons, including charitable institutions. These commodities acquired by CCC under

its price support operations are generally available for distribution only when they

cannot be sold.

The distribution of these commodities to needy households, charitable

institutions, and summer camps, and the market-oriented provisions of the Food

Security Act of 1985 and the Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act of 1990,

have greatiy reduced the inventories of price-supported commodities available for

donation as bonus commodities to the various food programs. Therefore, beginning in

FY 1995, USDA will only be able to provide butter to charitable institutions, thus

reducing the total value of donations to charitable institutions approximately 50

percent.

However, USDA has sought alternate sources of funding to maintain the flow

of commodities to those charitable institutions that would otherwise be most adversely

affected by this reduction. Because private nonprofit soup kitchens, homeless shelters

and similar entities have less access to alternate public funding sources than public

institutions such as State prisons and hospitals, the F*resident's FY 1995 budget

requests an increase of $10 million for the Soup Kitchen and Food Bank Program, for

which the facilities serving the homeless, but not the prisons, hospitals and summer

camps, are eligible. This would increase funding for the Soup Kitchen and Food

8
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Banks Program to $50 million and significantly offset the reduction in commodities

that facilities serving the homeless, and similar organizations, will experience as

charitable institutions.

Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP)

CSFP was created in 1969 to provide supplemental foods and nutrition

education through local agencies to pregnant, postpartum and breastfeeding women,

infants, and children under 6 years old who are vulnerable to malnutrition. In 1985,

the elderly (persons 60 years of age or older) were added to the program.

The FY 1995 budget request of $94.5 million dollars for CSFP does constitutes

a small decrease from the FY 1994 amended appropriation, however, it is consistent

with our budget request for FY 1994 which we still believe represents an appropriate

level of funding for the program in the context of our 14 food assistance programs. In

keeping with Congressional intent, as well as Departmental policy and CSFP

regulations, the women, infants, and children population continues to be the priority

for this program. As such, any reductions that will result from a decreased

appropriation will likely come from the elderly caseload. The caseload could drop

from an estimated 174,000 elderiy participants in FY 1994 to 110,000 in FY 1995, a
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decrease of about 64,000 if elderly participation grows that high in 1994. Currently it

is about 150,000. Alternatively, funds could be carried forward into FY 1995 to

maintain a more stable caseload.

Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations rFDPIR)

As we began to develop our FY 1995 budget, it was apparent that FDPIR

would be able to absorb a $30 million decrease in program funding without any

significant impact on the program. This determination was based partially on the fact

that participation in FDPIR has declined significantly over the last 5 years. From FY

1989 to FY 1993, participation decreased from approximately 138,000 to about

112,000. Despite the decline, appropriations did not begin to decrease appreciably

until FY 1994. The drop in participation, coupled with the over-ordering of

commodities, resulted in accumulation of inventories in excess of program needs.

Beginning in FY 1993, unspent funds were carried over into the following fiscal year.

It was anticipated that the accumulation of resources available in FY 1995, combined

with the reduced appropriation for that year, would be sufficient to serve all eligible

applicant households.

10
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The Department of Agriculture remains firmly convinced that FDPIR meets a

critical need in providing food assistance to low-income Indian households. For this

reason, we are committed to taking every reasonable action to ensure that the program

continues to serve this function. We also remain committed to exploring ways to

improve the program, to the extent that funding levels permit, in cooperation with the

National Association of Food Distribution Programs on Indian Reservations, individual

Indian Tribal Organizations, and State agencies.

Quality

Before ending my statement, I would like to point out our continuing effort

over the years to improve the quality of foods provided in our family feeding

programs. With the goal of improving the nutritional content of these foods, we

require that all fruits be packed in light syrup or natural juices. Also, we have

eliminated the use of tropical oils in all our products. In addition, we have lowered

the fat content in canned pork and increased the variety of whole grain products

offered and the offering of canned fish such as salmon and tuna. For the Food

Distribution Program on Indian Reservations, a decrease in the fats/oils food group

offering was offset by an increase in fruits and vegetables. Rice and potato flakes

were also increased. We maintain an ongoing review of product specifications to

11
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improve the quality of our products. A recent outcome of this review was the revision

of the egg mix specification to reduce the fat, saturated fat and sodium while

increasing the carbohydrate and protein content.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I believe that our budget request does indeed

demonstrate the Administration's commitment to needy people, despite the current

limitations on Federal funds. This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I will be

pleased to respond to any questions you or the Committee might have.

12
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to be with you

this morning to represent the Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture

(ES-USDA) and to discuss with you our efforts in helping to reach needy people and

increase food availability. The programs that I will describe for you today are varied,

innovative and representative of efforts being carried out all across the Nation.

ES-USDA is the federal partner of the Cooperative Extension System (CES),

the non-formal education system that links the educational and research resources

and activities of the USDA, 74 land-grant universities, and 3,150 county governments.

Extension's purpose is education -
practical education for Americans to use in dealing

with the critical issues that affect their daily lives and the Nation's future. Our

community-based programming, flexibility, and linkages with public and private groups

allow us to respond in a very special way to the particular needs of a community.

Thousands of paraprofessionals and neariy three million volunteers support our efforts

and allow us to reach many more people with our programs. Use of computer and

communications technologies speed the rate with which we share program curricula
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and materials, as well as program results, throughout CES. These special features of

CES provide the setting for the development of tailor-made programs that focus on

getting food directly to those who need it and, more importantly, to bring about

changed behavior through education to help people become self-sufficient. Extension

follows the old adage, "If you give a man a fish, he can eat for a day. If you teach a

man to fish, he can eat for a lifetime."

Examples of the variety of our programs include teaching Special Supplemental

Food Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) clients about the nutritional

value of fruits and vegetables and telling them how to use special vouchers at the

farmer's markets in States such as North Carolina, New Hampshire and New York. In

Connecticut, Extension conducts summer youth nutrition education programs for

children participating in the USDA Summer Food Service Program. In Florida,

Extension collaborates with 29 non-profit agencies and churches serving the South

Dade area to address the hunger needs of the community. This coalition has a

distribution network for surplus food that greatly assisted in the Hurricane Andrew

crisis and continues to meet the needs of the vast number of newly arriving

immigrants from the Caribbean and Latin America. New Jersey has a program that

helps teens establish a produce stand business linking them with local farmers and

teaching them job and business skills. In addition, 1890 land-grant institutions are

enabling Extension to give added emphasis to working with diverse audiences and

those with restricted social, economic and educational resources.
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Food Banks

In areas across the country, food banks have sprung up in response to

community needs. In Tarrant County, Texas, Extension responded with a step-by-step

process communities could use to establish emergency food assistance. Other

States, including Tennessee and North Dakota, also have been involved in setting up,

running and improving food bank operations.

Pennsylvania's "SuperCupboard" programs provide an innovative model for

reaching the chronic user of emergency food systems. Extension, along with public,

phvate and non-profit partners, identifies community needs and resources and

provides for the client a comprehensive educational program along with an emergency

food package. While learning about food preparation, food buying, food safety,

nutrition, and life skills, clients develop responsibility and self-esteem. This model is

now being used in other parts of the country, including North Carolina and right here

in Washington, D.C. Graduates of the "SuperPantry" at the Capital Area Community

Food Bank are trained as health advocates and return to train others receiving food

assistance.

As a result of a cooperative agreement with the Washington State Department

of Community, Trade, and Economic Development, the Washington State Cooperative

Extension Service provides training for food bank staff and volunteers on how to

prepare healthful food baskets. Emphasis is given to those people who have special

dietary needs, such as persons with HIV-AIDS, diabetes, lactose intolerance, infants
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and pregnant women. As a result, food bank staff and volunteers are increasingly

aware of tfie nutritional needs of a variety of people.

In San Antonio, Texas, lessons from the Expanded Food and Nutrition

Education Program (EFNEP) are taught to the large number of families requesting

emergency groceries from the Christian Assistance Ministry. The lessons help

families identify their nutritional needs and how best to address them. The social

workers at the center have stated "We believe this program has contributed

significantly to 'teaching people how to fish.'"

Gardening

Gardening and home food production have been a part of Extension

educational programs since the Victory Gardens of World War I. Today. Extension

continues to promote home food production for all of its clientele as a way to save

money and improve diet and nutrition. Another important facet of home food

production is the 4-H/youth development programs, such as those in Grand Forks

County, North Dakota and Los Angeles, California, which teach basic plant sciences

and health and nutrition.

In FY 1994, funding for the urban gardening program was included in the

formula in Sections 3(b) and (c) of the Smith-Lever Act and distributed to all States,

rather than targeting funding for specific cities, as was done in previous fiscal years

under Section 3(d). Despite this change, most States continue to target low income

and inner city dwellers for their home food production programs.
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Many volunteers help in providing educational programs. Master Gardeners,

Master Food Preservers, and Master Nutritionists aid in delivering comprehensive

programs from the planting of the seed to food safety, preparation and consumption.

Extension also has formed linkages with low income housing development agencies to

make available home food production programs for the residents.

In Albuquerque, New Mexico, requests to donate excess produce for limited

resource families are handled by the Master Gardeners volunteer program.

Gardeners are asked to bring their excess produce to garden centers on a certain day

of the week. Produce is then transported to various feeding sites throughout the city.

In P/ 1993, Kentucky EFNEP paraprofessionals assisted 640 families with

gardening and food preservation. Much of the food raised was preserved, including

26,732 quarts of canned and 15,362 quarts of frozen fruits and vegetables. The retail

value of this food was approximately $40,190. Three hundred seventy-four families

also dried 115 bushels of food. In addition, families reported storing 2,41 1 bushels of

garden-grown items such as onions, potatoes, squash, turnips and apples. Stored

foods represented a farmer's market value in excess of $83,000.

There are other impacts of home food production besides saving money and

better diet and nutrition. Neighborhoods become cleaner; neighbors start talking to

one another, sharing gardening experiences and information as well as produce.

Nowhere has this been more apparent than in Los Angeles. During the recent riots,

the community gardens remained intact whereas the surrounding areas were

devastated.
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In Ohio, too, Extension staff have been active in recruiting, instnjcting and

supporting volunteer neighborhood leaders to organize and mamtain productive

community vegetable gardens. Over 80% of the gardens in Cleveland are found in

the city's poorest neighborhoods. Technical advice is provided on all aspects of

raising vegetables and organizing community gardens. In addition to supplying fresh

food, well-managed gardens build community spirit and provide a setting where people

can get to know one another and cooperate in other activities. Ohio State University

Cooperative Extension Service staff reported that, in 1993, 318 garden leaders

volunteered over 40,000 hours to organize nearly 5,000 gardeners. They converted

42.5 acres of otherwise vacant land into 231 community vegetable gardens resulting in

a harvest of $1.5 million in fresh produce.

In 1991, Extension established educational programs to serve Native Americans

living on reservations. These programs, currently available on 29 reservations, include

developing a diabetes dietary garden with the Choctaw Indians in Mississippi, teaching

subsistence agriculture to residents of native villages in interior Alaska, and developing

arid agriculture on the Hopi Reservation in Arizona.

Gleaning

Gleaning is an organized activity in which hundreds of people collect unused

and discarded food and provide it to those in need. Through gleaning, low-income

and unemployed persons can receive agricultural products from farmers, processors.
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or retailers without charge. There are many groups, such as food banks and other

charities involved with feeding the poor, that organize volunteer gleaning programs.

CES, through its national educational network, is providing information to

interested groups and individuals on ways to conduct gleaning programs. Extension

has served as a resource on the Executive Council of Feeding Sites --
bringing

together food providers, the "hunger and poverty network," the public, and other

groups. Extension field faculty also provide information to farmers and growers on

public policy issues pertaining to gleaning and to providers and processors about the

needs of the poor.

More than 20 States have some form of gleaning program. The wide range of

State gleaning activities includes setting up soup kitchens, preserving excess food,

helping to train Master Food Presen/ers, and providing technical assistance on food

preservation. In Georgia, excess, prepared and perishable foods are being collected

from food service donors and distributed to feeding sites. Extension provides EFNEP

programming to recipients.

The concept of "harvesting after the harvest" is popular in other States as well.

Washington State University Cooperative Extension personnel trained gleaners to pick

produce without damaging the fields. Part of the gleaners' harvest is donated to the

local food bank and a portion of every day's harvest goes to the families that assist

with the gleaning efforts. These families have preserved the produce for later use and

reported that it has helped them to make it through the winter and to stretch meager

incomes.
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Throughout the Nation, more and more farmers, farmer's markets, producers,

retailers, institutions, restaurants, and backyard gardeners are contributing to gleaning

programs, as this humanitarian effort continues to become more popular. Brochures,

fliers, toll-free hotlines, and promotion videos are just some of the means by which

county Extension offices are getting the word out on gleaning.

Federal Food Programs

Extension is working closely with the Food and Nutrition Service in a number of

ways to enhance assistance to those in need. For example, last year in Delaware,

EFNEP personnel recruited 656 children attending formalized day camps to receive

nourishing lunches provided by the Summer Food Service Program. CES programs in

nine States include the Family Nutrition Education Programs for Food Stamp

Recipients. These include bilingual education.

In partnership with the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations in

North Dakota, Extension-developed cookbooks are provided to families receiving

commodity foods. Also aimed for use by recipients of commodity foods are a

cookbook developed in Massachusetts which discusses the Food Pyramid as well as

basic health and dietary guidelines and factsheets prepared in English and Spanish by

Kansas State Cooperative Extension. A new program in Hartford, Connecticut is

linking Extension with the Hartford School Lunch Director and local farmers to increase

the amount of local produce used in the school meals. Nutrition education for staff

and students will be part of the training, as well as menu development.

8
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Mr. Chairman, while we sometimes measure the benefits of our programs in

more sophisticated ways, such as in economic terms and changed behaviors, other

times our successes are evident in simple ways. Take, for example, this success

story from Ingham County, Michigan. A nineteen year old father in the Ingham County

EFNEP program wrote: "Audrey showed me how to make potato soup and I was at a

friend's house yesterday and he had no food, but he had a bag of potatoes so I told

him how to make potato soup."

Today I have shared with you only a few of the many examples of how the

Cooperative Extension System is helping address the issue of hunger in America. I

would be pleased to discuss these further, Mr. Chairman, and to answer any

questions which you or other members of the Subcommittee may have.
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Statement

of the

American Commodity Distribution Association

before the

Committee on Agriculture

U.S. House of Representatives

March 23, 1994

Zoe P. Slagle, President

Chairman Stenholm, and Members of the Committee. I am Zoe Slagle, President of the American Commodity
Distribution Association and I work with the Commodity Distribution Program in the Michigan Department of Education.

We very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning to present our views on the USDA food

distribution programs. Congressman Stenholm, thank you for your continued support of these excellent programs.

I am here to discuss three important USDA Commodity Distribution Programs; The Commodity Supplemental Food

Program (CSFP), The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) and the Charitable Institution/Summer Camp Programs.
Tf>ese are all very important and cost effective components of our federal effort to deliver nutrition and fight hunger in

America.

The American Commodity Distribution Association (ACDA) is a non-profit professional association with members

representing all state and territory commodity distribution agencies, agricultural organizations, food processors, storage and

transportation companies, recipient agencies (schools, community action agencies, food banks and other non-profit

organizations), and individuals interested in promoting and working with others to continually improve the commodity
distribution programs. Our association members work very closely with USDA, allied organizations such as the American

School Food Service Association (ASFSA), hunger relief organizations, such as Second Harvest, and nutrition and anti-hunger

advocacy groups, such as The Food Research and Action Center (FRAC).

On August 25, 1995, the USDA Commodity Distribution Program will celebrate its 60th year. Its dual mission of

(1) providing wholesome and nutritious products to school districts and other domestic food programs and (2) providing

support to American agriculture has worked very well those many years - the trucks have rolled every day. The USDA food

distribution program is unique in that it spends the same dollar twice - once when it buys product to stabilize the agriculture

market and again when that product is provided to our rution's citizens who need nutritious food.

Today the commodity distribution program provides nutritious foods to:

Public Schools Food Banks (F8)

Private Nonprofit Schools Food Pantries

Residential Child Care Facilities Soup Kitchens (SK)

Elderly Feeding Programs - congregate and delivered Temporary Shelters

Child and Adult Care Food Programs (CACFP) Summer Feeding
Public and Nonprofit Hospitals Summer Camps
State/County Correctional Facilities Charitable Institutions

The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) Indian Reservations

Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) Disaster Relief

In Fiscal Year 1992, 2,084,890,597 pounds of food, valued at 51,183,743,612 were distributed by USDA to the

above agencies. This was done with a minimum of tax payer dollars, because these food products were provided at a low

cost through USDA's buying power and the network of volunteers that help distribute these food products. At the same time

the program helped support to American agriculture. Private sector donations were also distributed to this "neediest of the
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need>" population through the infrastructure ot the USDA commodit\ distribution system. Without this system, private

donations could not be distributed affordably. The synergy is completedby the tact that many ot the agencies that distribute

commodities, and other programs where clients are ret'erred, provide intervention programs at their most cost-effective point:

prevention. The USDA Commodity Distribution Program acts as a "carrot" to dravy these people in.

The CommoeCty Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) is a good example of how we, as a nation, can provide not only

nutritious food but nutrition education assistance at a low cost. This program helps prevent future health problems, a very-

high cost of our social assistance programs. For example, Margaret Kent and her husband Bill have three children, Megan -

4 years old. Randy - 2 years old and Sally
- 4 months old who Is breast feeding. Bill earns S8.10 hour, but is now unable

to obtain overtime work. Margaret and her family are, so far, in good health and do not qualify for the Special Supplemental

Food Program for Women, Infants and Children rtVIO. They desperately need food assistance to stretch their tight budget

and provide a healthy diet. She and her children do qualiN for the Commodih Supplemental Food Program (CSFP), and

each month the family receiv es approximately 1 38 pounds of cereals, canned meats, fruits, juices, vegetables, peanut butter,

non-fat dry milk, cornmeal, honey, butter, cheese, rice and dehydrated potatoes or pasta.

CSFP provides specifically designed packages to meet the nutritional needs of each age group. The Kent family

receives two children'* packages, one infant package and one breast feeding mother package. These packages provide a

balanced nutritional intake b\ supplying food that follows the Dietary Guidelines for Americans as reflected in the new

USDA Food Guide Pyramid.

CSFP is designed !o prevent the onset and alleviate the effects of malnutrition for individuals likely to have poor diets

due to low incomes, like the Kents. The purpose is to provide recipients with Government acquired commodities purchased

under various farm support programs to supplement their diets. The recipients are low-income, pregnant, postpartum, and

breast feeding women, as well as infants, children up to age 6, and in certain cases, the elderly. Mothers, infants and

children (MIC) qualify for CSFP participation if they are at or below 185°o of the Federal Poverty Income Guidelines and

seniors, at or below lao-o. Currently, this equates to a family of two being eligible if their income falls below 518,204, and

seniors in a family of two qualifying at 512,792.

The precursor of U IC, CSFP is currently operating in 19 states serving more than 430,000 persons. The FY 1994

national caseload is 23r,008 MIC slots and 173,?88 senior slots totaling 430,876 slots. This R 1994 caseload represents

an increase of 42,241 slots from FY 1993. Michigan operates the largest program serving 27% of the nation's CSFP partici-

pants. The CSFP distributes specific food commodities to recipients at no cost and is required by regulation to give nutrition

education to clients. The program may operate in the same geographic area as WIC, but individuals may not participate

simultaneously in both programs.

CSFP commodities are distributed by USDA to state health, human services, or education agencies contingent upon

USDA approval of the state plan detailing how the state will operate the program. In turn, the state agency distributes

commodities locally to public or private nonprofit health or human service agencies that have been approved by the

administering state agency.

The CSFP had its beginning in Michigan in 1970, serving 1300 mothers, infants and children (MIC) in DeJ-oit. In

1971 Focus: HOPE assumed local administrative functions and today operates the nation's largest local CSFP.

The 1990 Farm Bill, P.L. 101-624, extended authority for the CSFP through FY 1995 and required the Secretary to

approve new CSFP projects if appropriated funds exceed those needed to support existing sites.

In addition to serving women, infants and children at risk for nutritional deficiencies, the CSFP has distributed

commodities to low-income seniors since FV 1982. Focus: HOPE began Food For Seniors (FES) as a national pilot program

in 1981. The pilot was based on extensive research linking costly health care and institutionalization of the elderly with

illnesses which are preventable or manageable at much lower expense through sound nutrition.

The cost of a CSFP package is much less than the retail cost. Infant formula, for example, costs five times as much

when purchased at the corner store.

80-728 0-94-4
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In Detroit, Focus:HOPE did the following March, 1994 cost comparison of CSFP food packages supplied by USOA
and the same packages purchased at local retail outlets.

Pregnant/ Postpartum Child Infant Infant Seniors

Breast feeding 1-3 mo. 4-12 mo.

USDA
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The Emergency Food Assistance Program provides needy citizens USDA donated food for household consumption.
All foods are purchased by USDA under the price support program, surplus removal legislation and the commodity
entitlement programs.

The distribution of surplus commodities to households was initiated In 1981 when there were near-record dairy
surpluses. USDA distributed butter, cheese and nonfat dry milk to people in need of assistance until the commodities were
depleted. Since that time, more than 7.3 billion pounds of surplus commodities have been distributed to low-income
households. These distributions, in addition to changes in agricultural price-support programs and market conditions, have
reduced the volume of surplus commodities the government had acquired. Consequently, distributions of nonfat dry milk
and cheese have been discontinued because surplus stocks have been depleted.

The law provides that each state shall determine which households qualify to receive commodities. The states

enforce strict income guidelines which range from 125% to 185% of the Federal Poverty Income Guidelines. Michigan
initiated a two-tiered eligibility standard in 1984 to help offset high medical costs of senior citizens. TEFAP qualification
for recipients 60 years^nd older is 160% of the Federal Poverty Income Guidelines and for those participants under 60 years
it is 130%. For fiscal year 1994, this equates to seniors in a family of two being eligible if their income falls below $15,744,
and others in a family of two qualifying at $12,792.

Many states have had to use tougher eligibility guidelines this year because of the decrease in the amount of food
available.

The quantity and variety of foods is determined by the USDA. The allocation of these products from the federal

agency to states is based on a formula consisting of the number of persons unemployed (40% weight) and the number of

persons at or below the Poverty Income Guidelines (60% weight). Allocation of products from the state to local agencies
is based on product availability, incidence of poverty and unemployment in the agency's service area, and the number of

households participating in the agency's program. Regulations require the state agency to establish uniform issuance rates,

which are based on household size and are used by local agencies in their distribution. Applesauce, green beans, butter,

cornmeal, fruit cocktail, orange juice, peanut butter, peas, pork, raisins, and rice were available for the 1993 fiscal year
distribution.

TEFAP has also been instrumental in responding to the immediate food needs after natural disasters such as

Hurricane Hugo, the Midwest floods and the Los Angeles earthquakes. These foods have been used to feed thousands of

persons when other sources of food were not immediately available. In Los Angeles and Ventura counties, more than

$500,000 worth of food was rushed to the Red Cross to support group feeding efforts, and another $11.5 million of

commodities, including infant formula, baby food, tuna, powdered milk, and other items, were sent to the area. The state

Departments of Social Services and Education drew from their stock of supplies for TEFAP and school nutrition programs
to provide food for the devastated area. The USDA Food Distribution System also provided the infrastructure necessary for

the distribution of private sector foods.

A pilot program by the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services is putting fresh produce on the

dinner tables of needy families throughout Florida. Approximately 150,000 pounds of fresh produce already have been

distributed to more than 8,000 needy families since the pilot program began in November 1993. The fresh produce - which
is cosmetically imperfect but otherwise wholesome and nutritious - is donated by Florida farmers and collected by the

Florida Department of Agriculture and Farm Share. The produce is distributed to needy families by emergency feeding

organizations that are part of the TEFAP distribution network. This fresh produce donated by Florida's farmers has helped
to offset cutbacks in the federal TEFAP.

Wood County, Wisconsin reports that a typical TEFAP food package for a family of four, issued quarterly, costs only

$18.79. The average cost of the same food items purchased at four local stores is $35.79, almost double the cost of TEFAP.

The cost of program administration which includes storage and transportation adds $2.04 to $2.45 (depending on the number
of volunteers involved) to each package. In Michigan, the cost to USDA of our most recent bimonthly package was $8.84

plus $2.26 for administrative/storage.'transportationcost per bag. By comparison, the average retail price at four retail stores

was $16.73.

The abolishment of TEFAP in California would result in the local TEFAP agencies losing a total of almost 50 million

pounds of food: 41 million pounds of USDA-donated TEFAP commodities and eight million pounds of fresh produce from
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Donate/Don't Dump. The nation's largest food bank, the Los Angeles Regional Food Bank, would lose 40 percent of its food.

California's SO food distributing agencies would lose their single largest source of "free" food. TEFAP foods are generally

viewed as more "valuable" than other donated food because of superior packaging, shelf life, nonperishability and nutritional

value. Within their limited budgets, there is no way for food distributing agencies throughout California to replace this food.

California's food distribution network - the best and most comprehensive that it has ever been - would be seriously reduced

or even collapsed. The sites most likely to close are those in the rural, poor, geographically separate areas of most California

counties; the areas where the state's neediest clients reside. Much of the food transportation, handling and storage capability

would be dismantled as many agencies rely on TEFAP administrative funds to support equipment and facilities costs that are

shared among multiple programs, all of which would be affected by the TEFAP cut.

TEFAP started out as a program to utilize the excess cheese and butter being stored by the government. It has

turned into a needed and very cost efficient program, that feeds the neediest of the needy at minimum cost to the tax payer.

President Clinton's budget request not only jeopardizes 8 million households who receive TEFAP food but the efficiency of

the entire USDA food distribution system. In FY 1992, TEFAP distributed 429,821,683 pounds of product valued at

$225,797,223 which was 19.1% of the value of all USDA commodity distribution programs. If programs are cut or

diminished, the cost to the remaining programs increase.

The charitable institution and summer camp programs have provided an effective and efficient outlet for agriculture

surplus removal. Commodities for Charitable Institutions (CI) are acquired under two federal statutory provisions; Section

32 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U.S.C. 612c), which deals with surplus removal activities, and Section 416 of the

Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1431), which concerns price-support operations. To participate, charitable institutions

must be nonprofit and serve meals on a regular basis. They may be either public or nonprofit private institutions, which

range from churches operating community kitchens for the homeless and destitute, to orphanages and homes for the elderly.

Other eligible institutions include substance abuse treatment centers, meals-on-wheels programs, soup kitchens, temporary

shelters, correctional institutions offering rehabilitative activities, group homes for the mentally impaired, and hospitals that

offer general and long-term health care. These institutions have utilized these food items by providing nutritious meals to

those who were in great need. Generally, the foods donated are butter, cereal and grain products such as cornmeal, rice,

rolled wheat and oats, bulgar, macaroni, and spaghetti, and peanut and oil products such as roasted peanuts, peanut butter,

peanut granules, vegetable oil, and vegetable shortening. Other foods, including meats, fruits and vegetables, may become
available when surplus exists, but such surpluses are usually limited in quantity. At a yearly meeting held each lanuary, the

branches of USDA dealing with commodity distribution compare the farm outputs and surpluses of the previous year with

the needs of organizations feeding the hungry on a state-by-state basis.

Predictions of crop yield and surpluses are made, the needs of commodities programs are assessed and bids from

growers are entertained. The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) purchases the commodities as a part
of its price support and surplus removal programs. Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) is responsible for receiving the food,

repacking it, and transporting it to state distributing agencies. The amount of these products has diminished significantly

in the last two years because of the success of our agriculture policy which has resulted in a reduced amount of surplus

product.

USDA has told us that next year the only available surplus item will be butter and butter oil. This means that other

than butter these outlets will only receive a small amount of some items not utilized by schools. This amount will also vary

significantly by state.

Homeless shelters, safe houses, and similar sites need the commodities; often it is the only difference between
survival and closed doors. Likewise the summer camps provide meals as well as a quality experience to many needy children

who are unable to participate in their school lunch and breakfast program. There are thousands of small sites which provide
one-on-one services to disturbed teenagers or abusing parents, or just people in need of some short term help. Our
commodities keep these sites going. Like TEFAP, these programs have turned into needed programs offered at a low cost.

The dilemma is that if we allow the infrastructure to disappear in the years when surpluses are diminished, we will

not have our efficient distribution system in place when there are surpluses.

-5-
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Agencies that rely on the Commodity DistrilMition Program serve those who need food assistance and cannot readily
obtain it from any other source. These programs serve people who fall through the cracks of the Food Stamp Program or

who choose not to participate. In short, the only means to a healthy diet for some segments of our population is through
one of the USDA commodity programs.

Unfortunately, these program are needed. Although we often hear reports of an economic recovery, we still see

and hear far too much about the problem of hunger in America.

Hunger is a condition of poverty. Living below the poverty line puts tremendous strain on a household to achieve

a nutritionally-adequate diet. In 1992, 36.9 million Americans (14.5 percent of our population) lived in poverty. This figure

represents the highest number of people in poverty since the mid-1960's.

The "1993 National Research Study" contracted by Second Harvest found that during 1993, nearly 80 percent of

food banks reported an increase in the number of r^ieals and groceries provided to the hungry through the social service

agencies served by the food banks. They also found that one out of every ten Americans depend, at least occasionally, on

donated food.

A national survey conducted by Catholic Charities USA shows that the number of children coming to agencies for

food doubled from 1991 to 2.7 million in 1992. In 1981, one in four Catholic Charities' clients received emergency aid;

in 1992, it was three out of every four.

The U.S. Conference of Mayors has documented an annual increase in the demand for emergency food in major
cities across the nation since 1983. In 1993, requests for emergency food increased in the survey cities, by an average of

13 percent.

The most recent figures for the Food Stamp Program shows that participation continues to climb. In fact,

participation just hit an all time high, nearly 27.5 million people.

About five million American children under 12 years of age go hungry each month and millions more are at risk of

hunger according to estimates based on the results of the most comprehensive study ever done on childhood hunger in the

United States, the Community Childhood Hunger Identification Project (CCHIP).

On March 6th, "Parade MagazTne" featured an article on literacy written by Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan. The article

focuses on the importance of reading and education as a means out of poverty. The authors also emphasize how poor

nutrition, as a result of poverty, harms children's capacity to understand and learn . Citing the recent research on the links

between undernutrition and children's cognitive development, Sagan and Druyan discuss how even mild undernourishment,

the kind most common among poor people in America, can be potentially associated with lifelong cognitive impairment.

The importance of federal programs like VVIC, CSFP, TEFAP, School Breakfast, School Lunch and Summer Feeding to

children's ability to learn and develop can not be over emphasized.

Between 2.5 and 4.9 million elderly Americans, many living well above the poverty line, suffer from hunger and food

insecurity, according to the Urban Institute survey, the first national survey to document the extent of hunger among older

Americans. According to this survey, "Hunger Among the Elderly: Local and National Comparisons", b, Martha R. Burt,

November 1993, three federal programs provide food assistance to elderly Americans: food stamps, home-delivered meals,

and congregate meals. These programs serve many seniors, but most seniors with food needs do not use these programs.

. Almost nine of ten low-income seniors do not receive food stamps.

. Nine of ten seniors with a functional limitation, and who have

experienced food insecurity in the past six months, do not receive

home-delivered meals.

. Two of three seniors with three or more indicators of food insecurity

do not use the congregate meals program.
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Hillary Rodham Clinton, made a very strong statement on the relationship between diet and health, stating that "the

single cheapest way" to improve health care in American is for people to consume a nutritious diet, coupled with moderate

exercise.

Nutrition may be finally getting the recognition it deserves as an essential component of good health. Across the

country, from schools to Indian reservations to senior citizen apartments, commodities form the foundation that enables low

income Americans to begin to build a diet that can meet the dietary guidelines, improve their overall health, and prevent

costly illnesses related to poor nutrition.

The Surgeon General's 1988 Report on Nutrition and Health states that the U.S. spent more than $200 billion for

treatment of diet-related illnesses, including heart disease, high blood pressure, cancer, diabetes, and obesity. These diseases

affected 100 million Americans. Three of the five leading causes of death are from nutrition-related diseases: heart disease,

certain cancers, and stroke. Available commodities include foods from all food groups and are important sources of major

nutrients, fiber, vitamins, and minerals, that can play a role in disease prevention.

Commodity programs are preventative nutritional care. For many families, they are the difference between having

enough food to stay healthy and productive, and succumbing to the consequences of poor nutrition. These include an

impaired ability to defend against illness, and negative economic results when workers lack the energy to maintain work

efficiency, and students lack the concentration to sustain their learning potential.

Our goals for the Commodity Distribution Program are to support American agriculture, provide food for the hungry,

support schools and other institutions, and be part of the effort to provide the motivation, education and desire for citizens

to follow the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

To provide food and nutrition to those in need and to ensure our agricultural system remains the best in the world we need

to lower certain barriers .

1) Restore Commodity SupplemenUl Food Program (CSFP) Funding to FY 1994 level of $104M.
Without this funding, 10% of the participants will be forced from the program and join the ranks of those not

having access to adequate food and nutrition. This program provides food products to families in rural and inter-city

locations, who find it difficult and often prohibitive to purchase food at retail outlets.

The $104M level does not provide for any expansion. This program is only in 19 states (16 for seniors). CSFP
serves people well, is well received and is very cost efficient. It would be a logical program to increase funding to expand
to additional states. It costs approximately $450 per person per year to operate the program.

2) Restore TEFAP funding, at minimum, to the Fiscal Year 1993 level of $120M for food purchases and

$50M for Administration.

The $0 for TEFAP food purchases in the President's budget request must be changed, at minimum, to $120M,
and the $40.2M amount in the budget for Administration funding, changed to $50M. The Soup Kitchen/Food Bank (SK/FB)

level of $50M in the President's budget request is a welcome increase of $10M from FY 1994.

TEFAP has gone from $162.3M for the purchase of food in FY 1993 to $80M in FY 1994, a 50.7% reduction.

Administrative funding has been reduced from $45M in FY 1993 to $40M in 1994, a 1 1.1% reduction. This equals a total

reduction of 61.8% for TEFAP in Fiscal Year 1993 . The positive item is that the SK/FB funding was increased from $32M
in FY 1993 to $40M for FY 1994, a 25% increase.

In terms of human impact, we estimate that more than eighty million households no longer benefit from TEFAP

distributions as a result of this cut. This not only means that many families and seniors are losing much needed food, but

will lose the warmth, care, interest, and concern given to them by TEFAP staff and volunteers as they receive their TEFAP

package. A $0 amount for FY 95 would mean another eighty million households would not receive TEFAP food.

We have concern for our seniors because of this program cut. Approximately 60% of the TEFAP recipients are

seniors who rely on this Program. Seniors often do not have enough to eat and TEFAP provides that needed additional food

to many of these seniors.
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3) Appropriate $80M for charitable institutions and $2.5M for summer camps for the purchase of food products.

CIs currently have no legal authority to fail back on to continue to receive government foods. How some of them

will cope with this potentially major loss of resources in unknown.

Continuation of USOA commodities to these programs would keep them providing food to children and adults

in severe need. The Charitable Institution and Summer Camp programs have been receiving a reduced amount of

commodities each year because of the reduction in bonus commodities. A commodity entitlement for these programs would

provide them with needed products they have been steadily losing and enable them to feed their children and adults. In

FY 1992, 235,290,220 pounds of food valued at $109,786,094 were distributed to charitable Institutions, 9.2% of the total

commodity program value and 5,501,493 pounds valued at $2,499,809 were distributed to summer camps.

4) Include a commodity entitlement of 3< per meal for the School Breakfast Program.

Much effort is being directed to increasing school breakfast participation. A commodity entitlement for school

breakfast would provide an additional incentive for schools to provide breakfast to students. A 3<t per meal entitlement

would help assure an increase in the number of breakfast programs. Several research studies show that students who eat

school breakfast score higher on standardized tests, have improved problem solving ability and classroom behavior, and are

absent and tardy less often.

5) Include State Administrative Expense (SAE) allocation for the Commodity Distribution Program in the

FY 1995 Budget.

Currently each state is given an amount equal to not less than 1% and not more than 1/2% of the school lunch

and breakfast funds for state administration of the program. Not included in this formula, however, is the value of USDA

commodities. Funding for the Commodity Distribution Program would provide the resources for improved operation of the

Food Distribution program for all recipients by providing technical assistance, training, development of program materials,

and improved delivery systems and service to customers. Currently many states are forced to add charges for delivery and

storage of commodities to simply perform regulatory functions. They are unable to provide adequate technical assistance

in such areas as: 1) food receiving and storage, 2) information on successfully introducing new foods, 3) nutrition education,

and 4) establishing additional nutritional guidelines for processing. This provision is in Senator Leahy's Better Nutrition and

Health for Children Act, S.1614 (Sec. 307) and Representatives Klldee and Coodling's Bill, H.R. 3580 (Sec. 201).

6) The Cash-in-lieu of Commodities and Commodity Letter of Credit (CLOC) pilot programs need to come to their

natural termination.

These pilots were authorized in 1980 and have been functioning since then. Two LISDA studies concluded that

the two options provided no improvements over the Commodity Distribution Program.

In )une, 1992, after study and review of the CLOC Modification Demonstration Evaluation Final Report and a

review of the improvements made in the commodity distribution system, USDA announced its position against the

continuation or expansion of the CLOC system. USDA stated in its )une, 1992 position paper, "It is In the best interests of

agricultural producers, administrators of commodity distribution systems, and recipients of USDA's domestic commodity

programs to retain the traditional commodity program."

Again, if one commodity program is reduced in size or eliminated, the whole distribution system is affected,

becoming more costly and less effective and efficient. This is particularly pronounced in states with sparse population.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record a letter recently sent to President Clinton from a broad range

of agriculture organizations concerning the recent Uruguay Round CATT agreement. They suggest that as the funding for

the basic agricultural programs decreases, the money saved should be moved to the support of domestic feeding programs

such as TEFAP. Mr. Chairman, we are very excited about this letter and feel it is very important because the range of

organizations signing the letter is broad and the point Is powerful. We should not just unilaterally give up all agricultural

programs. This special, wonderful program, Commodity Distribution, has been our traditional link between agricultural

policy and nutrition policy. This returns to the foundation of when the National School Lunch program began in 1946;

agriculture supported the school lunch program with commodities and school lunch supported agriculture by using them.

TEFAP supports both the people in need of food and good nutrition and American agriculture.

-8-
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Conclusion

You, as policy makers, are in a very difficult position and we empathize with your desire to do the most for our

neediest citizens within the ever present limits of scarce resources. The USDA commodity distribution programs can assist

you in this Usk by providing needed food and nutrition at minimal cost to the tax payer.

Mr. Chairman, and committee members, thank you for your interest and concern for those who depend on these

programs. I am confident that our members can support your efforts to provide a positive and cost efficient USDA

Commodity Distribution Program that feeds America's hungry, and at the same time, provides support for American

agriculture.
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USDA Food Distribution Program - Fiscal Year 1992

Program
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COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM

Fiscal Year 1994 Caseload Levels

Appropriation Level of $104.5 Million

States/Indian

Reservations
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Commodity Supplemental Food Program
in Michigan

Fiscal Year 1994

The Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) is a preventative and lifetime

cost saving program designed to aid low-income individuals known to be vulnerable to

malnutrition. The CSFP provides nutritious foods to supplement the diets of low-

income pregnant, postpartum and breast-feeding women, infants, children under 6
'

years of age, and elderly persons 60 years of age and older. Assistance is provided
• during critical periods of growth and development to prevent the occurrence of health

problems and improve the health status of these young families and to seniors to help

reduce health problems. Foods provided are purchased by USDA and issued at no

cost to the participants.

Number of Sponsors: 12

Number of Sites: 78

Number of Persons Served Monthly: 1 10,606

Counties Served: 44 of 63

Food Package: (over)

Average Value of Package: $28.32

Average Weight of Package: 45.6#

Total Pounds: 48.6 M

Total Value: $29.1 M

Administrative Grant: $5.4 M

Local Agencies 99.5%
State Agency .5%

Percent of National Program: 27%

Rank Out of 19 States: 1

Percentage of Michigan Commodity Program: 43.7%

3/94
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March 16. 1994

The Honorable Richard Durbln
Chairman
Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural

Development. FDA, and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Last fall, we wrote to you expressing our concern for the future of The
Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP). Now that President Clinton
has released his budget proposal for the next fiscal year, it Is Important for

us to reiterate our concern.

TEFAP has already taken its fair share of budget cuts. Food distribution sites

across the country are feeling the effect of these cuts, and the situation will

be much worse as supplies dry up later this year. It is estimated that last

year's cut alone will result in eight million households not being able to

receive assistance from TEFAP.

President Clinton's fiscal year 1995 proposal ($0 for commodity purchases
and $40 million for administrative funds) is a death blow to the program.
Many TEFAP sites will close without purchased commodities to distribute,

especially those in rural areas. Millions of low-income households depend
on TEFAP to meet their nutritional needs when food stamp benefits run out

at the end of the month. Many of these households will have nowhere to

turn for food assistance without this program.

TEFAP provides food directly to those in need through a very efficient and
cost effective system. Strict income guidelines are set by the states, and
these guidelines ensure that TEFAP serves those who need it the most, the

poorest of the poor.

Not only is TEFAP an integral part of our nation's hunger relief efforts, but it

also plays an important role in disaster relief. It would be nearly impossible
to respond to natural disasters if TEFAP commodities are not immediately
anmilable. For example, nearly 900.000 pounds of TEFAP commodities were

used for emergency food assistance after the Los Angeles earthquake
— food

that otherwise would not have been available. This has been true for all of
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our recent natural disasters, from Hurricane Hugo to the winter storm that

hit the East Coast last spring. We know of no other program that can meet

this need, and continuing commodity purchases will ensure the

govemmenfs ability to respond quickly.

We understand the Ught budget consh^ints that the Subcommittee must

deal^th However, this is ;5i extremely cost effective program thai serves

s^^%3ls^^ should be funded at its flscal year 1993 level ($120

Smon for commodity purchase and $45 miUion for admmistratlve funds) to

ensure that It will continue to meet these goals.

Thank you for the attention you have always given to the concerns of the

agriculture community. We would certainly welcome the opportunity to .

discuss TEFAP with ypu in greater detail.

Sincerely,

American Commodity EWstribution Association

American Farm Bureau Federation

American Meat Institute

California Canning Peach Association

National Association of State Departments of Agriculture

National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
National Farmers Union
National Grange
National Milk Producers Federation

National Pork Producers Council

National Tuiitey Federation

United Egg Association

United Egg Producers
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Mirch 14. 1994

The President

The Wliite Home
Wuhington, D.C. 20S00

Dear Mr. President:

The reconliy oompletcd Uruguay Rouod OATT Bgreemcnt, to the extont that it is fully implomeoted, will

bnag about a number of cit«ages in the global environment for agriculture. Whether it will result in

expanded market opporronitiei for U.S. agriculture, however, will depend on the U.S. government's lovel

of commitment and support for policies and programs which are coaiistent under GATT and seoessazy

to maiataio a sound and productive U.S. agricultural economy.

The imponaoce of maintaining a sound and productive agriculturai economy ia itnderscoied by the fact

chat U.S. agriculture ii our otmon't largest single industry, accounting for approximately 20 percent of

GDP and neaxiy one out of every five jobs. It is also essential in order to ensure that consumers have

access to a dependable md h^gh quality supply of food and fiber at reasonable prices, as weii as to help

meet the need< of those less fortunate at home and oveneas.

To achieve these objectives, it u cntical that U.S. agricul&ire be able to compete efiectively in both the

domestic and international maikatpiacc. In recent years, however, the U.S. has been con^onted with

increasing trade barriers and unfair foreign coispolition - much of it heavily subaidi2ed. Such actions

have not only made it dlfilcuU to compete, but anificially lowered world prices for many commodities.

The impact has been especially felt by U.S. agriculture as contmued budget pressures have reduced

domestic income and price-support programs for many commoditiex.

While the GATT agreement will require a reduction in 'Jie use of such trade-distorting measures, it is

important to recognize that it docs not eliminate thetn. In some cases, the GATT agreement will acmaily

ailow individual countries — including within the European Union (EL*)
- to increase their use of axpon

subsidies for leiected commodities in the near term before requihng any reduction m terms of both value

and volume.

At the same time, the OATT agreement recognizes and protects the ability of individnai countries to

maiatam and increase support for a variety of lo-cailed "Green 3os
'

programs relating to agnculture,

including market development, mariut promotion and food assistance.

However, oven though specificaily allowed under GATT, the availabiiiry and use of such programs with

regard to U.S. agnculture would be jubstantiaily reduced under the Adraininration's current budget

prtjposal
- and in seme cases viriulily eliminated. Further, if approved by Congress, luch reductions

would go into effect before the GATT implementing date and without any similar requirement on the pan
of other counmes.

Clearly, our foreign compctilora - including the European Union - can be expected to utilize every

audioncy and opportunity under GATT in support of their agnculture, and to maintain and increase their

share of the world market. Without s iimilar commitment on ihe part of the U.S government. V.S.

agnculture wilt be at a significant disadvantage.
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I

Acconliflgiy, wc believ* a nomber of Ktiont ttt needed. Tbii ineludea nssauiaing funding and luppoR
for a. variety ofUSDA export aad food assuUnce prognmt • Mpeciaily during ±t tranjidon period under

GATT. This would iacludc GSM credit gutrantees, the Export Eahanccment Program (EEPX Dairy Export

Incentive Program (DEIP), Gjttcijced and Sunflower Oil Aiiistaac* Programs (COAP and SOAP),
MarVict Promotion Program (MPP), Foreign Maricci Development Program (FMD), ai well the Food for

Peace Program (P.L. 410), snd The Emergency Food Ajiiitance Program (TEFAP),

In addition, we urge the Administration to lapport u part of the GATT implementing legislaQoo the

eitabliahmeoi of an Agricultural Investment and Market Expansion Program (AIME) utilizing existing

funds, which would: (1) consolidate certain USDA export programs (luch as EEP, DEIP, COAP, SOAP,
MPP aad FMD), while maintaining their current level of Amding and authority; (Z) require the faU use

of such funds and authorities as allowed under GATT; and (3) make available any Aimb not otherwise

used for such purposei to he "reinvested" as allowed under GATT for certain 'grean box'* programi,

including market developmoat, market promotion, export cndit guarantees, sad certain domestic and

overseas food assistance program* such ai the Food for Poaoe Program (P.L. 480) and The Emergency
Food Assistance Program (TEFAP).

Such stctiont, we believe, an essential if U.S. agriculture is to nmain viable and compatitive, meet

domestic sad overtcai &od needs, and to realize the Aill promise snd potential benefits of the neia^tiy

completed Uruguay Round GATT agreement.

Stncanely,

American Fam Bureau Federation

American Meat Institute

American Sheep Industry Association

Amcricait Soybean Association

Coaiitioa for Food Aid

National Association of Wheat Growers

National Barley Growers Associanon

National Broiler Council

Nehonol Canlemen's Association

.National Com Growers Associarion

National Cotton Council

National Council of Farmer Cooperatives

National Grange
National Milk Producers Federation

National Pocuo Council

Naiiooai Pork Prodacen Council

National Sunflower Association

National Turicey Federation

Rico Millen Association
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS

AND NUTRITION

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE

MARCH 23, 1994 STATEMENT

AUGUSTA HAMEL, OSB

EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE TO THE PRESIDENT
SECOND HARVEST

NATIONAL NETWORK OF FOOD BANKS

Good morning I am grateful for this opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on

Department Operations and Nutrition, Committee on Agriculture, regarding the issue of hunger in

this nation, public policy addressing it, and the response of the Second Harvest network to this

painfijl cancer on our nation's well-being

Two weeks ago. Second Har\'est released the results of the most comprehensive study ever

completed on emergency feeding programs in the United States The compelling results of this

new research illustrates that hunger in our land is a serious problem not only for those millions of

Americans without enough food, but for all of us

I bring before you data rich in terms of the scope and the depth of its research, but information

that equally noteworthy for the troubling content and insights it gives us regarding the hungry

persons sen^'ed through the Second Harvest Network of 185 regional food banks and the 41,587

charitable agencies, like food pantnes, soup kitchens, homeless shelters, that are served by those

regional food banks THIS NETWORK FED THE STAGGERING NUMBER OF NEARLY
TWENTY SIX MILLION HUNGRY PERSONS IN 1993. THAT IS 10.4% OR 1 IN 10 OF
THE PEOPLE W HO LIVE IN THIS PLENTIFUL LAND.

Second Harvest National network of food banks, is the largest domestic charitable food

distribution mechanism in the United States We serve the people who either do not have access

to public programs, or who must use our services to complement the food/nutntion that they

receive through federal feeding programs We see reflected in the work of this network, the

shortcomings of the present public policy We attempt to serve those persons who can not subsist

bh'what is available to them through existing feeding programs that are inadequately funded I

lliSOUIHIIIICHlG*>«V!IIUE SUI1EI

CHICAGO UlltOISCIEOS-EODI

FIX I3III361 SI2B
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submit to you that we need to make new commitments to demonstrably effective programs We
need to examine what works well and support it and we need to address what needs to be

changed in terms of delivery of service. I further submit to you that, in the light of the research

results that we have, and the empirical data we experience in our pantries, shelters and soup

kitchens, it is unconscionable to cut away any support for any part of the existing feedmg

programs under the Department of Agriculture.

As you may know. Second Harvest National is a clearing house for the allocation and distribution

of food from the private industry to the 185 regional food banks through out most parts of this

county In 1993, as a network, we distributed over 669 million pounds of private sector, donated

food to our needy clients I cite that information not as praise of our network, but as a way to

present to you the dimension and magnitude of the problem we face each day The statistics we

have gathered serve as an indicator that reliance by hungry persons on the nonprofit sector for

emergency food is growing. The Second Harvest Research collected from the emergency

programs in our network shows that 71% of those programs were established since 1981 in

response to hunger in local communities This demonstrates clearly that, in the face of public

policy shortcomings, neighbors are trying to respond to the needs of their hungry neighbors in

their local communities.

The demographic information provided in the research released March 8th on this Capitol Hill

provides new insights into who it is that experiences hunger in America A significant percentage

of those needing assistance are children, with 42 9% of network clients aged 17 and younger This

is well above the 25 9% figure for the 1 -17 age cohort in the general population Poverty and its

resulting hunger seems particularly biased against our children and it is interesting to note that, in

spite of the stereotypes, white Americans comprise the largest group of emergency food recipients

in the network.

Many network clients are unemployed professionals. Of 44 1% that are currently unemployed,
3 1 4% were last employed in skilled positions that include technical, management, professional,

clerical, and secretarial As for education levels, well over half of the network clients have a high

school diploma or completed higher education This study illustrates not only the extent of the

hunger problem in America, but, again, it breaks the stereotypical images of the homeless as those

who are the hungry This study reveals a whole new face of hungry people in this land of what

may become two societies

Many clients worry about where their next meal will come from or miss meals because they do

not have enough to eat The study reveled that 20% of all network clients worry of^en or always

about the source of their next meal When asked about skipping meals, 32 4% reported that adults

in their households have missed meals in the past month because they did not have enough food to

eat nor enough money to buy food
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Most troubling is the finding that significant numbers of persons were turned away by local

agencies because they lacked suflTicient resources, food and funds, to meet the demand Our food

banks and agencies tell us that demand is up 37% year-to date for 1993 and at the same time, our

statistics show food donations up IO°b for the same tmie period We are deeply concerned by

these statistics and about the people represented by those figures

It is apparent to us that this nation's domestic feeding programs as fijnded by congress and as

administered by the USDA, fail to provide the essential food required by the various target

populations.

I believe strongly in the appropriate role of the independent, nonprofit sector I am proud of the

work of Second Harvest as demonstrated in its efforts to respond compassionately, efficiently and

effectively to the issue of domestic hunger in thousands of communities throughout this land, but I

also know our limits In our fifteen years of existence, we have assisted in the creation and

support of the infrastructure you see sustained through local community support Through the

41,587 agencies, we are able to stay close to the people we serve We have become "the safety

net to the safety net" government feeding programs that are not adequately funded and, that, in

my opinion, must be adequately funded in the interest of the common good and the well-being of

our neighbors

Second Harvest has a fifteen year partnership with the food industry The incredible demand for

resources to continue to feed the hungry has been matched by the generosity of corporations,

foundations, and individuals Yet I must caution the committee that resources are not increasing

to the extent that demand is escalating

The Second Harvest food donations from all sources for 1993 were

Local food industry to food banks 373,599,990

National food industry to Second Harvest 257,392,245

Prepared Food 38,533,342

TEFAP 95,326,793

Soup/Commodities 25,129,232

Other Govt 58,229,535

Purchased Food 56,611,799

Total Distribution 904,823,036 Pounds of food

This represents a 4 5% net increase over the total distribution of 1992.

The food industry increased its donations by 1 0% from 1 992 to 1 993 to Second Harvest food

banks, other categories of food donations decreased so therefore only a net increase of 4 5% was

realized in the total operation Estimated value of donated pounds, excluding commodities and

purchased foods, using wholesale value of $1 73 is over one billion dollars worth of food to aid in

the feeding of hungry persons.
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While that is a monumental achievement for a relatively young organization, 1 am here today to

tell you that it is not enough In the Second Harvest Hunger Study of 1993, we were told that

2,910 food programs turned away 61, 110 people annually because those programs lacked

sufficient food resources to meet the local need Other programs had to ration the food served at

soup kitchens and put less food in pantry bags for families to take home Other agencies

alternated days for service to clients or opened their doors three days a week instead of five to

maintain a level of food distribution that was in concert with their diminished resources

The charitable initiative can only be effective if public and private partnerships collaborate in

providing resources. Now is not the time for any food resource to be cut back. In fact, we need

to make it easier for the private sector to donate more, while the government sector accepts its

responsibility for providing food, as well

In addition to food donated from private industry, as a network we also distributed during 1993,

95,326,793 pounds of The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP), 25,129,232 pounds of

Soup Kitchen/Food Bank Commodity Program food, and 58,229,535 pounds of other

government food, primarily Commodity Supplemental Food (CSFP) This is a total of

178,685,560 pounds of USDA commodities in 1993

These USDA commodities are an opportunity for us to enhance and the donated food from

private industry so that what we distribute in boxes and bags from emergency food pantries is

more balanced As such, TEFAP is crucial to us as a reliable supply of few valued commodities

and as a stabilizer in a massive system of unpredictable food supplies that is typical in the

charitable network I have surveyed our network and know the disastrous effect that cuts in

TEFAP, both administrative funds and food purchase funds will do to the quality of nutrition that

we will be able to maintain in many of our emergency food box and pantry programs

TEFAP has an additional human benefit It allows us to give families food to take to their homes

and prepare and eat in their homes, as opposed to the soup kitchen environment which is not

always the best one for children and their mothers And TEFAP is especially critical in our service

to rural areas where there are no soup kitchens It makes no sense to hungry persons in rural areas

that for FY94 the allocation for the Soup Kitchen Commodities Program while was increased

while TEFAP was cut Now, in the administration's budget for FY95, the TEFAP funding was

slashed to zero for food acquisition by USDA In the face of our research findings, to cut any

existing feeding program would portend deep problems for the network of emergency food

providers
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I SI BMIT TO YOU THAT HUNGER IS 100% CURABLE....prevciilable. We have

enough food in this nation and we ha\e the public's support as denionstralcd in numerous

polls to cure this problem. \\ hat is needed is the public sector's determination to enact into

public policy the measures that will improve the availability, the access and quality of food

for hungry persons. We know what it takes to provide adequate food and to make it accessible

to hungry persons and their children until such a time as those individuals can provide adequate
resources to assure food security through their own work

Your decisions as a subcommittee are of critical importance and the determinations you make
influence if people will be able to eat Your decisions can influence the frequency and the qualitv

of their meals You have within your hands the capacity to enhance the etTorts of the independent,

charitable sector efforts to feed hungry persons. That is at one time, a heavy responsibility and a

marvelous, life-giving opportunity

I recommend for your consideration that:

• Funds for purchase of commodities for the TEFAP program be restored at least to the fiscal

year, 1993 level of $165 million ($125 for food purchase and S40 for administration)

• For the fiJture let us explore new and better mechanisms for the use of government
commodities and reflect that in the next Farm .Authorization Bill

• Review Section 1 70(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code with a view to amending the

mechanism to make it advantageous for donors to give in-kind contributions of food to those

charitable organizations feeding hungry persons
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^<5^2«^^ity

Written Testimony of
Rev. Charles A. Parker, Executive Director

Bread for the City, Inc.

to
U.S. House of Representative

Committee on Agriculture
Subcommittee on Department Operations and Nutrition

March 21, 1994

I. Introduction

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you this morning.
My name is Charles Parker and I work with a local non-profit
agency called Bread for the City. Bread is the largest direct
service provider of groceries in Washington, D.C. for low-income
people. Every month. Bread provides food to 5,000 individuals
from one of our three sites. Bread also distributes clothing and
renders social work assistance to hundreds of additional
individuals and families each month.

Bread's resources are focused on the "stable poor" - those
who are in homes, but with incomes that fall within food stamp
guidelines. These include elderly and disabled people and
parents with dependant children. Our social work staff focus
much of their efforts on assisting clients to access entitlement
programs such as Food Stamps and Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) .

Bread's food program distributes a three day supply of food
to people who come for help. The Emergency Food Assistance
Program (TEFAP) has provided a significant amount of this food
for more than a decade. We also purchase a large amount of food
from the Capital Area Community Food Bank, which warehouses large
scale private food donations. The remainder of our food is
donated or purchased wholesale.

Through our social work program, we refer many clients to
other federal commodity programs such as Commodity Supplemental
Food Program (CSFP) and the Supplemental Food Program for Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC) .
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II. The Continuing Need for Commodity Programs

The District of Columbia has an extremely high poverty rate
-over 17% of the population. The poverty line is currently
$6,972.00 gross annual income for a single person, a figure that
increases with the number of people in a family; for a family of
four the poverty line is $14,352.

According to a 1991 study, those people living below the
poverty line can only purchase 77% of the food they need, even
when they are making use of available federal benefits, such as
Food Stamps. This echoes the findings of the recent Second
Harvest report that found that 82% of food stamp recipients
regularly run out of food each month. These statistics speak to
both the need for increasing current food stamp levels, and the
need to continue existing TEFAP and CSFP to meet this need.

Food Stamps are, and must continue to be, the primary
instrument in the fight against hunger; too often in the
political process, advocates debate whether resources should go
to commodity programs or increases in Food Stamps. Both are
needed. Food Stamps sustain millions of people across the
country every month by providing critical food purchasing
dollars; no other program approaches its scope and effectiveness.
And while commodity programs play an important role as well, they
are not a substitute for Food Stamps.

But even with Food Stamps, many impoverished families,
elderly and disabled people do not have enough to eat. Commodity
foods provide essential additional food to a vulnerable
population. They also reach a segment of this population that
the food stamp program often does not. Many senior citizens and
disabled people who are in subsidized housing only qualify for
$10.00 per month in food stamp benefits. Accessing these
benefits in D.C. is so difficult that these seniors and disabled
often allow their Food Stamps to lapse or do not apply at all.

TEFAP and CSFP provide a critically-needed supplement to
these vulnerable populations. Commodity programs are often more
flexible than Food Stamps, and commodity food is often
administered through non-profit agencies and religious
organizations, which are generally less bureaucratic and
intimidating than the government agencies. Additionally,
commodity programs can provide food immediately in emergency
situations, rather than requiring the often considerable wait for
Food Stamps.

An additional benefit of commodity programs is that they
leverage a large number of private dollars. Bread for the City
distributes over $100,000 worth of TEFAP food on a yearly basis.
We absorb the costs of transporting the food to our sites,
storing it, distributing it, and screening the clients.
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Additionally, with that same infrastructure, we distribute over
twice the amount of non-federal food as TEFAP commodities to the
same clients. Many other TEFAP distributors do the same.

Because we are providing immediate food assistance, many
people come to us who are eligible for Food Stamps but are not

receiving them. Once those people come to us we can screen them
for Food Stamps and other assistance they may need. Thus,
commodities become an outreach tool for other entitlements.

III. Some Suggestions for Modifying Commodity Programs

TEFAP and CSFP distribute food from two sources: surplus
commodities purchased through farm subsidies, and direct
purchases with money appropriated for the particular program.
These programs have been targeted for cuts by administrations of
both parties, in an effort to both decrease farm subsidies and to
limit anti-poverty programs.

While I believe that commodity programs continue to fulfill
a critical role in our nation's fight against hunger, there may
be some ways to increase their efficiency. TEFAP provides food
to people who live below 130% of the poverty line; its only
criteria is income. CSFP has income as well as demographic
guidelines, providing food to pregnant and nursing women,
children under 6 years of age, and senior citizens (60 and up) .

For women and children, the income guidelines are 185% of poverty
(as with WIC) ; and for seniors, it is 130% of poverty. There is

significant overlap between these programs, with some clients
receiving food from both. Both have extensive distribution
networks and administration.

Part of the costs for administering these programs goes to
reimburse private agencies for the costs of distribution.
Because there is great demand for the food, and because many
agencies have the infrastructure in place already to distribute
other food, many would accept the food, even if there were no
reimbursement. These administrative reimbursements may be a

more critical element of TEFAP in large western states, but they
are not here in D.C.

In light of these facts, I recommend the following:

1.) Consolidate the TEFAP and CSFP programs, allowing for more
efficient distribution and eliminating one set of administrative
costs. The resources saved should be available for additional
food purchases. I would recommend that the remaining program be
TEFAP since it focuses on a lower income population and allows
agencies more flexibility in distribution.

Two additional programs that could be combined with TEFAP
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and CSFP are the Food Distribution Program for Charitable
Institutions and the Commodities for Soup Kitchens program. The
size of the resulting consolidated program presents some
logistical concerns (such as the fact that state agencies must
accept 3 and 4 months of commodities at a time) , but these could
be dealt with through revised regulations by the Department of

Agriculture.

2.) Maintain funding at a level that represents the sum of both
programs' authorized funding levels.

3.) Give states the flexibility to receive the equivalent of
their administrative dollars in actual commodities.

IV. Barriers to Private Food Donations

Much of the food that Bread for the City distributes is
donated either directly to us or to the Capital Area Community
Food Bank. While this is a significant resource, the federal
government could do much to encourage large scale food donations.

While federal legislation can facilitate this process, it
should also be clear that private contributions can in no way
take the place of government programs, such as Food Stamps and

commodity food programs.

Many states, including the District of Columbia, have passed
"Good Samaritan" laws that indemnify from law suit organizations
and people who donate food in good faith. Unless the

organization is grossly negligent, it can not be sued for adverse
reactions to food. Unfortunately, these laws vary from state to

state, and these differences make many corporations weary of

liability.

Current tax laws allow for a tax deduction of the cost of

product whether it is thrown away or donated. The only
additional tax deduction for donating material is 50% of the

mark-up over the original cost of the product. For some food

products this is adequate incentive. But since the mark-up on

many food products is fairly low, often the incentive to donate
is inadequate.

In light of these facts, I recommend the following:

1.) Enacting a federal "Good Samaritan" statute, with well
disseminated information, to help food producers to feel more
comfortable with their liability risk.

2.) Accepting the Second Harvest recommendation to provide a

deduction floor of cost plus either 25% of cost or 50% of the

mark-up, whichever is the higher figure.
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V. Conclusion

Though the economic recovery has lessened the national
attention on hunger, there continue to be millions of hungry
individuals who rely heavily on federal assistance to keep from
going hungry. The Food Stamp program is our most important tool
in this fight.

But commodity food programs also play a crucial role, by
both providing additional food and by reaching segments of the
population that Food Stamps do not. Maintaining funding for
these programs is a pivotal element in ensuring that millions of
low-income people receive the food they so critically need.

Thank you for your attention to this important issue and for
the opportunity to share the perspective of a direct service
provider.
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March 23, 1994

Chairman Charles Stenholm and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Eleanor Josaitis and 1 am the co-founder and Associate Director of Focus:

HOPE, a civil and human rights organization located in the heart of Detroit. Father

William Cunningham and I founded the organization in the aftermath of the 1967

Detroit riots. Our mission statement, adopted March 8, 1968, is still the same today.

Recognizing the dignity and beauty of every person, we pledge intelligent

and practical action to overcome racism, poverty and injustice. And to

build a metropolitan community where all people may live in freedom,

harmony, trust and affection. Black and white, yellow, brown and red

from Detroit and its suburbs, of every economic status, national origin

and religious persuasion, we join in this covenant.

In 1968 and today, intelligent and practical action means providing nutritious foods to

people whose inability to purchase those foods puts them at high-risk for health and

developmental problems. Focus: HOPE and the Commodity Supplemental Food

Program have provided food to low-income mothers and pre-school children for 25

years and to low-income senior citizens for over 13 years. CSFP is the original federal

food supplementation program for these most vulnerable group and, in the eyes of the

operators, it is the very best.

In December of 1993, Focus: HOPE provided peanut butter, rice, com meal, cheese,

black-eyed peas, orange and tomato juices, tuna fish, pork, fruit cocktail, pears, butter,

carrots, sweet peas, tomatoes, cereal, pinto beans, evaporated and dried milk and infant

formula to 45,100 mothers and children, and 32,420 senior citizens. That same month

in San Francisco, Chicago, Des Moines, Washington D.C., Wandlee, South Daokota,

Halifax, North Caiolina and 50 other sites nationwide, the CSFP provided food to

212,000 mothers and children and 148,000 senior citizens.

Focus: HOPG
1355 Oakmon Doulevord

Deiroir. Michigan 48236

(313) 883-7440 / FAX (313) 663-2331
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Since 1970. Focus; HOPE has grown in many different directions and with many

successful programs. Our three technical training programs. FAST TRACK. The

Machinist Training Institute and the Center for Advanced Technologies, have garnered

national attention as models for job traming and economic development. We recently

welcomed President Clinton to our Center for Advanced Technologies, which he hailed

as a model for 21st century manufacturing and job training..

in spite of ho^v much attention they receive, however, we can never forget

that what drives us to organize training programs is the need to provide food to almost

80.000 people every month. While we are saddened that the need exists for such an

extensive food program, we are proud to lead the most efficient and effective program

in the country. We feel we are wise stewards of the tax dollar.

The Commodity Supplemental Food Program has a number of advantages over other

programs that provide food to low-income individuals.

First, we use the purchasing power of the LSDA and avoid middle-man mark-ups.

Supplemental foods are commercially produced for the LSDA through competitive

bids. Because of the USDA purchasing volume, foods are obtained for about half the

cost of equivalent products at local retail stores.

When individuals use food-stamps or WIC coupons to purchase goods, pan of what the

federal govemment pays for is the mark-up at grocery stores. That problem is

particularly acute in Detroit and other big cities with concentrated areas of poverty.

Inner-city residents must often shop at local "convenience" stores where the lack of

competitive national chain supemiarkets results in e.xceptionally high prices.

Each year. Focus: HOPE conducts a sur\ey of grocery prices in Detroit comparing the

cost to LSDA for the food supplement with the prices of identical products at major

grocery store chains and so-called "convenience" stores. For example, we recently

compared the cost of the USDA food supplement for a mother with two young

children with its average cost at convenience stores and major grocery store chains

1994 Price
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For the mother with two children, the monthly supplement costs USDA $69.50. We
priced the same products at a national chain grocery store for $192.93. Its cost at an

inner-city Detroit convenience store was $216.95 or more than triple the USDA
expense. A month's supply of infant formula, alone, can be provided directly by the

USDA for $14.88 while at a typical convenience store the cost is $90.83: A difference

of almost $76.00 for one infant for one month.

Second, the Commodity Supplemental Food Program provides critical price

supports for farmers nationwide. The USDA plays a vita! role in price support for

many commodities. By purchasing and distributing nutritious but over-abundant goods

through the CSFP. the USDA serves the dual needs of the agricultural and low-income

communities.

Third, CSFP addresses the nutritional needs of children up to the point where

they enter school. Children are eligible for the program up to and including six years

of age. CSFP improves nutritional intake during the years most critical for intellectual

and physical development, from gestation through six years of age. CSFP is the only

supplemental program to continue coverage through 6 years of age.

Fourth, CSFP's Food For Seniors component is the only program to put vital food

products in the pantry of needy senior citizens struggling to maintain their good
health and self-sufficiency. Each month close to 150.000 seniors, many of them

homebound. receive food from CSFP. At Focus: HOPE we have over 42.000

volunteers. For the food program alone, volunteers provide over 8,000 hours of their

time each month. These thousands of hours of donated time and work help us to

lov/er program costs.

The volunteer nature of our program affords a means by which citizens from all parts

of Metropolitan Detroit can be involved in the city. Our volunteers come from all

walks of life, all religions, all races, from the suburbs and the inner-city. In addition

to providing a necessary service, they also offer homebound seniors much needed

companionship. Many volunteers establish long-term relationships with seniors

continuing friendship and assistance for many years.

In conclusion. I truly appreciate the enormous burden placed on the two houses of

Congress to allocate American resources fairly and responsibly. I want to emphasize,

however, that as operators of the Commodity Supplemental Food Program we have

demonstrated that we are wise stewards of the tax dollai". Moreover, the investment

we make today by feeding the most vulnerable groups in our population, the very

young and the very old. saves us money in terms of health costs and learning problems

for years to come.

(Attachment follows:) 3
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Focus: HOPE

FOOD PRESCRIPTION PROGRAM
& FOOD FOR SENIORS

Introduction

The Focus: HOPE Food Prescription Program, begun in 1971, supplies a nutritious selection

ofUSDA commodity foods each month to low-income mothers and young children. Food for Seniors,

started in 1981, extends a similar supplement to low-income elderly persons. Together, they make

up the nation's largest Commodity Supplemental Food Program.

More than 49,000 pregnant and postpartum women, infants and children under six,

throughout the tri-county area, receive monthly food supplements. Food for Seniors reaches 34,000

seniors, engaging more than three hundred churches, volunteer organizations, and health and

social service agencies in identifying and assisting those who are most in need.

Both Focus: HOPE food programs protect fundamental human rights in response to

conclusive scientific evidence. Sub-nutrition during pregnancy is a major contributing factor to

infant mortality and low-birthweight. Among young children, it can result in chronic illness,

stunting ofphysical growth, including brain development, psychological and emotional damage, and

permanent impairment of learning capabilities. Substantial research links costly health care and

institutionalization of the elderly with illnesses which are preventable or manageable at much

lower expense through sound nutrition.

The Commodity Supplemental Food Program

The Commodity Supplemental Food Program [CSFP] was started in 1969 as the nations's

first effort to use dietary supplementation to reduce and prevent the effects of malnutrition on the

birth, growth, and lifelong potential of low-income children. Today there are 49 separate projects

operating in 19 states.

The CSFP is administered at the federal and regional level by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture [USDA]. State governments coordinate food shipments and administrative funding and

supervise local projects. In most States, local projects are managed by community organizations

like Focus: HOPE.

Supplemental foods are commercially produced for the USDA label through competitive bids.

Because of USDA purchasing volume, foods are obtained for about half the price of equivalent

products at local retail stores.

Foods are shipped to the local project by rail or truck. Local projects warehouse and

distribute the foods, either by pre-packaging each individual supplement or by operating self-service

distribution centers. A large portion of senior participants receive home delivery.

Focus: HOPe
1355 Ookmon Doulevord

Detroit Michigon 48238
(313) 883 7440 / FAX (313) 883-2331
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Local administrative costs - including participant certification, food transport, storage and

distribution, program records, and nutrition education -- are maintained at less than 15% ofUSDA
food expense. Volunteers make substantial contributions to most programs.

A scientific, national evaluation of the CSFP in 1981 showed the program achieved

significant reductions in infant mortality, morbidity, and the incidence of low birthweight babies,

and that it had contributed to normal height and weight attainment and had virtually eliminated

anemia among participating preschool children.

Focus: HOPE Food Distribution System

USDA foods are reveived by rail and truck shipment and are initially stored at Focus:

hope's 147,000 square foot central warehouse on Detroit's east side. From there they are shipped

to the five Focus: HOPE food distribution centers: Oakman Boulevard at 14th Street, Vernor at

Livernois, and Chalmers at Harper in Detroit; Osmun at South Paddock in Pontiac; and Inkster

Road near Michigan Avenue in western Wayne County.

The food distribution centers are designed to provide a dignified atmosphere for participants.

The centers are set-up to allow self-service and a choice among a variety of products. In addition,

through reading areas for children and videos shown at the centers on nutrition, parenting, and

career education opportunities, the centers encourage a supportive family environment.

As a volunteer organization. Focus: HOPE also coordinates several thousand volunteer

drivers who provide rides to the food centers for participants with no other means of transportation.

Others volunteers and organizations pre-package food supplements at Focus: HOPE'S central

warehouse and make monthly deliveries to homebound seniors.

Food Products Issued

During fiscal year 1992, Focus: HOPE distributed more than 36 million pounds of commodities.

These foods were purchased and shipped by the USDA at a cost to the taxpayer of $21 million, about

half the price of equivalent products at local retail stores. This economy, matched by Focus: HOPE's

low administrative budget, bar-coded inventory and accurate computerized record-keeping, partly

accounts for the unwavering governmental and community support given the program.

Commodity food products made available during the 1993 year are:

Dairy: Iron-fortified infant formula, non-fat dry milk, evaporated milk, butter, cheese

Cereals: Infant rice cereal, regular dry cereal, Farina

Meat/Fish: Beef, beef meatball stew, pork, tuna

Vegetables: Green beans, carrots, cream-style corn, whole kernel corn, green peas, black-

eyed peas, whole potatoes, spinach, sweet potatoes, tomatoes

Fruits: Apple sauce, apricots, fruit cocktail, cling peaches, pears, pineapple, purple

plums, pumpkin
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Juices: Apple juice, grape juice, grapefruit juice, orange juice, pineapple juice, tomato

juice

Other Foods: Egg Mix, Peanut Butter, Dry Beans, Dehydrated potatoes, milled rice

Program Eligibility

The Food Prescription Program and Food for Seniors serve residents of Wayne, Oakland, and

Macomb counties who meet income guidelines set by the federal government. Pregnant women,

postpartum mothers, and children up to six years of age may qualify for the Food Prescription

Program. Seniors must be sixty years of age or older. Family income must fall within the following

range:

Food Prescription Program Food for Seniors

Family
Size
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Infants Children Women Seniors

Foods
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Statement by Wayne Boutwell

National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
Before

Committee on Agnculture
Subcommittee on Department Operations and Nutrition

Wednesday, March 23, 1994

Thank yoi', Mr. Chairman. My name is Wayne Boutwell and I serve as President

of the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives on whose behalf I appear today.

The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives is a nationwide association whose
members include over 100 regional marketing and supply cooperatives, the banks

of the cooperative Farm Credit System, and 31 State Councils. Our members, in

turn, represent over 4,000 local cooperatives with a combined membership of

nearly 2 million individual farmers.

These farmer-owned businesses handle, process, and market virtually every

agncultural commodity grown in the U.S., manufacture or provide seed, feed,

fertilizer, fiiel and other production inputs; help finance both producers and their

cooperatives, as well as engage in international lending necessary to promote U.S.

agncultural exports.

I would like to begin my testimony by thanking the chairman and the committee

for holding this hearing to review the federal domestic food donation programs and

pnvate food donation programs. These programs provide significant targeted

support for those members of our society who are in need.

One of the primary responsibilities of government is to assure that the food needs

of its citizens are met with a safe, high quality supply of food at reasonable pnces.

Over the years our food and agricultural programs have been extremely successful

m achieving this objective. For example, we cite the fact that today only about 1 1

percent of U.S. disposable income is spent on food. But, this is only part of the

story It should be pointed out that 1 1 percent is an average number. Just think

about the amount of disposable income spent on food by a family that has an

income of $5,000 - $10,000. Their percentage is 33 percent. When viewed in this

light our food policy takes on a different meaning, because access to an adequate

diet becomes increasingly difficult, as you move down the income ladder.
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Histoncally, we have not ignored those individuals in need of assistance to

supplement their food purchases. In fact, the government is proposing to spend
around $38 billion on vanous food assistance programs during 1995, compared
with just $23 billion in 1990. In addition, there are numerous private sector efforts

providmg food assistance as well. Many of our members donate food from their

own inventones when a need arises. For example, during the freeze that devastated

the California citrus crop, Sunkist Growers provided food assistance to farm

workers who were put out of work because of the freeze. Last year's floods

brought forth assistance from cooperatives that ranged from providing food to

filling sandbags. The point is that a lot of attention has been paid to meeting food

needs both through government assistance and the private sector.

Today 1 want to spend a few minutes talking about food assistance and the role it

plays in meeting the overall objective of assuring all citizens of this country an

adequate supply of food.

Achieving this objective is not as easy as it appears on the surface. Consumers

need stability, but farming by its very nature has a great deal of instability. To

bridge this gap between the instability of production on the one hand and the

stability required by consumers on the other, government has implemented a

number of programs to provide stability and economic viability for the farm sector.

Food assistance programs play an important role in overall food and agricultural

policy. First, they are an important source of demand and should not be

overlooked by the agricultural commimity. After all, the $38 billion in food

purchases made possible by the govenunent amounts to about $8-10 billion at the

farm level.

Equally as important, however, has been the dual role that selected programs have

played in providing not only food assistance, but also in providing the much needed

stability in the farm sector. In essence, these programs have been utilized to

remove surplus commodities from the market, using them to supplement existing

food programs to meet the needs of the less fortunate in our society. It's good for

both sides.

Many of the food donation programs have evolved in recognition of gaps in the

traditional food programs and the availability of large supplies of food

commodities. As a result, an increasing amount of interdependence has been

developing between the commodity markets and the food donation programs.
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The United States is blessed with an agriculture sector which has the ability to

produce well in excess of market needs at reasonable prices in some years due to

favorable crop developments. If market prices were permitted to fluctuate wildly

in response to these developments, producers would adjust their production to limit

the excess potential. The food donation programs provide a mechanism for

removing the transitory surpluses to benefit those most in need in our society while

giving producers a safety net - if mother nature provides a greater bounty. The

residual demand for commodities created by these programs is the type of buffer

which permits production agriculture to error on the side of too much rather than

too little production.

This dual role is a critical component of our overall food and agriculmral policy.

While the FY95 budget proposes an increase for food assistance in total, reductions

are proposed for programs designed to meet the need for food assistance through

removal of surplus production. .'\s a group, The Emergency Food Assistance

Program, the Commodity Supplemental Food Program and the Food Donation

Program for Selected Groups, are scheduled to be reduced by $95 million in FY95,

a 16 percent reduction. These programs have a dual role in the U.S. food and

agriculture system which magnifies the benefits of each dollar committed. In

making decisions about alternative funding for the various programs, I would hope

that the funding level of these programs could be maintained at current levels in

recognition of the important role they play in balancing the food supply over short

periods of time while serving those most in need.
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FOOD^HAIN
TH£ ASSOCIATION Of PREPARED AND PERISHABLE FOOD RESCUE PROGRAMS

Testimony of Christina A. Martin

Executive Director

Foodchain - The Association of Prepared and Perishable Food Rescue

Programs
Subcomittee on Department Operations and Nutrition

Hoxtse Conunittee on Agriculture
VS. House of Representatives

March 23, 1994

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and committee members. Thank you

for the opportunity to speak with you this morning. My name is

Christina Martin, and I am the founding executive director of

Foodchaln - The Association of Prepared and Perishable Food

Rescue Programs.

I am here today representing a imique response to hunger which

strives to provide access to a healthy diet to millions of people each

year by building partnerships with private industry and social service

agencies.

Foodchain is a network of 125 community-based food-rescue

programs that fight hunger in a highly common-sensical way: they

procure good, healthful prepared and perishable food that would

otherwise go to waste in foodservice kitchens and provide it to

agencies that feed those who might otherwise go hungry.

Seen as a compliment to food banking, Foodchain programs provide

protein-rich stews and soups, fresh vegetables and fruits, and high-

970 jefferion Street, N.W. • Atlanta, Georgia 30318
phone 404-875-43 22 • fax 404-875-4323

information hotline 8O0-845-30O8

80-/28 O - 94 - b
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protein entrees to soup kitchens, low-Income day-care centers and

nursing homes, and homeless shelters — more than 5,000 social

service agencies across the country. Since the development of the

food-rescue movement in the late 1980'8, these recipient ageiKies are

able to serve more healthful meals and focus their limited resources

on services to their guests and clients.

Food-rescue programs work on the shared principle of safety and

efficiency. Guiding the intricate food-rescue process is the belief in

the dignity of every human life, and providing nutrition to those who

are not guaranteed the most basic of needs — food. Foodchain

invites a disparate group to aid the fight against hunger. While

anyone
- from accountants to artists - can assist local programs,

Foodchain concentrates on tiiose experts from the culinary and

foodservice industries ~ not only to donate food — but to create and

teach seminars in nutrition, meal planning on a low-income budget,

and menu-planning.

The Foodchain program serving the Washington conununity
— D.C.

Central Kitchen - has provided 1.8 mlUion meals to people in need in

the last five years. The Kitchen is one of Foodchain's job training

models. It trains unemployed men and women in meal preparation

by matching them with culinary professionals. So far, 80 graduates

have gone through D.C. Central Kitchen's doors and are now

employed in the foodservice and hospitality industries. The name of

this food rescue program aptly describes its mission. D.C. Central

Kitchen collects excess, imserved food from restaurants, catering
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companies, corporate dining rooms, hotels, and other

establishments. The food is then brought back to a "central kithchen"

where is reprepared by chefs and training program students, and

turned into delicious and wholesome meals. These meals are then

safely delivered to feeding agencies in the D.C. area.

Some 13 billion pounds of edible food are thrown out each year in

America, while more Americans are living below the poverty level

than at any time since the early sixties. To continue to provide access

to a healthy diet, we must look to the most logical, simple, and sound

responses and ensure that more partnerships are formed with

prospective donors, both in private ii\dustry
-
through the

hospitality and foodservice sectors, and in governmental agencies

where we know that excess, wholesome food is still being wasted.

We must work to solve the barriers that prevent some of these

partnerships from forming. For example, a strong, national Good

Samaritan law might convince more donors to contribute. A tax

deduction that allows donors to glean more from their contributions

would provide incentives for large national restaurant chains, such

as KFC, to become more actively involved in the fight against

hunger. We would also recommend that this Committee actively

encourage U.S. military institutions, and other government facilities

that are discarding usable food to donate to prepared and perishable

food rescue programs.

While we work to gather the vital resource of food, we must also

work to solidify the long-term solutions to hunger and under
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nutrition with full-funding for government food programs such as

TEFAP, WIC, and Food Stamps. We must also continue to make a

commitment to assisting low-income families and individuals on the

path to self-sufficiency and access to healthy food. Thank you.
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FEEDBACK Fall 1993

Historically speaking
—

The evoSution of Foodchain

The
first prepared and

jjerishable food rescue

programs were founded in

the early 1980s. Word soon

spread of the gracefully common-
sensical idea of saving perishable

food from waste bins and getting

it to hungry people. Individuals

and organizations began contact-

ing the established programs to

learn how to start new PPFRPs.

riie "veteran" programs shared

their information and technical

assistance, and thus was woven a

loose network of programs.

By the late eighHes, the PPFRP

concept was catching on more

quickly. In 1989, a group of

program managers organized a

meeting in Kansas City, Mo., for

PPFRPs affiliated with food

banks. The pioneers of the early

PPFRPs began to see very clearly

that they were members of a

community
— a nationwide

community of local programs

using various ingenuities to

achieve the same end. A pledge
was made at the meeting to reach

out to all PPFRPs, regardless of

affiliation, and include them in

future activities.

A momentous second meeting
was held in Atlanta, in February
1990. The participants unani-

mously approved the establish-

ment of a national PPFRP net-

work, and elected the first steer-

ing committee to plan the 1991

National Conference. Before the

meeting adjourned, the following
mission statement was affirmed;

"We are a network of people
and organizations whose mission

is to increase the quality of

prepared and perishable food

made available to those in need.

PPFRPcrsgiither in Waihinglon in 1991

As a network we are focusing on
•

sharing information about

programs;
•

providing support and con-

sultation;

• developing and improving

program models;
•

fostering cooperation and

effective relationships with oiher

organizations."

TTiroughout this time of

development. The UPS Founda-

tion, the charitable arm of United

Parcel Service, gave much sup-

port to the individual programs
and, most recently, the formation

of Foodchain. TTie Foundation

also helped with the publication
of the first technical assistance

manual for PPFRPs.

At the 1991 National PPFRP
Conference in Arlington, Va., the

1991-92 steering committee was

elected and charged with the

following mandate:
• To plan for the development
of an improved PPFRP informa-

tion exchange and disseminationm

system.
• To develop a strategy for

building a pool of national/

regional food donors.

• To develop a strategy for

building relationships with key
national groups that are, or

should be, supporting efforts to

distribute prepared and perish-

able food.

• To coordinate and run the

1992 National Conference.

The 1991/92 steering commit-

tee developed and circulated a

draft proposal. After several

revisions based on suggestions
from the field, the proposal was

presented to the more than 100

program representatives at the

1992 National PPFRP Conference

in Dallas. As adopted by the

conference participants, the

proposal included the following

recommendations;
• That a new, independent,

nonprofit membership organiza-
tion be established and given the

mission of developing a detailed

approach for responding to the

continued on page 5.
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Evolution ... from page 4.

network's information exchange
and outreach needs.

• That the new organization
seek to build cooperative relation-

ships with other groups active in

the fight against hunger, and to

coordinate activities with them in

order to maximize the resources

available to programs involved in

the effort.

• That the organization's

leadership in the first year be

piu.iJed by a 12- member Board

of Directors authorized to work

with the organization's member-

ship and appropriate outside

groups to accomplish the mission

of the new organization.
• That the organization operate
on the fixed principles of account-

ability, incremental growth, cost

containment and financial re-

sponsibility as a non-regulatory

body.
Conference representatives

voted and approved the proposal.

They gave the newly elected

board ot Directors the authoiity
to form a corporation to facilitate

1^

the accomplishment of the mis-

sion.

The Board of Directors met

four times between April 1992

and January 1993 to organize the

association and its headquarters
in Atlanta. In November 1992,

Christina Martin was hired as the

executive director of the Associa-

tion of Prepared and Perishable

Food Rescue Programs and the

organization opeiied its head-

quarters. By January 1993, it

welcomed administrative assis-

tant Ruth Rogers and formally
announced it's new name,
Foodchain - The Association of

Prepared and Perishable Food

Rescue Programs.

\^i!Tgery Krauf, facilitalor, leads group discussion at the PPFRP cnnfe, ence in Dallas in

March.'1992.

1992 PPFRP conference participants vole to establish a membership organization.

m
(The information pa ket is held in the committee files.)
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SQCii: lY OF SI. ANi)m':w

TESTIMONY: MARCH 23, 1994, BEFORE IHJ-:

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DE1»AR IMENl OPERA IIONS AM) NT TRHION
HOUSE COMMII lEE ON ACIRIClI/rURE

I'lic Society ol Si. Andrew is a liiiiiLier iniiusir\ based m His: Island. X'uymia We

are incorporated as a tax exempt organi/aiion (50! c 3) in ilie Slate of Xirijinia. Our

Hunger programs are direct and simple in concept, and inexpensi\e in execution. We

receive as donations potatoes and other produce. We. tiien. arrani^e lor the packaging

and shipping of this produce to food banks, soup kitchens. Nati\e American reservations,

and other agencies across the United Stales wiio in uirn distribute ihis pioduce to tiie

poor. Since our inception in 19tS3. we ha\e salvaged and distributed in excess ol'

160,000,000 pounds of potatoes and oiher jiroduce lo a neiuork of food pro\ iders m

ever) stale of the coiiliguous 4.S and (he Disiiicl ol Columbia, i'luv present annual

volume is approximalely 20. ()()(). 00(1 pounds per year, ami llie increase of our programs

is limited only by financial conslrainls Ilie produce lliai ue deli\er is donated free of

charge by growers across the country We pa_\ the cosl ol packaging and siiipping.

approximately 4 cents per pound, and ai range for deli\ery at o\er 300 feeding agencies.

in tlie course of our minisli\. we lia\e worked with the IHI AP Program.

primaril\ in the Slate of Mar\land. 1 he Maryland Deparimcni o( Resources, an

emergency food assistance program, has received and distributed well o\er 1.000,000

pounds of our potatoes in ihe last se\eral years. Our dealings with Maryland TRFAP are

relatively simple. We deli\er polaloes. baggetl in >i) pound bags, in iraclor nailer

truckload lots. A tractor trailer iruck will hold approximately 45.000 pounds of potatoes.

Ihe Maryland ITJ AP I'rogram ihen disiiibutcs our potatoes in concert with other

federally purchased commodities lo 21 emergenc\ feeding operations across the slate.

These emergency feeding organi/alions are designed lo reeei\e the food by the various

local governmental aulhorilies in Mar\laiKl. nuring a recenl commodity acceptability

survey conducted by ihe Maryland neiiarimenl of Resources, ii was found thai potatoes

were \'eiy well recci\ed; and llicic is. in Uicl. a deiiiaiid for i'lealei sliipmenis ihan we

are piesenlly able lo tieliser because ol .i lack of lundini' lor lianspoi lalioii. il should be
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noted that our potatoes are distributed ilirougii many agencies across the United Slates,

who also distribute TEFAP commodities. The Maryland experience is the only TEFAP

program in the United States that direcily receives our potatoes and then redistributes.

We have found in the ten years of our existence that potatoes as well as other

produce are available in massive quantities on a donated basis. It should be stressed that

our present volume of 20,000,000 pounds per year is no larger because we lack the

funding necessary to package and deliver any additional produce. We have also

discovered that produce is usable and sought after by feeding agencies across the country.

Perhaps some statistics would be enlightening at this point.

Since our inception we have distributed produce to agencies in the following states:

State

Alabama

Arizona

Connecticut

Florida

Idaho

Indiana

Kansas

Louisiana

Maryland

Michigan

Mississippi

Montana

Nevada

New .lersey

New York

North Dakota

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

Tennessee

Vermont

Washington

West Virginia

Wyoming

Pounds of Produce

7,000,000

300,000

1,000,000

1,600,000

200,000

1,600,000

1,800,000

500,000

4,100,000

1,400,000

800,000

200,000

100,000

4,500,000

10,200,000

1,700,000

1,600,000

5,800,000

1,400,000

2,500,000

650,000

150,000

2,250,000

50,000

State

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Georgia

Illinois

Iowa

Kentucky

Maine

Massachusetts

Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraska

New Hampshire

New Mexico

North Carolina

Ohio

Oregon

Rhode Island

South Dakota

Texas

Pounds of Produce

600,000

8,900,000

900,000

900,000

4,200,000

7,100,000

1,700,000

1 ,400,000

800,000

8,300,000

4,600,000

100,000

400,000

50,000

7,200,000

8,200,000

50,000

500,000

2,500,000

9,300,000

6,900,000Virginia

Washington, DC 12.200.000

Wisconsin 100,000
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As you can sec Iroiii ihc .ibtuc sialisiics. Ircsli produce is caiicrh siuiiilit

by Iccding agencies across llie counu\ . I wani lo make llie additional poiiu ihal llie

volume ol potatoes and other produce available lo be donated to our program is very

mucii greater tlian that which we are salvaging at present. I^\ was ot example. I would

like to point lo the experience ol I arm Shaie. a local food saKage operation in Florida

City, Florida. With the cooperation ol the Go\ernmeni ol ilie .Slate ot 1 lorida and the

I'lorida Deparnnenl oT Agriculture, a large solume ol proiluce is preseiilK lieing saKaged

in I'lorida Cily. Tomaloes. green beans and squash are available at ihal location in huge

quantities. The volume that can be donated and made rcad_\ lor shipmeni liiere

approaches I.OUO.OOd pounds a monih lur the monilis No\ ember through Ma\ each \ear.

I. ike t|uanlities can be salvaged at se\eral locations in ilie Siale dI I lorida The salieni

problem with doing so is a lack ol li.ins|ioriali>)ii in gel lliis pidtlucc del:\ eicd lo reeding

agencies that could use it. The nature nrihe produce iis perishabilil\ diclalcs thai it

be shipped and consumed very rapidlx Ihis is possible lo tlo. biil pro|ier packaging and

transportation are absolutely neccssar\ At preseiii. the SociclN of .Si. Andrew does not

have the financial resources to take advantage of this opporluniu . Nevertheless, we are

anlicipaling opening an olTice in the Siaie ol I lorida lo coordiiiaie vulunleer gleaning and

local distribution of produce in the near lulure We have hopes of being able to iransporl

larger quantities out of stale in ihc noi loo (.lisiani luiurc I should poiiii oui thai similar

conditions exist in 'I'cxas. where we also plan to esiablisli a branch olTice. and in An/ona

and Calilornia as well.

I'or purposes ol this Commilicc and its dclibeialions on the luiurc ol

'ri'i'AI'. Ihc salieni point I wish lo make is thai large (|uanliiies ol produce of all lyjies

can he secured as donations to the .Society of .St. Andrew, and other organizations as

well. I hesitate lo estimate the total volume ol nulriiious produce ihal is wasted annually

in the United States, but it easily exceeds the needs ol our piior. Ii is literally possible

to feed everyone in our countr) who is luingiv. ulili/ing onlv ihal produce which we

generally waste because it is the wrong si/e. the u rong shape, or the vv rong color lor the

markel. Il is my opinion thai were additional lunding lor the packaging and

iransportalion made available that 40'W) million pounds per sear ol produce could be

3
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cIToclivcly s;ilv;i)',al ;iikI clisliilnilccl iIikiiij'Ii iIu' Socicly ol Si Aiiclicw :iikI ollicc ai'ciiLics

like ours. Il is also quite conceivable, based on ilie experience of IJreedlove Dehydrated

Food, Inc., that a large quantity of produce could be processed at a cost that would allow

the i'ood banking industry in the United .States to purchase it and redistribute this food to

agencies that feed the poor. I feel tiiai liiis is an option tiiat we need lo seriously look

into as we view the future of emergency feeding programs in the United Slates. I

appreciate this opportunity to testify bel'ore the Subcommiltee. and hope that my

coninients have been tliought-provoking and helpful.

4
Kenneth C. Ilorne, Jr.

Co-Director, Society of St. Andrew

P. (). Box 329

Big Island. Virginia 24526

1-800-333-4597
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South Plains

FOOD BANK

Testimony before Subcommittee on Department Operations and Nutrition

Wednesday, March 23, 1994

Thank you for the opportunity to address you today. I am Carolyn Lanier, Executive

Director of South Plains Food Bank (SPFB) in Lubbock, Texas; wrth me is Charles Prater

of Praters Food, Inc., who is also a member of the South Plains Food Bank Board of

Directors and President of Breedlove Dehydrated Foods, Inc.

A brief introduction of the Food Bank must include our proud relationship with Second
Harvest, our membership in Food Chain, our role as one of the 37 Food Banks that

participated in the VanAmberg Study on hunger, our literacy program. Last summer, no
vendor in the city was found to provide the summer lunch program. Within a four-day

period, SPFB geared up and provided over 1,100 daily lunches of fruit, sandwiches, and

vegetables (from our own farm), and milk.

While our Food Bank does not distribute any USDA commodity or provide food through
the Emergency Food Assistance Program, we work with agencies that do. Every bit of

food they receive is needed as we have elderly and children that are currently going

hungry.

In an effort to meet the unmet needs. South Plains Food Bank, working through the

private sector and foundations has gathered $3.8 million in cash and a $2.5 million

building including 42 acres of land to build a dehydration plant that will process over 20
million pounds of nutritious fruit and vegetables each year. This endeavor was
researched carefully. Before funds were raised, EDS, a firm in Fresno, California

completed a feasibility study showing the impact the plant will have on hunger.

The engineering work is currently being done on that project and it is anticipated food

will begin to be available for charities at the end of 1 994.

This plant will t^e able to process 20 million pounds of potatoes and carrots through a

continuous belt dehydrator. Static tunnel dehydrators will dry 7 million pounds of fruit

and other vegetables. Dehydrated food is not new. Desert Storm fed our solders this

food, and we actually had a war where there was no complains on the food! Betty

Crocker has led the way with dehydrated scalloped potatoes and cup of soup is regularly

eaten by all kinds people. A food technologist and chefs are working to establish

recipes. Soup mixes such as this one (which fits in one small plastic bag) will feed 8

hungry people when water is added and the food is cooked. Every effort is being made
to make sure this food will be of high quality and easy to use. No salt will be used to

process.

4612 Locust Av«. • Lubbock, TX 79404 > (806)763-3003 • FAX (806) 741.0650

A Certified Second Harvest F'ctnd Sank
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Testimony by Carolyn Lanier. South Plains Food Bank, Lubbock. Texas

March 23, 1994

Presently many of our farmers are currently allowed to claim for tax purposes only the

cost. You must find a way to encourage more donations through perhaps tax credits if

this innovative method of helping feed those is need is to serve as a model for the

country. We join Second Harvest in asking you to amend Section 170(e)(3) of the

Internal Revenue Code.

There is a commitment to make our country strong by working together on the problem.
If I were to ask you what Representative Bill Sarpalius; Representative Larry Combest;
Christine Vladimiroff, President and CEO of Second Harvest; Texas State Senator John
T. Montford; Bill Ayers, Executive Director of World Hunger Year/Reinvesting in America;
Ed Hayashi, President of EDS; Ed Hirschberg, President of Innovative Foods; Ken Horn,

President of the Society of St. Andrew; Mary Louise Klngsbery, Civic Leader in Lubbock,

Texas; Rufus Lester, Past Chairman of the Board of Second Harvest; Commissioner Rick

Perry of the Texas Department of Agriculture; Bill Shore, Executive Director of Share our

Strength; and Clark Skeans of the Arizona Gleaning Project, have in common, would you
have guessed they have all offered leadership and are serving on the Breedlove

Dehydrated Foods National Advisory Board.

We are desperately seeking answers and not handouts. However, government is

definitely a part of the equation. You cannot cut food now.

Attachments:

1. Breedlove Dehydrated Food, Inc. (brochure)
2. Summary of Feasibility Report by EDS
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BREEDLOVE DEHYDRATION PLANT

Feasibility Study

Final Report

Prepared for

SOUTH PLAINS FOOD BANK

Lubbock, Texas

Prepared by
EDS international

Fresno, California

June 1993
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE

The South Plains Food Bank of Lubbock, Texas is a private non-profit organization seeking

donated food which is distributed to pre -qualified needy people. Since beginning operations in 1982,

it has grown to a point of having to turn down large quantities of donated raw vegetables due. to

insufficient storage capacity and lack of ajiy means of preservation.

This report studies the feasibility of. establishing a dehydration facility which will enable

accepting and preserving the raw commodities presently being turned down, much of which is

currently going to waste.

SCOPE

An evaluation was conducted as to the quantity and quality of the raw commodities available,

the applicable processing technologies for preservation, manning and utility requirements, and the

costs of implementation and operation of such a facility. Potential risk factors and areas of concern

were identified and evaluated.

The South Plains Food Bank enjoys a unique position in a number of respects which provide

strong support for the implementation of this project. It is located in the middle of a large vegetable

growing region. Over 40 million pounds per year of the crops grown in the area never get to market

for a variety of reasons. It has exceptionally creative and dedicated leadership which has generated

strong local support from the community as well as national recognition for past accomplishments.

It has already received a donation of a very suitable facility to house the operation as well as some

of the equipment and services needed for the operation.
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An evaluation of the raw supply to support the operation year round indicates more than

double the amount required is potentially available. The capital cost required and the costs of

operation are well within the parameters acceptable for a viable operation. At an estimated break-

even sell price of under $ 35 per pound of dehydrated product, the other food banks are more than

willing to purchase as much as the facility can produce.

Utilization of the dehydrated products produced in this facility would be for soup ingredients

and other food dishes sold essentially at cost to other food banks. The demand for food for the needy

is growing, and some food bank are having to purchase supplemental groceries at wholesale prices

which are 8 to 10 times the estimated cost of production in this facility on a rehydrated pound for

pound basis.

CONCLUSIONS

It is our conclusion that this concept is sound and constitutes a very viable project that merits

serious consideration. The quantity and availability of the raw product appears to be in e.xcess of the

plant needs, the technology is well established and has been in use for many years, the process is

regarded as a relatively low risk compared to other preservation processes for human consumption,

and the costs developed are well within the parameters acceptable to the other food banks for

purchase.

We have found no reason to believe that it should not be a very manageable and successful

operation and certainly support the objectives of the project.
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INTRODUCTION

This study was conducted on behalf of the South Plains Food Bank of Lubbock, Texas to

evaluate the feasibility of establishing a dehydration facility to preserse donated fruits and vegetables

which would otherwise go to waste. Millions of pounds of surplus produce are being turned away

from the food bank currently, as their operation has grown to a point of saturation.

Located in the High Plains area of Northwest Texas, this food bank is in close proximity to

the third largest vegetable growing area in the U.S., which produces over 350 million pounds annually.

10 to 20% of this produce goes to waste each year, far exceeding the capability of the food banks to

receive and redistribute to those in need without some means of preservation.

The basic concept developed by the South Plains Food Bank is to process primarily those root

vegetables which are in plentiful supply in the region, such as potatoes, carrots and onions, and

dehydrate them into dices or slices. These would be distributed to other food banks essentially at cost

to be used for making soups and other dishes to serve to the hungry.

Supplementing the above process would be a smaller capacity system which would dehydrate

the many other fruits and vegetables also available but in smaller quantities.

Because this unique and innovative approach would be the first of it's kind, EDS International

was employed to provide a detailed evaluation of the concept. To accomplish this task, the following

areas were identified for complete assessment:

• Availability and quantity of the raw produce supply.

• Identification of the sources and potential sources of the raw supply.

• Long term reliability of the raw supply.
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Dehydration vs. other preservation methods.

Capital costs and source of capital for implementation of the project.

Costs of operation under various conditions.

Outlets and demand level for the finished product.

Potential risks and areas of concern.

The results of this study are included in 'this report as well as a summary of findings and

recommendations where applicable.
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BACKGROUND

The South Plains Food Bank (SPFB), is part of the Second Harvest organization headquartered

in Chicago, Illinois. Second Harvest is a central clearing house which provides canvassing and

distribution systems to 182 membfr food banks and over 46,000 agencies throughout the U.S. It

began operations in 1976 in Phoenix, Arizona where the first food bank was started in the mid- 1960s.

Operating as non-profit charitable organizations, food banks are donated a wide variety of

both processed and raw foodstuffs which are redistributed to the hungry. They are an important

resource in the event of disasters, such as the hurricanes in Florida last year. In spite of their efforts,

the numbers of needy people in America are increasing, and today approximately 30 million

Americans are suffering from hunger, nearly one-eighth of the U.S. population.

Since inception in 1982, the SPFB has grown impressively in terms of food distributed from

1.3 million pounds in 1983/84 to 8.2 million pounds in 1992.

Despite generous support from the local community and a strong pool of volunteers, the

operation has almost exhausted its capability to handle much more volume, particularly in terms of

perishable items. Almost daily, they have had to turn down large amounts of donated food.

WTiile the accomplishments of this food bank were well- recognized, Carolyn Lanier, the

Executive Director since it's inception, realized the huge potential in the millions of pounds being

turned away. After receiving some of the surplus dehydrated food from Desert Storm, she began

investigating the possibility of a dehydration facility. With strong support from the Board and others,

this idea was actively pursued over the past two years. -The results of their efforts were presented in

a summary, the highlights of which arc as follows:
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• The High Plains and South Plains are located close to the third largest vegetable

producing area in the U.S.

• The plant will process a minimum of 19 million pounds of quality vegetables.

• The food will be distributed to charities for a low handling cost.

• Priority for distribution will be the areas now served by the South Plains Food Bank

and the area which provides the raw food for processing.

• At full operation, 39,000 vegetable servings per day will be distributed.

• The project will provide jobs and sense of self- worth to minorities, women and others

who have not been able to fit into the American Dream.

• The project will provide a model for other geographic areas in both the food

production and the human relations arenas.

Through ongoing efforts of the SPFB, a significant portion of the needs for such a facility are

already in place, and support continues to grow. Mary Louise Kingsberry donated 29 acres of land

for the project, and later H.A. & Barbara Sessions and J.T. & Margaret Talkington donated a 47,500

square foot building with 42 acres of land. A pilot dehydration plant and farm on 5 acres was

donated by Jim Taylor and West Texas Home Builders.

Some equipment for the process has come from other sources, including Frito-Lay, South

Plains Foundation, Case Equipment, Texas Department of Transportation and KJTV Channel 34.

Monetary donations continue to be received, and plans are in progress for the U.S. Secretary of

Agriculture, Mr. Espy to visit the facility later this summer.

(The complece report is held in the committee files.)
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TESTIMONY OF DAVID A. NASBY

DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

VICE PRESIDENT, GENERAL MILLS FOUNDATION

Chairman Stenholm and members of the Subcommittee My name is David Nasby. I am

Director of Community Affairs and Vice President of the General Mills Foundation, and I am

testifying today on behalf of the Grocery Manufacturers Association. I appreciate very much

the opportunity to share GMA's views with you on food donation activities, especially those

in the private sector.

I understand that the Subcommittee is focusing its discussion on the impact of reductions in

various public food assistance programs including The Emergency Food Assistance Program,

the Community Supplemental Food Program and the charitable institutions program. Public

food assistance programs are not my expertise, but your invitation notes that you want to look

at these programs "in the context of other food donation activities." I hope I can provide

some perspective on these other activities, since I am responsible for our donations at General

Mills and have been chairman of the Grocery Manufacturers of America Foodbank Committee

for the last three years.

Before I speak to the private donations of hundreds of American food companies, let me just

note that while I am not expert on the mechanics or the specific impact data regarding public

food programs, I do know the core importance of public food assistance and regularly observe

the effective partnership that both the public sector and private sector has forged with Second

Harvest as ve all seek to provide both emergency and short-term assistance to those in need.

The public programs you provide are important because they are more predictable and

provide staple items not often on the list of inventory we contribute. I know that I will make

donations next month, but I don't know what items will be included in my donation. That's

because our donations are driven primarily by production, distribution, sales and marketplace

circumstances.
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There are some notable exceptions to this general rule For example, in response to

hurricanes, floods and earthquakes, the private sector has responded vigorously with a wide

range of items specifically requested and efficiently distributed through Second Harvest, the

American Red Cross, Salvation Army and other Private Voluntary Organizations In all cases

this work was coordinated with local and national governmental units with increasing speed

and skill The point is that we have developed in recent years a system through which we

could connect with individuals in need. That system receives public and private support,

leverages that support and produces remarkable efficiency This activity is a fine example of

public/private sector collaboration.

A little more than a decade ago, our company did not contribute any food inventory to

charity Like other food companies, we worked very hard to assure that our branded food

products met the highest quality standards We had significant equity invested in our brands

We hesitated to contribute inventory because we had concerns about how our products would

be handled and distributed, and we didn't want to jeopardize our brands reputation for high

quality standards. We didn't want cereal stored in the garage of a social service agency, or

yogurt in an old refingerator that had difficulty getting down to 50°. I could provide a list of

examples ofwhy our caution was prudent.

In 1982, a few leading food companies, all members of the GMA, considered participation in a

new project funded by the public sector as a pilot project. In those days, if a company had a

truckload of cereal or grapefruit juice or canned beans, that amount was probably too much

for a single food shelf or even food bank. The idea was to create a network of foodbanks that

would share large donations and would connect with local food shelves, daycare centers,

service centers, schools and other human service programs They could share these larger

donations in some equitable way. That's the story of Second Harvest.
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Twelve years later we have a system in which we have absolute confidence The level of

contributions fi-om General Mills is now in excess of 10 million pounds annually, or the

equivalent of a semi-truck every day These donations include the full range of our products,

Yoplait Yogurt, Wheaties, Cheerios, Total, Nature Valley Granola products, Betty Crocker

mixes, over 200 different food items, all of which you will find in a food bank at some time.

Through the Second Harvest system, we are linked with 1 83 food banks and 46,000 charitable

agencies covering almost every community in the country. Recent research has identified that

these contributions reach into a system that has almost 26 million clients, the largest private

sector hunger program in America.

Over the past twelve years, through the GMA (Grocery Manufacturers of America), a

rigorous set of standards and procedures for sanitation, storage, record keeping and inventory

control has been established and implemented This has been done as an industry volunteer

effort. Fourteen GMA member companies currently supply industry professionals to Second

Harvest in a regular program to maintain those high standards and to further develop an

already efficient system. Food industry professionals provide technical assistance and counsel

to food banks in every part of the country.

In the past year, contributions from the industry to the 1 83 affiliates of Second Harvest

exceeded 500 million pounds, making it similar in scale to The Emergency Food Assistance

Program. There are, to be sure, remarkable differences between these programs, but they

handle about the same amount of product.

You have also asked that I comment on the barriers to increased private donations This is

more difficult because I have no clear answers. It's another example, perhaps, of the fact that

doing good isn't easy. We have not surveyed the member companies of the GMA on the
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issue of barriers This is something that GMA would be pleased to do if the Subcommittee

wished us to

The 1969 tax reform act reduced the charitable deduction from fijll market value and

established the principle of "fair market value
"
Frankly, it's difficult to determine the fair

market value of Cheerios that are too light, or a case of mix where a couple of boxes have

razor cuts, or Wheaties where the flakes are too small to meet our specifications or Yoplait

Yogurt that needs to be consumed in four days.

Because of that difficulty, it's safer for us to take no deductions, except for cost, on the items

described above, so we don't Our approach is perhaps more conservative than some others

might take, but it's not uncommon So, for product we would not, for some reason, sell into

our normal distribution channels, there is no incentive under current law to donate the product

as opposed to simply destroying it or "distress selling" it. The instances in which we take

deductions in excess of cost are usually in response to disasters where the items we donate are

taken from regular inventory.

As indicated, our procedures are not necessarily the industry standard. Each contributor

applies its own valuation and accounting system. However, it's clear to me that current tax

treatment is not a significant motivator for contributions of inventory. The primary motivator

is the sense of corporate responsibility and the availability of a safe and efficient system for

making inventory donations that find their way to people in need

It is clear that donors don't want penalties for participation in this activity. They don't want

the exposure of faulty food handling. They don't want an adverse reaction to inappropriate

distribution, and they don't want tax penalties.
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In this regard, several years ago the Treasury was very helpful in clarifying its regulations

stating that in no event would the taxpayer lose deductions for the actual cost of a donation

Previously, there was a possibility that a product's "fair market value" might be determined by

the ERS to be less than actual cost In our case that clarification boosted the level of

participation

There has also been discussion about the so-called "Good Samaritan" laws which have now

been enacted in some form in all fifty states and here in the District These statutes are,

perhaps, part of an environment that promotes and favors increased contributions activity, but

in our view, they offer no real protection If food products are not carefully stored and

responsibly distributed, food companies will find themselves at legal risk. And, equally

important, the reputation of our brands could be compromised.

No system is absolutely fail-safe, but our best efforts are required whether we sell our

products or donate them Contribution of a percentage of our products will continue to be

our policy so long as we have a charitable system available and so long as there are no

penalties for our activity. The problem of hunger in America is a problem for all of us,

including the food industry, and we have a unique capacity to respond Through the GMA,

with Second Harvest and in the individual procedures of hundreds of food processors and

suppliers, I think we have made a good beginning
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to address this

important subcommittee hearing. My name is Debra Usinger and I am
director of retail operations and corporate services for Usinger' s

Famous Sausage in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

As you might have guessed, Usinger's is a family-owned and

operated business. The company was founded by my great grandfather
in 1880. He came to this country with his favorite sausage recipes
that he collected while learning his trade in Germany. As the
fourth generation, my brother and I still use those recipes to
manufacture over 70 different varieties of fine sausage.

Since my grandfather's days, our company has been committed to
our surrounding community. We are located on the same street where
we started doing business more than a century ago and many of our
135 employees have been with us for decades. Part of our company
tradition is to have our employees share two meals together each

day as a group. In the morning, we provide a nutritious breakfast
to our employees and at lunch, we again join together for a lunch
of Usinger's cold cuts.

This meal sharing, which dates back to my great grandfather's
days, has created a family atmosphere among our employees. It has
extended to our community as well, thanks to an industry-sponsored
program called "Meating the Need."

In 1989, the American Meat Institute formally established a

partnership with the Second Harvest National Food Bank Network.
Second Harvest is a national network of 185 food banks which

provides surplus food to the 50,000 charitable agencies throughout
the country.

It is important to remember that Second Harvest Food Banks
serve a critical role in getting goods distributed to organizations
that would not necessarily receive the much-needed food items on
their own.

Since 1989, AMI member companies have contributed nearly 13

million pounds of surplus product to Second Harvest food banks and
we are constantly waging a campaign to find more donors. According
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to Second Harvest, meat is the most frequently desired and least
available product. And for those who suffer hunger's effects, the
protein and other nutrients found in meat products are critical to

staying healthy.

For years, we've had the pleasure of developing a strong
working relationship with Second Harvest Food Bank of Wisconsin.
This year alone we have donated 3,000 pounds of sausage and meat.
In 1993, over 6,000 pounds of product were donated. This 9,000
pounds of products represents a retail cost of $32,543. We've also
brought numerous food bank employees and headquarters staff through
our plant to teach them about meat manufacturing and about safe
handling of food products.

Let me say that I am not looking for a pat on the back for our
efforts. Those of us who have been involved in the project and who
have come to know local food bank staff and headquarters staff have
received much more than we could ever give to this project.

We've met people whose lives are dedicated to hunger relief.
We've had the opportunity to learn how fortunate we are to have
what we do. We've learned that a hardworking family, through no
fault of its own, can find itself in need of assistance literally
overnight. We've learned that frequently food stamps don't go far

enough, that children often go hungry and, more often, parents go
hungry to save food for their children.

In a country as rich as ours, this is simply unacceptable.
"Meating the Need" has shown us how we can do something to solve
the problem.

So often, media attention about food relief focuses on post-
disaster relief. "Meating the Need" donor companies have provided
relief in the wake of Hurricane Andrew, the Midwestern floods and
California's earthquake and fires. Second Harvest Food Banks work
in partnership with the Red Cross to provide food relief services
where the Red Cross provides medical and social services.

I am proud of what we've been able to do. But there is more
to the big picture than natural disasters. As Second Harvest so

frequently points out, there is a daily crisis in this country and
it is called hunger. Sadly, this daily crisis doesn't get nearly
the attention — or the resources — that it should.

Fortunately, my company is part of a motivated industry that
is committed to sharing its surplus products with those in need, to

ending the needless hunger that causes so much pain. Still, I am

dismayed that while food industry donations have increased by 10

percent over the last year, government donations are down by six

percent.
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If we are to solve this national tragedy, we must constantly
challenge each other to do more, to learn more and to care more.
Sadly, the President's 1995 budget decreased funding for several
USDA commodity donation programs. I understand that the government
is under enormous pressure to decrease spending, but taking funding
away from the programs that aid the most destitute would be
devastating.

I know that when many of us open our pantries and see
plentiful supplies of food, it is difficult to imagine that our
neighbor's pantry might be empty. But this is the reality. I have
seen the demand for food at our local food bank and I read about
the same demand throughout the country each month when I receive my
mailings from Second Harvest.

We in the meat industry urge Congress to reconsider funding
cuts to commodity donation programs. I promise you that full
funding will have a dramatic impact on constituents in all of your
districts. Second Harvest alone distributes 600 million pounds of
food and grocery products each year. I challenge the government to
do its part.

We also urge you to find time to visit your local food bank
and find out what you as individuals can do to help bring an end to
this needless problem of hunger. On behalf of my company, Fred
Usinger, and on behalf of the meat industry, thank you for your
attention to this important issue.

O
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